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40$ b5 

Five half hours a week on 

color videotape. 

Call Bill Mulvey 

Triangle Program Sales 

(215) TR 8-9700 

4100 City Line Avenue 

Philadelphia, Penna. 19131 

Qualifies for instructional credit under 
FCC logging procedures. 
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WTMJ-TV's News -4 Probe investigated the costs 
for operating private and parochial schools in 
Milwaukee... or for permitting them to fold. Gave 
key school administrators, educators, church of- 
ficials, and taxpayers their say. And Milwaukeeans 
tuned in night -by -night for the results-within our 
prime ten o'clock news time. They consistently 
tune in and write in. Because News -4 Probe deals 
with relevant, controversial topics - civil unrest, 
drugs and hippies, black men in business. Each 
subject is covered in series, with one segment 
building on the other to put widely varying view- 
points in perspective. News -4 Probe studies Mil- 
waukee in depth-another reason for WTMJ-TV's 
hold on Milwaukee viewers. Our hold is yours- 
through Harrington, Righter & Parsons. 
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LOOK FORWARD TO WTMJ-TV 

1 
)The Milwaukee Journal Station NBC 

WTMJ-TV 
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you w 43 sell i n 
Turkey... ou ave 
lstart in 

... 

ri .á . 

l 

Turkey, Texas, that is ... and you can't 

reach folks in Turkey more effectively than 

through Amarillo television. Turkey is one 

important part of the 39 -county, 3 -state 

coverage of Amarillo TV stations. 

Talk Turkey with spots or a test market 

plan that will tap one of the nation's high- 

est per -capita income areas - fourth 

largest market in Texas*. 
('ARB ADI, 1969 - Houston, Dallas -Ft. Worth, San Antonio. Amarillo) 
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To SELL in Turkey, contact the reps of 

these Amarillo TV stations: 

KFDA-TV KGNC-TV KVII-TV 
Blair Television Avery-Knodel, Inc. HR Television, Inc. 

Amarillo, Texas 
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Tí IS is 
SOMETHING ELSE 

SOMETHING ELSE IS SOMETHING DIFFERENT 

IN TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND SYNDICATION! 

Something Else is thirty minutes 

of bright, new, wholesome, contemporary entertainment. 
Filmed on location in color, 

Something E/se romps through Son Francisco, Hawaii, Acapulco, 

Aspen ... to capture the action where the excitement is greatest. 

The charismatic young host of 

Something Else is comedian -impressionist John Byner. 

Complementing John's relaxed style 

are the lively and lovely Action Faction dancers. 

Guest stars spring from the worlds 

of music, show business, sports, and motion pictures 

The first segment of the Something Else series 

boosts such nationally renowned personalities as John Hartford, 

Jim Webb, Merrrlee Rush, Three Drug Night, 

and Mephistopheles. 

The pure creative quality of 

Something Else, coupled with its production innovations, 

makes it the most imaginative, 

exciting musical-fomedy-voriety series ever produced 

It's a rating winner on any station in any city! 

Developed by the American Dairy Association, 

Something Else ís a first run, network quality series. 

It is available in your market for a 

guaranteed 26 weoks riíth option for o longer rr in 

How's that for Something Elsa 

For complete information, 

call or write, Jack Page, Marketing Director. 

ROBERT E. PETERSEN PRODUCTIONS 

8490 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, 90069 

(213) 657-5100 

'idrrisinn A, riuR'u( 25, 1%9 
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The 

Technique 

Of the MOTION 

PICTURE CAMERA 

by 
H. Mario Raimondo Souto 

Mr. Souto, one of the world's 
foremost authorities on the motion 
picture camera, has put together the 
perfect textbook for both the pro- 
fessional and amateur cameraman. 
This book is the most comprehensive 
study of the modern film camera 
in all its forms, from 70mm giants 
to the new Super 8s. Comparative 
material is included on virtually all 
film cameras available from the 
U.S.A., Britain, France, Russia, Ja- 
pan and other countries. 

Techniques of filming, from hand 
held cameras to cameras mounted 
in airplanes and helicopters are 
thoroughly covered. 

Profusely illustrated with easy -to- 
read line drawings. 

Hard covered, 322 pages with index 
and glossary as well as comparative 
charts. 

$16.00 each 

TELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
Gentlemen: 

Enclosed find $ for copies of "The 
Technique of the Motion Picture Camera. 
Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
Add 50e per copy for postage and handling 
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21 PREDICTIONS '69-'70: PRIMETIME PROFILES 
Here's what every upcoming nighttime program looks like in 
detailed demographic terms as predicted by N. W. Ayer- 
an exclusive analysis for TELEVISION AGE 

28 ARBSEC, TELAVAIL OR CHAOS? 
ARB and Nielsen are going full throttle with their computer- 
ized timebuying plans as agencies wonder what will become 
of them 

30 DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE? 
Syndicated programs lost or delayed in shipping are becom- 
ing more common, and syndication traffic managers don't see 
the situation easing 

32 HOW TO STOP SLIPPING WITH SLIDES 
If you want to use slides on tv effectively you just have to ac- 
cept the peculiarities of the medium 

34 'WE HIT EVERYBODY' 
Regional supermarket chain seeks wide reach to be one-up on 
the competition, illustrates why next tv breakthrough may 
be food stores 

DEPARTMENTS 

10 Publisher's Letter 
Report to the readers 

12 Letters to the Editor 
The customers always write 

15 Tele -scope 
What's behind the scenes 

17 Business Barometer 
Measuring the trends 

19 Newsfront 
The way it happened 

37 Viewpoints 
A no -holds -barred Column 

38 Film/Tape Report 
Round -up of news 

49 Spot Report 
Digest of national activity 

51 One Seller's Opinion 
The other side of the coin 

57 Wall Street Report 
The financial picture 

71 In the Picture 
A man in the news 

72 Inside the FCC 
Exclusive report Irani 
Washington 

Television Age is published every other Monday by the Television Editorial Corp. 
Publication Office: 34 N. Crystal St., E. Stroudsburg, Pa: Address mail to editorial, adver- 
tising and circulation offices: 1270 Avenue of the Americas, Rockefeller Center, New 
York, N. Y. 10020. PL 7-8400. Controlled circulation postage paid at New York, N. Y. 
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IfHEMAN WHO CAPTURED THE NOTORIOUS,LEPKE.INSPIRED OUR NEWS CONCEPT 

man sitting in the sedan 
ous. Very nervous. He 

4t king at his watch. It's a 
se. Irm he thought. I'll give 
h t' minutes more. Then he 

a of the first call three 
ik árlier that had brought 

on this hot, lonely 
night. He tried to 
er the conversation. 
e man's voice had been 
uffled. He didn't say 

e just blurted out: 
on't ask me who I am. I . 

methingimportant to tell 
pke wafts to come in. But 
!Rí so manyy different 

about what will happen to 
e can't trust anybody, he 

Ys+ he could find someone he 
t st, he will give himself up 

th person: The talk around 

°,. 

ne 

ig 

n 
ve 

'S l 

town ís that Lepke would be shot 
.while supposedly escaping." 

"Does he trust me?" the 
reporter inquired. - 

"Do you,.really mean that?" 
said the voice anxiously. 

"Sure," he assured."I'll tell 
Johñ Edgar Hoover about it and 
I'm sure he will see to it that 
Lepke receives his constitutional. 
rights and nobody will doss 
him." 

"O.K.,'put iton the air 
tomorrow night if you can get. 
that promise," and then he 
disconnected. 

The man's thoughts were 
broken as a figure approached 
the car in haste. Out of nowhere; 
it seems. He opened the door, ° 

got in, and said : "Hello. 
Thanks very much." 

The man released the brake 
and stepped an the gas. "We'lI be 
with Mr. Hoover in a minute or. 
two," he said. "He's waitiñg ín ' 

his carat 28th Street."- 
' "Yes, I know," said Lepke. 

"I just passed him." 
After parking his car behind 

a machine which was parked 
behind Hoover's, the man shirt 
off the ignition and escorted 
Lepke into Hoover's car. 

"Mr. Hoover," he said, "this 
is Lepke." - 

"How do you do?" said 
Mr: Hoover. 

"Glad to meet you," replied 
Lepke. "Let's go." 

Ten:miriutes later the FBI 
had their man and Walter 
Wihchell had a great news story. 

°One that he had lived. 
Whatever happened to that 

kind of news story? Whatever 
happened to the newsmen who 
went out and were eyewitnesses 
to the news as it was happening? 
Where aire the Walter Winchells? 
Where are the Ernie Pyles 
reporting from a Pacific foxhole? 

It was this type of news 
gathering. It was the Winchells, 
the Pyles, the Margaret Bourke - 
Whites, who have inspired the 
mew type of news program that 
you can see on the five ABC 
Owned Television Stations. 

In five great U.S. cities, an 
ABC Owned Television' Station 
has a.deep commitment to news. 
We're dedicated to working 
harder, spending more to have 
the best news program in town. 

We're there when it happens, 
as it happens.'Every morning 
crack news teams go out and ' 

bring back their own eyewitness 
' story of the news of the day to our - 

ittidios. 
In New York City,' just five 

minutes after an alleged 
murderess was acquitted, she was 
whisked intoa WABC-TV studio 
for an exclusive live interview. 

In Detroit, during a riot, 
our WXYZ-TV news teamswent 
into the burning ghetto and 
reported the news as it was 

. 
t 

happening: 
In San Francisco, a 

'KGO-TV news team went out' 
along with the police and covered 
the arrest of a pornographer. 

At KABC-TV, Los Angeles, 
and at WLS-TV, Chicago, our 
news teams have one objective. 
Not to "scoop" their opposition 
by'a.few minutes but to "scoop" 
them by a few days. 

Will "On the Spot" 
eyewitness news coverage work? 
Just check the news ratings for 
ABC in each of our five cities 
and you'll know what we mean 
when we say, some day, a few 
years from now, everyoneon 
television will cover the news 
the way the ABC Owned 
.Television Stations. are covering 
it tonight. 

ABC OWNED TELEVISION STATIONS 0 



50,000 watts on 670 kc. 
(25,000 watts night) 

R A BRITISH C OLU M B I A 

* Boise 
es 
ly 

IDAHO 

1- 

UTAH 

ARIZONA, 

KBOI is the new giant of the west. Its 50,000 
watt signal emanating from the capital of the 
state, Boise, spans a vast empire.... 

By day, it reaches into every corner of Idaho - the first communication medium to do so - 
and sends its powerful signal into areas of 
Utah, Nevada and Washington. By night, it en- 
compasses eight states. 

Through its regional news and weather reports, its entertainment, its cultural, 
informational and public service broadcasts, KBOI will provide a continued and 
expanded service to the rich, expanding west. 

BOISE, IDAHO 
50 kw on 670 kc daytime 

25 kw nighttime 
CBS 

Represented by: 
McGavren-Guild-PGW Radio Inc. 
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and, not realizing. it, 
raphed death. The 

p.. raph became a symbol of. 
d war.. 

c < pa was to photograph the 
1st e smoke, and the death.of 

ny times until, in 1954, in 
In amlet in Thai Binh, 
a m, he was killed by a land 

MAN WHO TOOK THE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT BECAME THE SYMBOL OF MÉN AND WAR INSPIRED OUR NEWS CONCEPT 

your pictures.aren't good 
you aren't close enough." 

s . And Robert Capa's 
tt's were always close. He 

dt raphed five wars during 
time..' 
!1936; as'a young photo - 

Capa rah with a group 
to ist fighters outside of 
irt,a, Spain.'Súddetily, 
ri a battle, the mán next to 
n tered and fell.back. In 

tp lit second Capa raised his 

ipt 

n 

lr 

n 

. "It is not easy ahvays.to ". 

stand aside and be unable to do 
anything except to record the 
suffering around One ...The last-, 
day some of the best ones die -But 
those alive will,fast forget." 

. Capa is dead. Arid yet -his 

approach to his life's work 
cannot die. The Capa approach 
was o go in and live what he ' 

photographed.. It's the approach 
. of Margaret Bourke -White, of,: 

Ernie Pyle. -And th é style of ;ó 

Walter Winchell. It's the 
approach that, says the.events of,: 

life are the most important,thing 
in the world and if youmust risk; '. 
your life to record them,.then.you 
must risk,ybur life. 

It was this exciting 
approach to.neWs thátinspired°' -, 

the new.typé of news prograXri , 

that can now be seen in five great_ 
' Americancities. 

In five gteátU.S..citiés .án 
ABC Owned Television Station' ' 
has a deep cdmmitment tó néws.' 
We're dedicated to working 
harder, spending more to have ',. - 

the best news program in town: ° 

'We're there when ithappens, 
.as it happens ;Every morning' . 

crack news teams go out 
bring.back'their ówn.eyewitness 
story of the news of the day to our. 
studios. ' 

.In Chicago, WLS-TV 
produced a half hour news 
special entitled "Chicago, The 
World Was Watching." This was 
the first in what turned out to be 

° á long'.line of convention ° 

. doéuinentáries, 
I.In S'an.Franciscó, KGO-TV 

investigative reporter Dick 
Carlson exposed a Nevada .' . 

District Attorney's. participation. 
..in the sale of $11,000 of silver 
that had been stolen in an,aríned ° 

robbery. ' 

In Detroit,'WXYZ-TV 
reporter Eric Smith got an 
exclusive interview:with. the, 

° mother 'of Dawn Basoín., Dawn 
was the fifth girItobe found 
murdered in the Ann Arbor area. 
She talked with reporter Smith 
only'beéause she knew him.from' 

° the WXYZ-TV.newscasts. 
In Néw York, eyew-ítness 

news correspondent.Milton - 

Lewis broke the news story of a 

corrupt'oflicial in the Bronx 
Borough president's office. The . ' 

man later pleaded guilty in court 
; and was sentenced. 

In Los Angeles, . r 

KABC-TV's in-depth reports on Í 

the local"washing machine 
scandal" brought the public's 
áttention to an obvious health 
hazard. .. '. 

Will"On the Spot" 
eyéwitness news coverage work? 
Just check the news ratings for 
ABC in each of our five cities 
and you'll know what we mean 
when we say; some day,.a few 
years from now, everyone on 

. television will cover the news 
_the .way .the ABC Owned ' 1 

Television Stations are covering: 
it tonight. 

;.. 
- = ti ;, 

.: 
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.ABC OWNED TELEVISION STATIONS. 



new books 
for the 

broadcast industry 

RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK 
By William A. Peck 

$9.95 
comb -bound 

A complete guide to help sta- 
tions increase sales, develop 
better ratings and improve re- 
sults. 
On -air and off -air campaigns 
including contest, promotional 
announcements, public service, 
news programming, etc. are 
discussed and studied for ef- 
fectiveness. 

ANATOMY OF LOCAL 
RADIO -TV COPY 

By William A. Peck 

$5.95 
comb -bound 

Contains hundreds of ways to 
increase statión billing with 
sales -proven copy. Many "im- 
possible" prospects have been 
sold using the copy methods 
provided in this idea -packed 
book. 

INTERPRETING FCC BROADCAST 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Edited by Verne M. Ray 

$5.95 
comb -bound 

Indispensable for station per- 
sonnel. Covers such important 
facets as Program Log Require- 
ments, the Fairness Doctrine, 
Fraudulent Billing, Advertising, 
Libel and Slander, etc. 

TELEVISION AGE BOOKS 
1270 Avenue of The Americas 

New York, N. Y. 10020 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me the books 
checked below. A check for 
$ enclosed. (Please add 
50¢ per book for mailing and 
handling.) 

RADIO PROMOTION 
HANDBOOK $9.95 

ANATOMY OF LOCAL 
' RADIO -TV COPY $5.95 

'INTERPRETING FCC 

BROADCAST RULES AND 
REGULATIONS $5.95 

Name 
Address 
City 

State Zip 

Letter from the Publisher 
Program forecast 

In this issue, TELEVISION AGE presents the annual audi- 
ence predictions by N. W. Ayer of the upcoming network 
season. This is surely a tour de force. Involved this year are 
no fewer than 14 different estimates for each half-hour of 
the regular nighttime schedule, or a total of more than 2,000 
audience estimates. 

No published forecasts have achieved Ayer's record of 
accuracy. Last year, James H. Cornell, the agency's veteran 
program analyst who works up the estimates, came within 
one rating point for 47 per cent of 1,480 estimates, within 
two points for 69 per cent and within three points for 83 per 
cent. At this time of the year, the Ayer figures are of particu- 
lar value to spot buyers of primetime station breaks and 
station -sold spots within the network movies. But any buyer 
of time will find useful information in the estimates and the 
analysis of audience behavior that accompanies them. 

The FCC flexes its muscles 

It would seem that the battle to keep the FCC out of pro- 
gramming is being lost-more by erosion than by sweeping 
action. Section 315 puts the broadcaster in a virtual strait 
jacket at election time. Then came the Fairness Doctrine- 
later expanded to apply to cigarette commercials. This doc- 
trine has eaten away at the fabric of responsible broadcasting. 

If anyone thinks the FCC isn't into programming up to its 
hipboots, all they have to do is look at the current FCC re- 
newal forms. The licensee must file a detailed report on a 

survey in his own community, ascertaining how the broad- 
caster has met the needs of his community. 

It is a paradox that the influence of Commissioners Ken- 
neth Cox and Nicholas Johnson in insisting on the Commis- 
sion's incursion into programming matters is greater now 
than at any other time-a paradox because they are flying 
high in the face of a Republican administration. As a matter 
of fact, the activity of the FCC regardless of whether there 
is a Republican or Democratic administration has been in 
the direction of more stringent regulation, more forms, much 
more paper work. 

Whether premeditated or not, the net effect makes it more 
difficult day by day for the broadcaster to do business. It is 

probably for this reason that so many independent broad- 
casters have sold out their interests rather than put up with 
this constant harassment and the expanding powers of the 
Commission. 

Cordially, 

oll 

10 Television Age, August 25, 1969 .1 
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',HE WOMAN WHO COVERED STORIES THAT MOST MEN -WERE AFRAID -OF, INSPIRED OUR NEWS CONCEPT. 

+= 

11 

1'. 

Ilk photographer stepped 
rgoyle outside of the 

,d. Building and, balanced 
q up, shot a great picture 

rk Cityt 
1 photographer camped 

ti orstep of the USSR for 
u a half weeks and then got 
II ;ountry and 
laphed Stalin.., and his 
The photographer 

1,'a chain gang in Georgia 
Jie ever so close to being 
It guard. 
1" photographer was a 

A lovely woman. The 
',apher was Margaret . 

:'White: 
1n always looking for 

ical person or face that 
he picture essay together 

hban way. I got my first 
n k of one of the oldest great 

obinson Deep, on a 

The supkrintendenttold 
the men were working 
p in a remnant area. The 

said we will move them 
nore convenient location 

where you can take your pictures 
more easily. I said my magazine 
doesn't do things that way. Either - 

I photograph them where they 
really work or we'll forget the ° 

whole thing. They consented. To. 
me it was a solemn moment I 
stepped into the mine cage and 
started the slow two mile descent 
into the hidden steps of the world. 
My costume was topped with a 

crash helmet and I wore a whistle 
hung aroúnd my neck to use if we 
were trapped. 

"The atmosphere became 
very hot and humid. When we ' 

reached the little sloping pocket. 
where the two men were 
working, with rivers of.sweat 
pouring down their bare'chests 
and with sad eyes and 
perspiration -beaded faces they 
hacked away. I started.to take 
their picture." 

' Whatever happened to_thac 

kind of news coverage?' ..m 

Whatever happened tó the - 

.newsmen who went out and got 
the story, sometirties*midangering 
theirlives to get it? Where are. 
the Walter Winchelf§? Where 
.are the Ernie Pyles reporting 
.from a Pacific foxhole? - 

Where are the Robert Capas. 
photographing life,. nd_cíeatti? °.. 

It was this type of news ' é 
gathering. It was the Winchells;{ -. 

the Pyles, the Capas; who have 
inspired the new type of dews 
program that you cánsee on.the-' 
five ABC Owned Television- 

. Stations. 
In five great'U.S. cities', an ' 

ABC Owned Television'Statión 
has a deep commitment to news... 
We're dedicated to working 

0 

harder, spending more to have 
the best news program ín town. 

We're there when it happens, 
as it happens. Every morning 
crack news teams go out and 

bring back théir own eyewitness 
story of the news of the day to our 
studios. 

InLos Angeles, a 

KABC-TVphotographer . 

covering a student riot suddenly 
found himself in a tear g'as 'area. 
While everyone rushed to get 
away from the gas, our 
photographer stayed. He got his 
pictures_first. And then was taken 
to'a local hospital for -first aid 
treatment. 

In New York City, a . 

WABC-TV photographer sat 

crouched in a car forsix hours,. 
'his camera aimed at an ' 

abandoned car. He was rewarded 
fortis wait because he got the 

.first exclusive pictures ever taken 
of a car stripping thief in action. 

:',The film was used iiia three-part° 

. ` 

documentary that brought car . 

.stripping to the attention of the 
people of New York., 

In Chicago, time after time, 
.WLS-TV explored the wórid of 
obscene phone calls, abortion 
laws, and sex education in schools. 

in their mini -documentaries: 
In Detroit and in San. ' 

Francisco, WXYZ-TVand 
KGO-TV have developed a 

-reputation for being the first 
stations viewers turn to for an 
exclusive interview, an exclusive 
photograph or an -exclusive 
documentary that can't be found ' 

on any other television station. 
Will exclusive reports and 

mini -documentaries work? Just' 
check the news ratings for ABC 
in each of our five cities ;and 
you'll,knoW what we mean when 
we say, some day, a few years 
ffom bow, everyone on television 
will cover the news'.the way the 
ABC Owned Television Stations 
are covering it tonight. - 

ABC OWNED TELEVISION STATIONS 
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Then browse through our Feb. - March '69 ARB. 
It's like a breath of fresh air! 

We've chained down the 18 - 34 women from 
sign on - sign off (Sun. - Sat.) 

And we've racked up the #1 Metro share 
(Mon. - Fri., 5:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.) 

Hang around; we're looking for an even better 
book this fall! 
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, Letters 
to the 
Editor 

A minor point or two 
In the article Making sivitcherrt, s' .. 

switch (TELEVISION AGE, June h 
1969, page 30), you displayed a rest°; 

markahle grasp of a highly complij. 
cated piece of research. Some of whal 
we did has proved a little heady ever R. 

for some researchers-so to fine 

this degree of understanding in oni' 

who does not profess to be a re 
searcher ís indeed unusual. 

II9 

Re your fifth paragraph comment 
"... if the data are `true' ... (and, 
in a latter paragraph beginning, 
"One key to finding ..."), I ap 
parently did not give a very clean' 

picture of the additional work that}'ll 
went into the project. 

What I must have garbled is that 

this is one of the few instances in 

which a research technique was vali- 

dated, so that we know the data are 

"true." On one study, we demon- ó' 

strated that nine out of 10 individuals I 111 

. 

who did switch over a period of , 
time were those whom our earlie3t 

interview had tagged as "switchable" 
(switchable by any means, advertis 
ing or something else) . 

On that same study, we also dem- 

onstrated that greater exposure to 
0um¡ 

media was associated with greater 11,41 

switching on the part of the ad- 

switchables-those 
a j'PP 

who are switcha- 

ble by advertising; whereas greater 

media exposure did not increase the I'Is, 

rate of switching of those who might 

be switchable, but not switchable by 
1110 

advertising. 
In other words, this latter dem- 

onstration was one of several which 

prove that we have accurately and 

validly measured this separate factor 

of "responsiveness to advertising" 
which, when combined with "switch - 

ability," identifies the ad-switchables. 
But these are just minor points, 

and mainly for additional' back- Jo 

ground for research. They do not a~ 

detract in any way from the fine '1 I' 

job you did. 

05 

HERBERT KAY 

President 
Herbert Kay Research, Inc 

Montclair, NI 
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MAN WHOSEFINEST,STORY WAS -ENDED BY A SNIPER'S $ÚLLETINSPIRED.OUR,NEWS CONCEPT. 

Iáfternoon was tense, 
11 (caution. and dire little, 
h9e-beens. I was . 

ti jup a dirt lane where 
ymen.were squatting 

id n a ditch, waiting their; 
a ance,. They always 

id 'e that avhen they were, 
b front.'Suddénly 
an ells started .banging 
d I jumped into .a ditch 
en couple of soldiers: 

e clipping the 
s right:over. our heads 
g into the next 
ensuddénly one 

not with a crash, .but. -. - 

as though a high - 
hi had been struck. The. ;. 

o urned wadding and 
i howeri'ngdown over' 
y t d rang; and my right.... 
Id* hear anything. 

hell had struck 
twenty feet away. We 
aved by the earthen 

et 

111 

le 

d 
ee 

bank of the hedgerow: It was the ó 

next day before my ear returned 
to normal. A minute later a 

soldier crouching next in line, a 

coúple of feet away; turned tó:me 
and asked, 'Are you a war `;.,a -`o 

correspondent?': 
"I said I was, and he laid `I. 

wárit-to shake your hand.' And: 
he reached around the bush and' ,: 

We Shook hands. That's .all :either 
Of us .said."* . . .: . 

" 

Alot of soldiers shookErnie- 
Pyle's hand.Ert ie Pyle Was the:. 
great war correspondent.who 

.didn't.come:home. They shook..:, 
his ha'ü.d because he,ivas one of': 
thém.Oneóf the brave men. 
;Ernie Pyle -Was a newsman: 

Hecould'.'esátouttheár 
rewriting.oflicial communiques.; . 
from a plush hotel room far :, 
behind the lines. Instead, he, 
chose to cover the war: as a 

Soldier: He died on a. tiny,island; 
in the South Pacific 
sniper's: bullet," a soldier'and á ". 

newsman. ` 
Whatever happened to 

newsman like Ernie Pyle? 
Newsmen who. went out,'risked-, 
sometimes: even'gaveithe r liyes 
to get the hews? ' 

: Whatever;happenéd to the 
'kind Of news story Ernie Pyle 
wrote ?Wh'ateverhappened to 

the newsmen who went out.ánd 
were eyewitnesses tothe new ás.' 

it was happening?:Where áre,the 
' Walter Winchélls capturing a 
public enemy.like Lepke, 

`singlehanded? 
I:twasthis type of news; , 

gathering. It was the' Pyles, 'the 

film.of the',police arrest of a bank 
robber caught inside the bank " 

,..and, of his dead pártnei7.outside .: 

the bank's side 
-In Los Angeles, KABC-TV 

had the. firstcomprehensive half' 
hour repórton.the disastrous 
Los Angeles:floods. 

In New York, WAB'C"-TV 
reporters'and,in Chicago;:: - 

WLS-TV'reporters ;constantly. 
"scoop'? the opposition stations - 
and come -hp with exclusive'': 
eyewitness crseráge of'the major 

' news events. in these"two:great 
cities. ` 

Will commitment to views 

by theABC Ówned.Televisión " 

Stations work? Just check the 
news ratings for ABC in each of 
qur five cities end you'll,know . 

'what_we mean *when we say, 
someday, a.kW-yearsrfrom now, `:. 
everyone óri-television will"cover 
:the news the way: theABC-Owned 

: Television: Stations are covering' 
it tonight:' 

Winchélls, thé Ma.rgaiet 
$oúrké=Whites, who hávé ̀; 
inspi red the.new type of news 
program that you cañ'sée on 
five ABCOwned.Television; 
Statibñs.. ' ., .' ., .$ -(. 

In -five great;Ú.S: cities, an 
ABC O}vnéd; Telévisión Station 
há's á'deep comñiitment to news. 
We.'ré.dedi'cat'e'd to -Working 
h'ard'er;'spehdiñg m,or.e to have 
the best news program in :. 

, .We': -re there:when i.t : ' : 

hap.péns, as:i[ iáppens:. Év.ery!'. 
::morning cra:ck.néws;teamsgq out 
and'bring back'thei.r. own 
eyewitness story of:tlie:riews of 

::thé'day:toóur'stüdios:': . ," < 

;,,°1.`':Ín :San Franciséo, 
-,repórter Dick Carlson disclosed : 

that a cóurse in"guér,illawárfare:,. 
Was being taught ini a local 
college classroom. The story 
brought añ invéstigatioií b."y.othe 

Státé.Attqrney,Génerál; ° ' : 

':: °In Detroit; aWXYZ-TV: -;:. 
.*:photographer tóok an exclirsivé. 

- 
. 

. °,, 
'::.., .... ..... :... .. K,...,:ó.:.o .,.,,,.:, ....,, 
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When you get a review 
his good from Jack Gould, 

it deser es 
fo be repri red. 

THE NEW YORK TIMES, MONDAY, AUGUST 4, 1969 

TV: David Frost's Variations on the Theme of Talk 
Londoner Offers World 
Potpourri on WNEW 

By JACK GOULD 
DAVID FROST, the London 

bachelor with the mid - 
Atlantic accent, might just 
possibly upset the status quo 
in television talk shows, the 
potpourri of vaudeville and 
chitchat that is proving such 
a contagious format in Amer- 
ican television. 

In the few weeks that he 
has been on the air-his pre- 
miere clearly had been 
thrown together to meet a 
deadline and was obviously 
atypical-he has introduced 
the element of intuitive re- 
portorial curiosity and has 
proved to be an agreeable 
and sophisticated alternative 
to Johnny Carson, Mery Grif- 
fin and Joey Bishop, who this 
fall will be the reigning trio 
on the three networks in the 
late evening hours. 

Mr. Frost is too experi- 
enced a hand in show busi- 
ness not to realize that he 
must offer his quota of pure 
entertainers, and he does. 
But this necessary ingredient 
of TV programing really be- 
comes secondary to the at- 
tractive and alert way in 

CC 1969 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY. 

which he can draw out celeb- 
rities, including performers, 
so that in the course of 90 
minutes the quotient of inter- 
esting substance is remark- 
ably high. 

Statistically, It should be 
emphasized, rating compari- 
sons of Mr. Frost's efforts 
and those of his counterparts 
are quite irrelevant. Under 
his contract with the West- 
inghouse Broadcasting Com- 
pany, he is syndicated at odd 
hours. In New York, fortu- 
nately, he is heard at 8:30 
in the evening on Channel 5, 
but on WNHC-TV (Channel 
8) in New Haven, for in- 
stance, he comes on the air 
at 10 in the morning. With 
such scattered positioning 
across the country, his eco- 
nomic clout is necessarily 
more fragmented than those 
enjoying fixed network time 
slots. 

But, refreshingly and possi- 
bly of greater import to the 
talk branch of TV, Mr. Frost 
and Westinghouse do not buy 
the tedious nonsense that 
banal headliners must come 
on first and people with 
something to say should be 
squeezed into the closing 
minutes of a program. 

In one of the more in- 
triguing departures from the 
usual TV journalistic norm, 

Mr. Frost and Westinghouse 
have engaged Jimmy Breslin, 
occasional politician and re- 
gular writer, to undertake as- 
signments of his choosing. 

Recently, without benefit of 
picture, Mr. Breslin told of a 
court stenotypist who labor- 
iously recorded an unbeliev- 
able instance of larceny and, 
despite all he had heard, in 
court, promptly got stuck 
with a rubber check from the 
defendants. Amusing words, 
related in gusty language, 
parhaps can be worth a 
thousand pictures. 

In recent days, as heard 
from New Haven, Mr. Frost 
achieved a fascinating inter- 
view with Dr. Benjamin 
Spock. In a few words he 
disposed of Dr. Spock's op- 
position to the Vietnam war, 
a subject adequately covered 
on TV, and instead asked Dr. 
Spock how much influence his 
books may have had on 
the current restlessness of 
the younger generation. Dr. 
Spock's reply was that the 
pendulum may have swung 
too far in the direction of 
permissiveness. 

From London, in a program 
shown simultaneously on 
both sides of the Atlantic, Mr. 
Frost conducted an exception- 
ally gracious interview with 
Mrs. Harold Wilson, wife of 
the Prime Minister. There was 

Intuitive Curiosity Adds 
Spice to a Format 

an absorbing tour of 10 
Downing Street, but, more to 
the point, there was an elici- 
tation of Mrs. Wilson's deep 
interest in poetry. 

On the lighter side, Mr. 
Frost was host to Dizzy Gil- 
lespie and in due course 
couldn't resist asking why the 
musician used a bent trum- 
pet. Mr. Gillespie told how it 
originally happened acciden- 
tally but then went on to ex- 
plain the acoustical advan- 
tage. At Mr. Frost's insistence 
a comparison of the bent horn 
and a conventional trumpet 
did produce a difference in 
sound. 

With the advent first of 
Dick Cavett and now Mr. 
Frost the talk shows obvious- 
ly can be upgraded in tone 
and content. The responses 
of the Messrs. Carson, Griffin 
and Bishop this winter should 
be interesting to watch. It 
will be to television's credit 
if room is found for all, par- 
ticularly Mr. Cavett, who so 
far as is now known, doesn't 
have a winter niche. Diver- 
sity to accommodate differing 
preferences of viewers is 
what the medium is all about. 

The David Frost Show 
Already sold to TV stations in 63 markets across America. 

GROUP . GROUP 

"PRODUCTIONS "'PROGRAM SALES 
WESTINGHOUSE BHOAOCASTING COMPANY 

usua 

for 
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Business barometer 
/e August release of tv industry revenue and profits by the Federal Communications 

Commission marks the second time this year the Commission has released 
such 

data. In January, 1967 figures were published, the delay being caused by prob- 

lems in computerizing station and network financial reports. Having licked 

the problem, 1968 data was released about eight months later. 

i d 

usual, "Business barometer" estimates for the full year (the 1968 estimates were 

published in the March 24, 1969, issue of TELEVISION AGE) were quite close to 

the FCC official figures. Spot and network compensation were less than 1 per 

cent away from the FCC totals. 

ie FCC reported that national and regional spot time sales came to $998.0 
million. 

This compared with the "Business barometer" figure of $1,002.9 million, a dif- 

ference of less than .5 of 1 per cent. Network compensation to stations, ac- 

cording to the FCC, 

came to $247.6 million, Revised Data -Spot, Local, Compensation Revenue 

as against $249.9 mil- 

lion as estimated by 

"Business barometer." 
This was a separation of 

less than 1 per cent. 

for local time sales, the FCC 

reported a total of $452.3 

million, compared with 

$441.4 million as esti- 

mated by "Business barom- 

eter." This was a dif- 

ference of about 2.5 per 

cent. 

he 1968 "Business barometer" 

figures on the right have 

been adjusted to conform 

to FCC totals, but the 

proportionate relation- 

ships of the months re- 

Spot Local Compensation 

1968 1969 1968 1969 1968 1969 

January $61.4 $69.3 $25.4 $30.6 $19.4 $20.2 

February 78.4 89.6 28.6 34.3 20.4 21.2 

March 83.1 95.7 35.0 42.1 21.2 21.4 

April 83.9 102.0 36.9 44.4 20.8 23.2 

May 94.5 109.3 38.4 44.9 21.1 22.3 

June 82.1 31.5 19.4 

July 69.8 30.9 20.0 

August 63.4 31.6 18.3 

September 82.8 38.3 20.0 

October 106.0 54.1 22.7 

November 110.7 53.7 21.8 

December 82.0 48.1 22.4 

main the same. The 1969 
Total $998.0 million $452.3 million $247.6 million 

figures are based on pre- 

viously reported per- 
centage increases in busi- 

ness but on the base of revised '68 figures. 
For the first five months of '69, spot 

time sales came to $465.9 million as against $401.3 
million for the similar period 

of '68. This represents an increase of 16.1 per cent. 

oLocal business went 12 to $196.3 million through May, 
compared with $164.3 million for 

the corresponding period last year. The increase in this case came to 19.5 per 

cent. As for network compensation, the revised five -month figures show a total 

of $108.3 million this year. Last year, the five -month total came to $102.9 mil- 

lion, which comes out to an increase of 5.2 per cent. 

_Next issue: a report on spot revenue in June. 

(A copyrighted feature of TELEVISION AGE, Business Barometer is based on n cross-section of stations in nil income aid geographical categories. 

k -Information is tabulated by Dun & Bradstreet.) 
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FROM THE 
LAWYERS 

et r 

Later 

laop 

rl 

~Melikle~r 

And it was a pleasure. 

For the message was that WMAQ-TV had earned one of this yeas"s 
Gavel Awards from the American Bar Association - the only TV 
station in the nation to he so honored. 

The trophy, given to communications media for "contributing to 
public understanding of the American system of law and justice," 
was bestowed in recognition of the WMAQ-TV special program, 
The Quality of Justice. 

A 90 -minute, prime -time review of judicial reform in Cook County, 
the program was written and narrated by Jim Ruddle of NBC News, 
Chicago, and produced by WMAQ-TV'sScott Craig. 

We're proud of them and proud, too, that The Quality of Justice is 

typical of the many ditTerent ways in which this NBC Owned Tele- 
vision Station serves the Chicago community day after day. 

And you can believe us. 

We have millions of witnesses. 

WMAQ-TVQ5 
OWNED 

oral 
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elief for the rep? 
Another computer software firm 

as landed on the scene, offering sta- 

ion reps one way out of the paper- 
work morass that has engulfed spot 
'I/ buying (see ARBSEC, Telavail or 
:haos, page 28) . 

The firm, called Integrated Data 
,;oncepts, New York, is headed by a 

i ormer time salesman, Jerome J. 
Ilasman. In business for himself for 

ust two years, the former rep for 
' CvAR and Avery-Knodel is offering 

i fully automated system that ties 

`he rep to its stations through com- 

puter terminals, like air lines link 
heir reservation bank to check -in 

tounters. 
In operation, IDC's routine affords 

nstant data retrieval and updating 
of avail inventories, plus complete 
printout of the "back end" paper- 
work that results from a time sale. 

IDC's system, in concept, parallels 
the one being developed by Cyber- 
netic Applications, Inc., another soft- 
ware firm set up in September, 1963, 

staffed by the former IBM men who 
installed The Katz Agency computer 
operation and worked on the H -R 

EDP procedure (see Computerized 
timebuying-snare for sellers?, 
TELEVISION AGE, January 27, 1969) . 

Not for agency. Though Klasman's 
operation, if it gets into production, 
will duplicate some of the steps being 
included by the American Research 

1'Bureau and A. C. Nielsen Co. in their 
projected systems, Klasman's idea 
differs in this respect-his is totally 
rep oriented. No agencies allowed. 

"The only benefit to the agency," 
observes Klasman, "is the speed and 
quality of avail information." 

Not asking for any prior financing 
from prospective clients, IDC is going 
ahead and footing the whole research 
bill. The company will charge users 
so much per month per station. 

}. Klasman promises no great mone- 
tary savings with his brainstorm (he 
says it will cost reps about 10 per 
cent more or 10 per cent less than 
their present cost of doing business, 
depending how efficiently they're be - 

If! ing run now). The big advantages 

THE WAY IT HAPPENED Ne ws front P 

are speed of retrieval, reduction of 
manual operations and delivery of 
more sales information and analyses. 

IDC's president has presented his 
system, called SOL, for "Spot on 
Line," to some 15 reps, more than 
half of which he says are now mull- 
ing it over. 

How it works. Briefly, SOL works 
like this: The salesman selects the 
spots he wants to offer an agency, 
based on avails requested, in pack- 
ages or singly. The computer prints 
the final avails on the standard 4As 
avails form, eliminating manual typ- 

ing and checking. 
After avails are submitted and or- 

dered, the salesman marks the or- 

dered spots on the submission form 
and passes it along to the terminal 
in the rep's office. Order data is en- 

tered, the computer checks the spots 
to see if they are still available, and 
blocks them from further sale. 

Meanwhile, an order is printed at 
the station. If the station approves 
the sale, a confirmation is printed in 

the rep's office. (A built-in control 
feature in the system automatically 
reminds the station of the order if 

confirmation is not made within 24 
hours.) 

"The station, not the computer, has 
to approve the sale, emphasizes Klas- 

man. 

Prints contract as well. Following 
confirmation, a contract is printed 
and automatically mailed to the rep 

for distribution to the agency. 
Information collected by the com- 

puter enables the machine to generate 
periodic reports like station broad- 
cast and traffic logs, rep invoices and 
management reports for billing pur- 

poses, sales recaps, avails requests 
and avails not ordered. 

Klasman stresses the fact that the 
system locks out all but authorized 
users. Only the rep and the station 
have access to the inventory, and 
safeguards prevent accidental trans- 
mission to outsiders. 

Computers to be used in the opera- 
tion and actual programming will be 
provided by an outside data service, 

Klasman adds. He says he is presently 
negotiating with two large EDP 
houses to take over the technical end 
of the operation. 

Klasman reports that his firm has 
no immediate intention of attacking 
the agency end of the timebuying tie- 
up. "The agency's biggest problem is 

not in making the buy," remarks 
IDC's president, "but in the paper- 
work that occurs after the buy is 

made." 

Spot hot 
Audiences for the accepted 

"prime" spot viewing periods are 
growing faster than those for com- 
parable network primetime segments, 
according to an analysis from Ed- 

ward Petry & Co. 

Petry took February -March ARB 
sweeps of 1969 and 1968 in 30 mar- 
kets in which it represents stations, 
and compared audience growth of 
typical "spot" viewing times with 
typical "prime" viewing times. 

The spot segments are early and 
late fringes (5:00-7:30 p.m. and 
11:00-11:30 p.m.) . The prime hours 
are 7:30-11:00 p.m. 

What it showed. The breakdown 
showed that audience increases were 
enjoyed during the spot periods in 
25 of the 30 markets, compared to an 
increase of only four in primetime. 
The fringe areas gained 625,000 
viewing homes, compared with 427,- 
000 for primetime, 1969 over 1968. 

Late weekend afternoon was also 
a big -gain time period, reflecting, 
says Petry, better local programming, 
improved local news and syndicated 
shows and, possibly, more interest 
in feature films. (Since the sweep was 
for February -March, major sports did 
not play a role in weekend viewing 
habits.) 

One of the most interesting aspects 
of the survey was that local news out- 
drew network news in 19 of 29 mar- 
kets in the 1969 sweep. In terms of 
homes reached, 3,525,000 tuned into 
local news shows in the Petry mar- 
kets, compared to 2,511,000 watching 
NBC (Huntley -Brinkley) and 2,011,- 
000 (Cronkite) news. 

Televis.'on Age, August 25, 1969 19 



NBC NEWS 
A DIVISION OF NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC. 

3000 WEST ALAMEDA AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 9í5o3 

(213/ 845-7000, 849.3911 

August 6, 1969 

Mr. Jack Harris 

President 
KPRC 
3014 South Post 

Oak Road 

Houston, Texas 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

This letter is 
an attempt to briefly 

express my 

total respect 
and admiration 

for the management 

and staff of KPRC 
who were involved 

in the 

APOLLO 11 Coverage. 

I don't know how 
you handled the 

pool, NBC, and 

your own operations, 
but you certainly 

did. As 

you probably know, 
NBC itself accounted 

for more 

air time out of 
Houston than the 

pool, ABC, and 

CBS combined. 
This would not have 

been possible 

had not the KPRC 
people functioned 

as a cohesive, 

dedicated, and competent unit. 
I have never worked 

with a group of men 
I admired more 

or liked better. 

I think they are 
unique. 

Thank you and congratulat 

FR/mc 

20 

Ile 

%;1 _ 
oducer 
C NEWS 

, yours 

einstein 

NBC in Houston 

KPR -TV 
represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co. 

Television Age, August 25, 1969 
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Predictions: '69-'70 

POmetime profiles 

New network seasons have a way of arousing 
hopes and despair about the future of Iv 

as if program changes in the Fall were usually 
radical in extent and the consequent viewing 
radical in reaction. 

But most of the important changes in Iv are of 

the kind that are not apparent until established 
and the general level of viewing remains pretty 
much the same from season to season. 

The significant picture of the audience is that 

which shows dial switching, that delineates the 

flow of audience from program to program, that 

follows the men, women and children in their 
sometimes parallel, sometimes varied paths 

Here's what every upcoming 

network program looks like 

in detailed demographic terms 

as predicted by N. W. Ayer- 
an exclusive analysis for 
Television Age 

down the networks' primetime road. 
In this context, program appeal has a special 

meaning. It cannot be isolated, but can only be 
described in a context of opposing and lead-in 
programs. 

It's this view of network tv that's presented 
here by TELEVISION AGE in its third annual de- 
tailed review of the upcoming nighttime season 
as analyzed by N. W. Ayer. 

The agency has estimated basic demographics 
for every program-and every half hour-in the 
nighttime schedule. Thís excludes specials and 
the news. The schedule analyzed starts at 7:30 
p.m. daily except for Sunday, when the start 

I 
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Predictions (From page 21) 

time is 7. 

Besides the estimate for homes, 
which Ayer considers the least im- 
portant measure of a program's 
audience, the yardsticks used are the 
standard age and sex breakdowns 
now in general use. These include 
three age brackets for both men and 
women -18-34, 35-49, 50 -and -over - 
and the three comparable breaks for 
children -2-5, 6-11, 12-17. A key 
dimension added to the annual esti- 
mates this year is lady -of -the -house 
ratings broken down by four 
family income brackets - under 
$5.000, $5,000-9,999, $10,000 -14, - 

Predicted 
ratings for 
important 
customer 
group - 
women 1849 

Predicted ratings of 
women 18-49 are 
shown in red for 
next season's 
nighttime network 
schedule. To convert 
into numbers of 
viewers, multiply 
ratings by 41.09 
million. .Not shown 
are ratings for half 
hours starting at 
7 p.m. Sunday. 
Shows are "Land 
of the Giants" on ABC, 
"Lassie" on CBS 
and "Animal 
Kingdom" on NBC. 

999 and $15,000 -and -over. 
Thus, for each half -hour -149 in 

all, excluding the ABC-TV 10:30 -11 - 
p.m. Saturday slot, which is station 
time -there are 14 estimates made, 
or 2,086 estimates. This laborious 
task, which requires considerable 
judgement and experience, is the job 
of Ayer's veteran program analyst, 
James H. Cornell, who has turned 
out these estimates for the agency for 
12 years. 

Cornell's estimates for last season 
(see How to find customers, TELE- 
VTSION AGE, August 26, 1968), cover- 
ed 148 half-hours and 10 categories 

o 

c 
CYD 

Monday 

ABC CBS 
Tuesday 

NBC ABC CBS 

Music 
Scene 

9.5 
Gunsmoke 

12.5 
My World 

12.5 

Music 
Scene 

New People Gunsmoke Laugh -1n 
9.5 12.0 20.5 

Here's 
New People Lucy Laugh -In 

9.0 12.0 24.0 

!Mayberry Mon. 
Survivors RFD Movies 

11.0 12.5 17.5 

Mon. 
Survivors loris Day .11ories 

11.0 - 12.5 17.0 

Love, 
American Carol Mon. 

Style Burnett Movies 

12.0 13.0 16.0 

Love, 
American Carol Mon. 

Style Burnett Movies 
11.5 13.0 15.0 

per program, excluding the four 
family income breaks. Of the 1,480 
estimates, 47 per cent were within 
one rating point, 69 per cent were1! ,Hai 
within two rating points and 83 per 
cent fell within three rating points. 

Like all of Cornell's estimates, the 

dlÚt 

,rap 

15"1b 

Íur11 

new ones apply to average November 
-till 

December ratings. The published 
viewer ratings include pre-emptions, 

;Pi! 

however, which means that for the ' 
Gm eight -week span each time period es- 
{?tits 

LPre I 

f ¡iii 

timate is affected by a special once or 
twice on the average. Ayer cannot 
say with certainty how much these 
specials affect the published ratings, 

NBC 

Mod Squar( 
125 

Lancer 
9.5 

Dream of 
Jeannie 

13.0 

Wednesday 

ABC CBS 

Y- 
P.i 

NBC 11 

Flying Nu.i 

11.0 

Glen 
Campbell 

13.5 

Virginian 1st 

10.5 
! 14 

Mod Squad 
13.0 

Lancer 
10.5 

Debbie 
13.5 

Courtship 
of Eddie's 

Father 
9.5 

Glen 
Campbell 

15.0 

Virginian 

11.0 

l~ 

Movie of 
the Week 

13.5 

Red 
Skelton 

10.5 

Julia 
19.5 

Movie of 
the week 

14.5 

Red 
Skelton 

12.5 

Tues. 
Movies 

16.0 

Movie of 
the Week 

1.1.5 

Governor 
& J.J. 

12.5 

Tues. 
Movies 

16.0 

Marcus 
Welby MD 

I3.5 

CBS News 
Hour & 
60 Min. 

8.0 

Tues. 
Movies 

17.0 

Marcus 
Welby MD 

12.5 

CBS News 
Hour & 
60 Min. 

7.0 

Tues. 
Movies 

16.0 

Room 222 
11.0 

Beverly 
Hillbillies 

16.0 

Virginian 
11.5 

Wed. 
Movies 

15.0 

United 
Medical 
Center 
13.5 

Kraft 
Music Hall 

11.5 

Wed. 
111ovies 

15.0 

United 
Medical 
Center 
13.5 

Kraft 
Music Hall 

12.0 

Wed. 
Movies 

15.5 

Hawaii 
Five -0 

13.5 

Then Came' 
Bronson 

9.5 

{p1 

11. 

r,1 

1 

Wed. 
Movies 

14.0 

Hawaii 
Five -O 

13.5 

Then Came 
Bronson 

9.5 

;1c,, 

I 

hi 
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jut since they labor under the same 

'andicap as others, their estimates 

'ºnnot he faulted. 
Further, published home ratings 

Ire available with pre-emptions re - 

¡loved. These showed that Ayer es- 

'ímates were within 1 rating point in 

1,5 per cent of the cases, within 2 

}oints in 65 per cent of the cases and 

h'ithin 3 points in 82 per cent of the 

eases. 
Cornell faces a season not too much 

.lifferent from the one just ended. 

'['here will be 21 new shows, not in- 

1;luding ABC -TV's 90 -minute Movie 

tf the Week nor NBC -TV's Animal 

Kingdom, which Cornell does not 
consider new programs in the strict 
sense of the term. There were also 

21 new shows last season, indicating 
the decline in the number of debuts 
may have finally stopped. In 1964, 

40 shows had premiers on the net- 

works at night. 
New shows almost invariably 

average out lower in ratings than es- 

tablished programs for obvious 
reasons. The Ayer estimates figure 

a gap of 2.2 points in homes ratings 
for the upcoming season, with es- 

tablished shows put at 19.6 and the 

new shows at 17.4 If the predictions 

work out, this would be the smallest 

difference since the 1965-66 season, 

when it was 1.9. In the 1966-67 and 

1967-68 seasons, the gap was close 

to 4 rating points -3.9 and 3.8, re- 

spectively. Last season, the spread 

was 2.7 points. 
Boosting the predicted average for 

new shows is the CBS -TV lineup of 

five programs. Their average rating 

(per half-hour) comes to 20.2, com- 

pared with 17.4 for NBC-TV and 

15.9 for ABC-TV. This will help 

CBS -TV offset NBC -TV's slight lead 

in carry-over program ratings. 
CBS' best new show, Cornell says, 

Thursday 
ABC CBS NBC 

Ghost & 
Irs. Muir 

11.0 

Family 
Affair 

13.0 

Daniel 
Boone 

10.0 

Friday 
ABC CBS NBC 

Let's Make High 
A Deal Get Smart chaparral 

9.0 12.0 10.0 

Saturday 
ABC CBS NBC 

Dating 
Game 

10.0 

Jackie 
Gleason 

12.0 

Andy 
Williams 

12.5 

Sunday 

ABC CBS NBC 

Land Of 
The Giants 

To Rome 
With Love 

13.5 11.0 

Disney 

13.5 

That, 
Girl J Nabors 

12.5 15.0 

Daniel 
Boone 

10.5 

The Brady 
Bunch 

10.0 

he Good High 
Guys Chaparral 

12.5 10.5 

Bewitched Jim Nabors 

16.0 14.5 

Iron side 

11.5 

,I'Pom Jones 
14.0 

Thurs. 
Movies 

16.5 

Ironside 

12.5 

Mr. Deeds 
Goes To 

Town 

10.5 

Hogan's Name 0/ 
Heroes The Game 

12.0 13.0 

Here Come 
The Brides 

11.5 

Friday Name Of 
Movies The Game 

12.0 13.0 

Tom Jones 

13.5 

Thurs. 
Movies 

17.0 

Dragnet 

13.0 

Here Come 
The Brides 

12.0 

Friday 
Movies 

12.5 

Name Of 
The Game 

13.0 

It Takes a 
Thiel 

13.0 

Thurs. 
Movies 

16.0 

Dean 
Martin 

15.0 

IQ It Takes a 
Thief 

12.0 

Thurs. 
Movies 

11.5 

Dean 
Martin 

14.5 

Lennon 
Sisters 

9.5 

Friday Bracken's 
Movies World 

13.5 14.0 

Lennon 
Sisters 

9.0 

Friday Bracken's 
Monies World 

13.0 14.0 

Newlywed 
Game 

11.5 

.Jackie 
Gleason 

11.5 

Andy 
Williams 

13.5 

Lawrence 
Welk 

11.0 

My Three 
Sons 

15.5 

Adam 12 

14.5 

FBI 
Story 

15.5 

Ed 
Sullivan 

12.5 

Disney 

16.5 

FBI 
Story 

16.5 

Ed 
Sullivan 

13.0 

Bill 
Cosby 

16.5 

Lawrence 
Welk 

11.5 

Green 
Acres 

14.0 

Saturday 
Movies 

16.0 

Hollywood 
Palace 

9.5 

Petticoat 
Junction 

13.0 

Saturday 
Movies 

16.5 

Sunday 
Movies 

16.5 

Leslie 
Uggams 

14.0 

Bonanza 

19.5 

Sunday 
Movies 

17.0 

Leslie 
Uggams Bonanza 

14.0 19.0 

Hollywood Saturday 
Palme ilIty3 5x Ma11.es 

Sunday 
Movies 

17.0 

Mission: The Bold 
mpossible Ones 

17.0 14.0 

LOCAL 

Mañnix 

13.5 

Saturday 
Movies 

16.0 

Sunday 
Movies 

16.0 

Mission: The Bold 
mpossible Ones 

16.0 13.0 
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is Jim Nabors' upcoming variety 
hour. Also figured for a good rating 
is The Governor and J.J. with a pre- 
dicted 20.8. 

NBC has a winner in the new Bill 
Cosby show, which, according to the 
Ayer estimates, will get a 24.2 homes 
average this Fall. That's far and away 
the network's best new show. Its new 
program average is pulled down by 
the predicted 13.8 rating for Then 
Came Bronson. 

ABC's best bet is The Survivors, 
but, if the estimate is correct, it will 
do no better than an 18.2. The net- 
work's second best is listed as The 
New People and put down for a 16.2. 

If CBS is trying to get better num- 
bers in the young, adult category, it 
has picked an odd way to do it. The 
Ayer analysis shows a marked skew 
toward older adults in the new CBS 
programs. The half-hour average 
rating for women viewers in the new 
CBS shows comes out, according to 
Ayer, at 13.3 for women 18-34, 13.9 

The other two networks show fairly 
"Hat" adult demographics for their 
new shows. For ABC, the predicted 
ratings for adults in the three age 
brackets are, in the usual order, 9.6, 
9.6, 9.4. For NBC, the ratings are 
12.3, 12.3, 13.2. 

Since viewing data broken down 
by family income are included for 
the first time in the TELEVISION AGE 
review of Ayer analyses, a broad 
look at the predictions in this area is 
called for. 

Overall, Cornell's forecasts re- 
flect the heavier viewing by lower - 
income women. For all programs, 
the ratings for lady -of -the -house in 
the under -$5,000 bracket are seen 
averaging at 15.8. In the $15,000 - 
plus category, the rating is expected 
to average 12.1. The two in-between 
income brackets fall into a fairly 
predictable pattern. 

Of the three networks, CBS is' 
closest to this inverse relationship 
between level of family income and 

top price is right behind the others 
with $64,000 for The FBI Story and 
Bewitched. 

Following the pattern of the past, 
CBS prices averaged out highest. 
Their median is $56;000, NBC's is 
$52,000 and ABC's is $43,500. 

Relative to their own average 
minute costs, ABC prices for their 
new shows run higher than the other 
chains. Of their 10 new shows, four 
are among their 10 most expensive 
shows overall. Among the top prices 
for new shows are $50,000 for Roan 
222 and $49,000 for The Survivors. 

Top new program prices at CBS 
are $57,000 for Leslie Uggams and 
$56,000 for Jim Nabors. At NBC, 
Bill Cosby, as indicated, takes the 
prize for the most expensive new pro- 
gram. Debbie Reynolds goes for 
$56,000. 

Cost -per -1,000 is another thing 
again. Ayer has calculated this yard- 
stick in terms of adult viewers 18-49, 
which is the bracket most primetime 

Top 10 programs for Men by age groups 
18-34 35-49 50+ Program Rating Program Rating Program Rating 

Laugh -In 20 Laugh -In 21 Bonanza 30 Mission: Impossible 16 Bonanza 19 Gunsmoke 28 Bonanza 15 Walt Disney 18 Red Skelton 27 Bill Cosby 15 FBI Story 18 Lawrence Welk 27 FBI Story 15 Sunday Movies 18 Virginian 26 Saturday Movies 15 Mission: Impossible 17 Mayberry RFD 24 Sunday Movies 15 Monday Movies 17 Here's Lucy 23 W alt Disney 14 Bill Cosby 16 Jackie Gleason 22 Land of Giants 14 Dean Martin 15 Governor & J. J. 22 Beverly Hillbillies 13 Julia 14 Lancer 22 
* Ratings are based on totals in each age group. See page 22. 

for women 35-49 and 18.0 for women 
50 -and -over. The Ayer estimates for 
he carry-over programs are, in the 
same order, 12.4, 13.4, 18.2. The 
kyer program profiles show the same 
skew toward older men as to older 
vomen in the new CBS shows. 

The new shows have yet to be rated, 
)f course, but Cornell points out that 
he types of shows represented by 
host of the new entries, as well as 
)ersonalities like Nabors, Dan Dailey 
'The Governor and J.J.) and John 
Forsythe (To Rome, with Love), 
learly indicate appeals to the 50 -plus 
;roved. 

level of viewing by lady -of -the -house. 
If the four income brackets are 

-listed in ascending order, then the 
predicted CBS lady -of -the -house 
ratings are 18.4, 16.4, 14.3 and 11.9. 

Comparable NBC ratings will be, 
according to Ayer, 16.2, 14,9, 15.5 
and 14.2. As for ABC, the expected 
ratings are 12.8, 13.7, 12.9 and 10.1. 

The Ayer analysis of minute costs 
for the new season show a range 
which starts with a low of $30,000 for 
the CBS News Hour and a high of 
$65,000 for Laugh -In and Bill Cosby 
on' NBC, and Mayberry RFD and 
Mission: Impossible on CBS. ABC's 

advertisers are after. 
The median for all nighttime pro- 

grams is $5.71 -per -1,000 adults 18-49. 
ABC and NBC are close with medians 
of $5.39 and $5.35, respectively. CBS 
is a little over 10 per cent higher with 
a median of $5.97. 

The range of adult costs -per -1,000 
is on the order of two to one, from a 

low of $3.84 for Land of the Giants 
to a high of $7.74 for Here's Lucy. 

If the Ayer predictions are correct 
there won't be many bargains among 
the new shows. When the costs -per - 
1,000 for 18-49 adults. for all pro- 
grams are arranged in order of cost 
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Top 10 programs for Women by age groups'` 
18-34 35-49 

Program Rating 

{ Laugh -In 22 

Julia 18 

Bill Cosby 18 

Mission: Impossible 18 

Bonanza 17 
Saturday Movies 17 
Sunday ¡Movies 17 
Walt Disney 16 
My Three Sons 16 
Beverly Hillbillies 16 

p'Ratings are based on totals 

Program 
Laugh -In 
Bonanza 
Julia 
Sunday Movies 
Illonday Movies 
Beverly Hillbillies 
Bewitched 
FBI Story 
Mission: Impossible 
Thursday Movies 

in each age group. See page 22. 

Rating 
23 
22 
21 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

50d - 
Program Rating 

Lawrence Welk .30 

Bonanza 29 
Mayberry RFI) 28 
Gunsmoke 28 
Doris Day 27 
Red Skelton 26 
Here's Luc) 26 
Ed Sullivan 26 
Virginian 26 
Jackie Gleason 23 

d divided into thirds, only four of 
21 new shows fall into the lowest 

t -per -1,000 group. 
t, These four and their cpm's are 

»acken's World, $4.47; The Bold 
Iles, $4.65; Marcus Welby, M.D., 
11.89, and The Jim Nabors Hour, 
1.25. 

Ten of the 21 shows end up in the 
)'óttom third (highest cpm) of the 

fit. Most expensive are The Court - 
Lip of Eddie's Father, $7.56, and 
le Debbie Reynolds Show, $7.55. 
There are, of course, other ways 
rank cpm's. The common denom- 

¡ator, as a matter of fact, is homes, 
ecause that yardstick is broadly ap- 
licable. But the variety of demo- 
raphic data provides the network 
ayer with a wide choice of rankings. 
All of which emphasizes the prime 

`hilosophy behind Ayer's analysis- 
lLifting networks' interests aside, 

ere is no such thing as a good or 
ád show; there are only good or bad 
!lows in relation to the advertiser's 
iarketing goal. 

Most of the shows scheduled for 
ext season fall into one or more of 
Ile 26 "top 10s" that Cornell has put 
)gether, each representing a basic 

demographic measure or a combina- 
tion of two or more demographic 
measures. For example, women 18-34 
represent a basic measure, all women 
would represent a combination of the 
three age brackets. In actual fact, 46 
of the 83 shows-or 55 per cent of the 
total-appear in one or more of the 
top 10s. 

Lots of top lOs 
The top audience shows, such as 

Laugh-ln, score in a number of the 
top 10s, of course. However, the Ayer 
top lOs by no means exhaust all the 
possible lists that could be put to- 

gether from available demographic 
data. There could be additional top 
lOs on county size, occupation of 

household head, education of viewers, 
etc. 

Obviously, the variety of advertis- 
ers on network tv is not so great that 
there is a market for any and all 

demographic segments of the audi- 
ence. But the information is there for 
those who want it, and the number 
of those who want it has been increas- 
ing over the years. 

An aspect of network tv that in- 

creases the variety of audience pro - 

files available to advertisers, but 
which is not analyzed by Aver in the 
TELEVISION AGE preview, is the pro- 
liferation of specials. NBC will have 
at least 100 and CBS will increase 
its total. 

From the point of view of the Aver 
analysis, the major point about 
specials is whether or how much they 
affect regular programming. Cornell 
feels that the increase in specials is 

making it more difficult to research 
the question of such impact but he 
notes that studies in the past on that 
subject may still be valid today. 

These studies, he said, indicated 
that if a special interrupted a regular 
series and received a higher rating 
than that series, the latter would in- 

crease its audience afterward, though 
not for long. The reason for this has 
nothing to do with the special's effect 
on the series itself but is related to 
the special's impact on competitive 
programming. In short, if a special 

attracts some audience from a com- 

petitive program, thus increasing its 

audience above the level usually 
found watching the pre-empted show, 

(Continued on page 641) 

Top 10 programs for Children by age groups` 

2-5 6-11 12-17 
Program Rating Program Rating Program Rating 

Walt Disney .30 Walt Disney 28 Laugh -In 20 

My Three Sons 20 Julia 27 Julia 20 

Flying Nun 20 My Three Sons 26 Music Scene 19 

Julia 18 Good Guys 25 Bill Cosby 18 

Family Affair 18 Bewitched 24 Bewitched 18 

Get Smart 18 Hogan's heroes 24 Walt Disney 17 

Eddie's Father 18 Get Smart 24 My Three Sons 17 

Animal Kingdom 18 Flying Nun 22 Get Smart 17 

Laugh -In 17 Laugh -In 21 Mod Squad 17 

Jackie Gleason 17 Beverly Hillbillies 21 The New People 17 

, 

r;. Ratings are based on totals in each age group. See page 22. 
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ven if the lnierican Research 
Bureau and A. C. Nielsen Com- 

pany are able to get off the ground 
with their multi -phased, multi -mil- 
lion -dollar, computerized timebuying 
proposals, big problems remain. 

There's still a chance that agencies 
won't get the help they need in time 
to save them from more of spot tele- 
vision's paperwork fallout, or that 
stations and reps will refuse to lend 
their support by feeding in necessary 
availabilities information. 

In theory, the two competing pro- 
posals (sée Computerized timebuy- 
ing, snare for sellers? TELEVISION 
AGE, January 27, 1969) would speed 
up timebuying procedures enor- 
mously, cutting down on the media 
department's paperwork by doing 
avails calculations, rankings, packag- 
ing, estimating, contracting and 
billings, much of which is now being 
done manually. 

So far, however, the plans for 
both ARB's TVX (for "Television 
Spot Exchange") and Nielsen's Tel - 
avail systems are still very much in 
the formative stages. Costs are still 
up in the air (and, say some, up in 
the sky), and the ultimate benefits 
are still in doubt. 

Almost without exception, how- 
ever, agency media men and reps 
acknowledge that new tools are 
critically needed to deal with the 
paperwork explosion that has de- 
luged spot tv buying and selling in 
the past few years. But there's a 
feeling in media circles that Tela- 
vail and TVX aren't the answ ers, 
that they are simply figments of 
some programmer's imagination, 
and may not be ready or are too com- 
plicated to put into work in a reason- 
able time. 

Both ARB and Nielsen say they 
are standing firmly behind their pro- 
posals, however, and they seem to be 
chugging under a full head of steam 
to get their plans off the drawing 

board and into operation. ARB, 
with a new division called ARBSEC 
(for "ARB System for Spot Ex- 
change") in gear, has been con- 
tinuously revising its computer plan 
since the original TVX proposal fell 
flat by causing reps to fear they 
were about to be bypassed, and, ul- 
timately, made obsolete. 

Nielsen, meanwhile, has made 
some slight changes in its original 
offering and is involved in the pro- 
gramming stages right now on its 
version of computerized timebuying. 

ARB has been carrying TVX back 
and forth to reps and agencies, modi- 
fying, altering and, hopefully, zero- 
ing in on pertinent problems. 

Says ARB's president, Dr. Peter 
Langhoff: "We think we're making 
pretty good progress. We've told 
reps and agencies we're building 
this system and we're confident it 
can be affordable." Still, Langhoff 
adds, costs haven't been worked out 
vet, nor is there a timetable for 
completion. 

Nielsen, on the other band, re- 
ports it has ironed out its prelimi- 
nary design phase and, when the 
programming is finished, expects to 
test Telavail in two different ways. 
'rest I will be an in-house pilot set 
up at Nielsen's Chicago headquar- 
ters, with an agency involved in a 

live operation. "Test 11 will be a long. it 

lines operation in the firm's New ! . 

York office. When the bugs are out 14 

of the system, Nielsen will then try 
to sell its program, terminals and i 

service to agencies and reps. Again, 
no cost or timetable. 

The view front media 

Agency media people, up to their 
blurry eyes in spot tv paperwork, 
aren't quite sure what to think of 

TVX or Telavail. Though they agree 
that something will definitely come 
out of ARB's and Nielsen's research 
and development, there are many 
who fear the cost, or doubt the end 
result of timebuying by computer. 
A few even question the feasibility 
of linking the rep and agency via an 

automated system. 
Others, getting down to specifics, 

think the ARB and Nielsen versions 
are too broad and should be honed 
clown to meet the requirements of 

specific agencies. Few media and rep 
spokesmen could find more than a 

dollar's worth of difference between 
the two systems, a strong indication 
that ARB has abandoned its effort to 
"swallow the elephant whole," as one 

agency man put it, and has re- 

trenched to a more simplified version 

(Continued on page 59) 

ARBSEC, Telavail or chaos? 
ARB, Nielsen go full throttle 

with computerized timebuying- 
agencies wonder what they'll accomplish, 

reps worry about their future 

ll 
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Syndicated programs lost or delayed in shipping 
are becoming more common and syndication 
traffic managers don't see the situation easing 

Do you know the way to San Jose? 

Stations go to great lengths to help each other out when programs 
don't arrive on tune. They figure eventually one of 

'their tapes won't arrive and they'd like someone to help them out. 

l' he tv station in Utica was furious. 
The 90 -minute afternoon strip 

they carried hadn't arrived yet. It 
was early morning and the show was 
scheduled for 4:30 that afternoon. 

The traffic manager called the 
syndicator, who then checked with 
the station which was supposed to 
trans -ship (or bicycle) the tape to 
Utica after they had aired it. The 
girl who handled the traffic chores 
at the other station wasn't around. 
She was one of several high school 
girls who worked in the department 
after school. 

No one could find out if the tape 
had never been shipped, been shipped 
late or lost in transit. Meanwhile, a 
light snow began to fall in Utica'. 

The syndicator decided to give up 
trying to locate the tape and sug- 
gested that the Utica station borrow 
the tape from a Syracuse station 
which aired the same program in the 
morning. The Utica station arranged 
for the tape to be put on the early 
afternoon Buffalo -Albany flight which 
made stops in Syracuse and Utica. 

Later that morning the air freight 
company called the Utica station and 
warned them that the light snow was 
becoming heavier and that the planes 
could not be depended upon. 

The tape finally made it to Utica 
on time through the efforts of a taxi 
driver who drove it there. 

The story is true. It illustrates the 
combination of problems which are 
making the trafficking of syndicated 
programs more difficult. 

Problem number 1: the airlines. 
The bulk of film and tape pro- 

grams are shipped air freight. But 
the problem, according to Ralph 
Cunningham, manager of syndication 
for Group W Productions, is that in 
major cities air freight often takes a 
back seat to passenger traffic. The in- 
crease in rail rates has brought addi- 
tional customers to air freight, and 
additional congestion to airport 
freight facilities. 

Problem number 2: the stations. 

With the increase in programs on 

tape, stations are handling an in- 

creased volume of product for trans- 
shipping. Series and features are 
generally sent in a two-week supply 
three or four weeks in advance but 
the time value of some tape shows 
(especially the talk strips) and their 
bulk (two reels of tape are necessary 
for one 90 -minute show) has caused 
many syndicators to ship them on a 

day-by-day basis. This means 10' 

times the work for the station traffic 
department if a film show is replaced 
by a talk show on tape. 

Problem made worse 

The station problem is made worse 
by a variety of causes-untrained 
help, people out sick and janitors 
signing for tapes at night and then 
putting them away where they can't 
be found. The airport problem is 

easier to pinpoint. 
New York, Chicago and Los An- 

geles, which are the worst offenders, 
have the largest passenger volume 
and that means more planes in the 
air and more delays-especially dur- 
ing peak travel periods. Because of 

the delays, air freight occasionally 
misses its scheduled connections with 
other flights or with delivery trucks. 

On top of everything else, add the 
problem of re-routed flights, traffic 

kir 

Increased freight volume, compounded by embargos, slowdowns, strikes 
and re-routed flights, often upsets program traffic schedules. 
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J controllers slowdowns and freight 

transfers and it's sometimes a wonder 
r air freight ever gets off the ground. 

At one time, according to one 

syndicator traffic manager, programs 
,v were shipped by train. Recent rail 

freight increases have curtailed their 

prefer to use air for the same cost" 
use by most syndicators, who now 

This has increased the amount of 

priority air freight. 
Burt Cohen, director of operations 

for ABC Films, sees the problem be- 

coming progressively worse as more 
material gets shipped. "There's just 
more material from all over than 
there are guys to handle it." 

Inexperienced help in a station's traffic 

department often tie up programs 
without realizing the trouble they cause. 

Cohen tries to keep on top of 
what's happening. Realistically, how- 
ever, that often means being able to 
predict when freight slowdowns will 
occur and then going ahead with 
other carriers, such as long distance 
bus lines. 

The spokesman for one airline 
concurs, at least in part, with Cohen's 
description of the air freight situa- 
tion. According to his figures, air 
freight volume increased almost 18 
per cent for the first six months of 
1969 as compared to the same period 

TiC! + t 

Tic! 

Alake your tape box stand out from all the other cartons piled up in 

a warehouse, and chances are it'll be found sooner if lost. 

a year earlier. While there is a wide 

variation among airlines on air 

freight increases over the past few 

years, the overall average projected 
increase is around 15 per cent an- 

nually. One major domestic carrier 
increased its business only nine per 

cent last year but that followed an 

impressive 27 per cent increase in 

freight the year before. 
The major problem with air cargo 

(which includes air freight, air ex- 

press and air mail), said one carrier, 
is a sharp increase in ground han- 

dling costs. Because of this, the air- 

lines have in many cases been slow 

to increase their facilities and per- 

sonnel to keep up with growing ship- 

ments. 

Then there are boycotts 

One syndicator's traffic manager 

reported he's been told that truckers 

as recently as a few weeks ago boy- 

cotted a major international carrier 
because its warehouse personnel had 

told them they were shorthanded and 

the truckers would have to look for 

their own freight. 
Whether or not it's an accurate 

indication of what's happening at 

freight terminals because of the 

shortage of help is uncertain, but 

Group W reports that a shipment of 

their tape was recently destroyed 

when it got in the way of a fork lift. 

Other problems are weather, em- 

bargoes, and strikes. 
Last year a major storm closed 

all three New York airports for three 
days. During that time tons of freight 
lay waiting to get out of the city and 

at other airports waiting to be ship- 

ped in. Hundreds of flights are di- 

verted yearly all over the country 

because of rain, fog, snow, hail and 

stacking. 
At the same time the snowstorm 

closed New York, one major airline 
was hit by a strike which suspended 
operations for several weeks. In addi- 
tion, this was followed by a customs 
backlog which tied up additional 
freight in airport warehouses. The 
ground controllers, responsible for 
slowdowns in the past may repeat 
them in the future. 

Last year ABC Flims found that, 
because of airline difficulties, they 
couldn't get a tape from New York 
to Toronto. Their solution was to 

ship ít to Chicago where it was to 
be transferred to a Toronto -bound 
plane. 

The following week, when the tape 
got to Chicago, similar circumstances 
prevented it from being shipped to 

(Continued on page 58) 

When tapes arrive at night, the 
janitors who sign for them don't always 

know where they belong, 
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How to avoid 
slipping 

with slides 

To use slides on tv effectively, 
you just have to accept 

the peculiarities of the medium 

By WILLIAM P. BANNER 

The growth of retail advertising i,tbil 
on tv has often meant an increase =1101` 

in the use of slides, camera cards 
1 115 

and still photography. Because these ppphith 

areas are sometimes alien to even lord 
experienced advertising people, 011 
TELEVISION AGE feels that a look at IlttP 

the basics will be of interest to many vi 

advertisers, agencies and stations iunr 

alike. t tur 

gencies, client and television s 

stations spend untold hours on 
advertising la\ outs and finished art 
work to do a creditable job of sell 
ing. However, by the time this ma- 
terial reaches the tv screen in the 
form of slides or camera cards, half 
the impact has been lost through 
improper handling in art depart- 
ments and in photographic repro- 
duction. 

The reason appears to be that there 
are many people around who do not 
fully understand that advertising lay- 
outs for television and the photo- 
graphic reproduction of the finished 
artwork demand techniques of a dif 
ferent nature from those used in pre- 
paring ads for newspapers, maga- 
zines, billboards and so on. 

Even some of the best agencies,, 
commercial artists, photographers, 
and photographic labs with years of 
experience in creating ads for maga- 
zines, newspapers and television are 
still unable to produce tv material 
which is correct for the medium. 
Obviously, they never became fami- 
liar enough with the pecularities of 
video's electronic system, which will 
only correctly reproduce artwork 
and photographs made to suit its 
specifications. 

There are a number of reasons 
why it is necessary to pander to tele- 
vision's electronic eccentricities. Tv 
engineers keep their equipment ad- 
justed to receive and transmit a 

normal picture. But the sticker is 

the fact that what is normal in -a pic- 
ture for television is generally ab- 
normal for other media. 

There are two reasons for this: 
(1) The tv equipment which 

changes pictures into electrical im- 
pulses cannot tolerate extreme con - 
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' fists in artwork or photographs, 
r show a clear division between 

éments within artwork or photo- 

ppaphs that have pale areas side by 

3'1e, or dark areas side by side. 
(2) The unusually confining area 

Ji the tv screen is an unalterable for- 
lat unparalleled by any other 
tedium of visual advertising. You 
n't turn it on its side. You can't 
retch it into a wide screen. You 

1in't tip it over for effects. You can't 
sake it conform to a half column or 
Ill page. Nor squeeze it, square it, 
ar make it round. You are forced 

create within its boundaries and 
kept its limitations. 

How can you tell? 

Ilow can an agency man or any- 
ne look at tv artwork, a slide or a 

hotograph and know whether it is 

light or wrong for the television 
screen? 

To begin, let's simplify the busi- 
ess of contrast. This characteristic is 

ry important, both in black and 

jihite 
television and in color. Photo- 

praphs, slides, artwork and motion 
Pictures made for television should 
he rather flat in contrast. 

High contrast is fine for reproduc- 
Eicn in a newspaper, but tv cannot 
olerate it. Low contrast is in the 
ategory of a pastel watercolor or 
Diffused portrait, neither of which 

(;would reproduce well on television. 
o Flat contrast, which meets tv's re- 

luirements, is of course in between. 
' Why is television so finicky about 
contrast? When a picture is shown 
on television it is projected onto the 
face of a small tube. This tube, 
whether it is in a tv camera or in a 

)tv projection system, has a small 
round screen on the front. 

Now, let us assume that the small 
round screen on the end of the tv 
!tube is our eyes. Would you look 
directly into a bright light or the 
sun? Of course not; it would hurt 
your eyes. It would hurt the tv scan- 
ning tube, too. When you looked 

,away from the bright light or the 
sr sun, you would not be able to see 

well. As a mater of fact, you would 
q see black spots, just as the tv tube 

sees black spots when too bright a 

light is projected onto its front. 
This points up the fact that, to 

keep too much bright light from 
reaching the tube, one should use a 

background in preparing artwork or 

making a photograph which will stop 
some of the light source from getting 
through; a background that will 

soften the light impact when it hits 
the tube. 

If the background of a tv slide; 

camera card, or photograph is cor- 
rect, everything within the picture 
will reproduce satisfactorily unless 

you design a piece of artwork or 
make a photograph which contains 
such elements as a model in a dark 
suit standing against a dark back- 

ground. This represents the other 
end of the contrast scale from the 

bright light example. The television 
scanning tube, like your e) es, is able 
to reveal only a small degree of de- 

finition between objects of approxi- 
mately the same contrast when they 

they are placed one in front of the 

other. 
The same "rule -of -contrast" ap- 

plies to lettering and objects with 

backgrounds that are very nearly the 
same in contrast values. Tv picture 
elements are made to stand out by 

the proper arrangement of adjacent 
parts exhibited against a background 
which is neither too light nor too 

dark. This gives flat contrast. Of 

course, you can use pure white and 

black in tv artwork or photographs, 
but it should be used in small 

amounts for pointing up certain ele- 

ments within the picture. 

A little helps 

Actually a little white and black 

here and there in a picture for tele- 

vision adds visual snap. This applies 
to color television as well as mono- 

chrome. It is only a substituting of 

colors and color hues for the gray 

scale. 
Format: There are those who fight 

the limitations of the tv format. But 

they are only fooling themselves and 

selling their product short. 
They insist on overloading the tv 

screen area as they would a news- 

paper ad. These people clutter the 

tv layout so the product is hardly 
discernible, like plastering ads on the 

side of a barn. They should consider 
the fact that the tv audience will not 
take time, nor make an effort, to 

study the sales message-not to men- 

tion that there isn't time for the 

viewer to figure out what is being 

shown. 
Some of the other don'ts of doing 

layouts for television: 
Stay away from too -busy back- 

grounds that hide the product. 
Don't try to squeeze in a lot of 

small type, such as the wording of a 

guarantee. 
Beware of showing a product too 

close-up. This causes the product to 

"bleed" off the edges of the screen, 

confusing the viewer. Remember 
that there is something called a "safe 
area" in tv. Stay within that area. 

Layouts with a lot of blank space 
around the product, such as the full 

page newspaper ad with the product 
very small in the center, is not clever 
on tv. The viewer needs a pair of 

binoculars to see the product. 
In the use of lettering, select only 

type which is easy to read and use it 

sparingly. If you must use fancy 
lettering, keep the words to a limit 
and make them large. 

Now let's look at the positive side 
of doing advertising layouts for tele- 

vision. The screen may be only a 

rectangle with rounded edges, but 
you can do a lot with it by juggling 
the art and copy that are to fill the 
space. 

What constitutes a good tv lay- 
out? The relationship of art and 
copy kept simple. 

Tie art and copy together by vary- 
ing the shape of components, arrang- 
ing them to complement the form of 
the product, lead the eye and give a 

sense of depth. 
Recognize the importance of the 

product when planning a layout. 
Keep everything brief, simple, to the 
point. Use lettering that is clean cut 
so the meaning can be grasped at a 

glance. 
Good television layouts must de - 

(Continued on page 69) 
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With this ghost 
you get great reception. 

Casper the Friendly Ghost and his company of funny friends 
have been getting great reception in every market they've ever played in .. 
in over 35 countries around the world. 

Produced by Harvey Cartoon Studios for theatrical distribution, 
this series of 170 color cartoons is ready for the '69-'70 television season. 

Casper and hís friends, Little Audrey, Baby Huey, Herman, Wendy, 
Spooky and the rest salute these stations that have joined 
their station line-up: 

WRGB Albany WTPA Harrisburg WTMJ Milwaukee 
WLOS Asheville KGMB Honolulu WAVY Norfolk 
WQXI Atlanta WJXT Jacksonville WOKR Rochester 
WBTV Charlotte KMBC Kansas City KTVI St. Louis 
KLZ Denver KATV Little Rock KTUL Tulsa 
WSJS Greensboro WCKT Miami 

Clear up your daytime schedule ... join 'em too! 

Harvey Cartoons 
170 Cartoons --ín Color 
6-8 Minutes ZABCr, 
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A PROGRAM MAN'S . . . 
Viewpoints 

Up in smoke 
The tobacco companies tried to cop a plea. They 

greed to abandon television as an advertising medium 
ffective January 1, 1970, if the networks unanimously 
land magnanimously?) would release them from their 
commitments. It is unlikely that they really thought the 
'esture would be effective-and it certainly was not. The 
,vain question is now when will the tobacco industry 
;eave television, and what will they do instead? 

The networks were obviously unwilling for economic 
easons to release the tobacco companies from commit- 
nents, because as much as 10 per cent of their 1970 rev- 
nue would be affected before substitute advertisers could 

be found to fill the gaps. News and sports, in particular, 
vould have been gravely short of key advertisers. Some 
answers from network presidents were pretty meaty. 

All agreed that singling out advertising on television 
as the crux of the problem was unfair and unsound. On 
better days, they might have been appropriately flattered 

,..hat television was elected to be the most compelling me- 
dium in selling a product that man has yet devised-ergo, 
conversely it should not be used to sell a product many 
¡think the most deadly for mankind of any yet devised. The 
rirrefutable logic is on the side of the networks. If the 
product is as bad as it's believed to be, why should it 
even he manufactured? Advertising is merely a sales tool. 

The burden was shifted to Congress to legislate ciga- 
rette advertising off television via all three networks. Ev- 

erybody knows damn well that Congress had difficulty 
getting even a mild warning on cigarette packages, and 
has very little chance of regulating the advertising of a 

product with so much economic impact on the taxes of 
many states. The many pressures make legislation 
unlikely. 

Nor is the FCC likely to take any stand interfering 
with network business judgment, no matter how much 
it may wish to. The precedent would be far too dan- 
gerous for all concerned to tolerate. The heart of the 
problem is how to accomplish this already desired target 
with as much face-saving as possible. 

Mark well the fact that if all cigarette companies drop- 
ped television advertising they would theoretically save 
a good deal of money without a relative drop in sales, 
because everybody would be in the same boat competi- 
tively. This means that profits would be greater, and pre- 
sumably the companies' market positions would be up. 
Of course, it would be more difficult to introduce new 
brands and change competitive positions without the 
power of the television medium. 

It must be remembered that forces of dilution have been 
at work for some time on the cigarette commercials used 
on television. Both internally and externally, cigarette 

.claims have shrunk to the point where only a clever jingle 
or pictorial image is even permitted. No happiness, no 

+ pleasure, no health benefits, no soothing, no nothing that 
r has been the recent pattern, and it has made the cigarette 

commercials less and less effective over the years. 
One gambit used by the networks in public and private 

negotiations was to have the subsidiaries of the tobacco 

Ir 

companies assume the corporate obligations. At the pres- 
ent time, the profit potential of these companies is not 
great enough to afford the vast dollar commitments of 

cigarettes, but in the long haul these subsidiaries may 
well help fill the void left by the absence of cigarettes. 

No matter what the timetable, the iron law of attrition 
has set in. Cigarette advertising will without a doubt be 

off television-certainly no later than mid -1971, whether 
by act of the tobacco companies themselves, individual 
stations and groups, Congress, the FCC, or whatever. The 
longer the time span, the greater the chance of the tele- 

vision industry to find sources of new advertising revenue 
to cover the 10% plus loss in gross revenues. 

The natural expansion of the tv industry will, of 

course, take up a good percentage of the slack, but for 
broadcasters to show a comfortable profit, even while ab- 

sorbing the increases in the cost of doing business, new 

users of television must be generated. What will the cigar- 
ette industry do with the hundreds of millions of dollars 
of advertising they have generated over the years in order 
to sell their product? The answer has to lie in another 
question: What did cigarette companies do before tv? 

As a matter of fact cigarette companies have been ex- 

perimenting with various merchandising tools in antici- 

pation of the black day when the power of television 
would be blunted. For example, one public relations - 
oriented president of a large company allocated over $1 

million for p.r. on a major brand. Another company has 
stepped up its couponing. Others are pushing point -of - 
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Tobacco companies' subsidiaries, like Phillip Morris' Personna, 
may well get a slice of ex -cigarette television money. 

sale. Print is being revived by increased schedules from 
cigarette advertising. Radio revenues have boomed, by 
prior standards. One way or another, cigarettes are going 
to get their message across. 

The irony of the situation is indicated by the experience 
in Great Britain, where even with no advertising, cigarette 
smoking has declined only slightly. It would seem that no 
matter what the legislation or health warnings or evi- 
dence, certain people who are already hooked will be 
unable to break the habit, while others will wave any 
health fears for the pleasure they get. 

Meanwhile, television will continue to open its spots to 
new advertisers and new products. On the local level for 
the first time, department stores are beginning to discover 
how to use the medium effectively. On the national level, 
seasonal advertisers are using television on even a one- 
time basis.-J.B. 
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Film/Tape Report 
un 

UPCOMING LECTURE SERIES 

Computerized Films, Creative 
Salesmanship, How to Merchandise 
Your Tv Commercials to the Trade 
and Video Tape Productions and 
Techniques are only a few of the 
themes to be covered al the lecture 
program and seminar scheduled dur- 
ing the 12th International Film and 
Tv Festival of New York. The event 
will be held October 14-17 at the 
A'rericana Hotel. 

i hree films will be shown to de - 
,,cribe methods by which a computer 
can be used to perform much of the 
tedious work involved in the produc- 
tion of animated movies. 

Jack Upham, staff consultant for 
The Chartmakers, in his presentation 
called "The Care and Feeding of 
Sponsors, or The Role of Creative 
Salesmanship," will discuss the need 
for producers and sponsors to create 
better understanding and more effec- 
tive, honest communication concern- 
ing the best ways of obtaining pro- 
fessional results. 

The lecture "How to Merchandise 
Your Tv Commercial to the Trade" 
will show how a sponsor can get as 
much benefit out of his commercial as 
possible, and how he can increase his 
sales volume to get the fullest possible 
value out of the commercial. 

A seminar under the chairmanship 
of Al Tennyson, vice president of J. 
Walter Thompson, will diagnose "The 
Changing Relationship Between Spon- 
sor, Ad Agency and Production Com- 
pany." 

A full day with seven lectures. 
demonstrations and visits to leading 
studios and production houses is 
slated for "Video Tape Productions 
and Techniques." 

Further details about the four -day 
session may be obtained from Indus- 
trial Exhibitions, 121 W. 45th St., 
New York 10036. 

CHICAGO FESTIVAL 

It's time to start thinking about 
entries for the 5th Chicago Interna- 
tional Film Festival to be held No- 
vember 8-19, 1969. Entry forms for 
tv commercials in both U.S. and in- 
ternational categories must be re- 
ceived by September 15. This date 
also applies to entries in the tv pro- 

duction competition. 
The festival will accept l6nun tv 

commercials produced in 1968 and 
1969. Entries may be submitted by 
the agency, production house, client 
or local tv station. Entrance fee for 
a single commercial is $50; for a 
complete campaign, $100. 

Awards are given in the following 
categories: best of festi\ al (gold 
Hugo) ; creative excellence (silver 
Hugo) ; impact (silver Hugo) ; tech- 
nical excellence (silver Hugo) ; en- 
tertainment value, one minute or over 
(silver Hugo) ; entertainment value, 
less than one minute (silver Hugo I ; 

animation, one minute or over (silver 
Hugo) ; animation, under one minute 
(silver Hugo) ; public service, one 
minute or over (silver Hugo) ; public 
service, under one minute (silver 
Hugo) . 

Also titles or opening credits (cer- 
tificate) ; ID's eight to 10 seconds 
(certificate) ; experimental (certifi- 
cate) ; humorous, any length (silver 
Hugo) ; station promo, ally length 
(silver Hugo) ; local, one market 
(silver Hugo); a complete campaign 
-three commercials edited in se- 
quence to show the campaign (gold 
Hugo) . 

In the international category, films 
may be either 16nun or 35mm, and 
may be submitted by the agency, 
client, production house or tv station. 
Entry fee per commercial is $25; per 
series, $75. 

Awards are given in the following 
categories: best of festival (gold 
Hugo 1 ; best live action (silver 
Hugo) ; animation (siber Hugo) ; 

creative excellence (silver Hugo) ; 

and complete campaign (gold Hugo). 
In the international tv production 

competition, films must have been 
produced in 1968 or 1969 specifically 
for a tv audience. Entries may be 
submitted by networks, individual tv 
stations, agencies or independent pro- 
ducers. All programs must be 16mm 
films only. Entrance fee for a pro- 
gram 30 minutes or less in length is 
$50, and $100 if the program is over 
that length. 

Awards are given for best of fes- 
tival (gold Hugo) ; documentary- 
single station broadcast (silver 
Hugo) ; documentary-multi-station 
broadcast (silver Hugo); entertain- 

ment-single station broadcast (sil- 
ver Hugo); entertainment-multi- 
station broadcast (silver Hugo). 

\dditional details and entry forms 
may he obtained from The 5th Chi- 
cago Film Festival, 235 \Vest Eugenie 
St., Chicago, III. 60614. 

SYNDICATION PILOT 

The special/series spin-off, long 
considered standard practice on net- 
works, has gone into operation in 
syndication. Metromedia Program 
Sales plans to treat the new hour-long 
special Meet Me At liartoni's much 
as networks (lo when they buy a spe- 
cial and judge its acceptance for 
series production. 

The special is being offered at 

'`special rates" as an inducement to 

stations interested in judging the re- 

action to the new format in their own 
markets. 

Set in 1\Iartoni's, a spot in Los 
Angeles where celebrities relax and 
entertain, the show features piano bar 

RALPH KESSLER 
NEIL KOBIN 

RALPH KESSLER PROD. 
19 EAST 53RD STREET 
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3gular Tommy Oliver, recording star 
{sal Frazier, blues singer Joanne Vent 
ind vocal duo Bobby & I. Hank 
1:rant, Hollywood correspondent, dis- 

{usses morality in movies with actress 
I,nne Heywood and her husband. 
roducer Raymond Stross. 

IBC INT'L GOES FULL COLOR 

This year, for the first time, NBC 
nternational will be distributing only 
olor prints of its new properties for 
he 1969-70 season to its offices and 
lients abroad. 

In previous years, since most NBC 
:lients were telecasting solely in 
)lack and white, it was more prac- 
ical to distribute black and white 
prints even for color programs. Now, 
vith most of the major worldwide 
narkets televising in color or plan- 
ting to change over in the near fu- 
ture, it is no longer necessary to go 
through the process of duplicating in 
)lack and white. 

WHERE THERE'S SMOKE DEPT. 

To film the standard opening com- 
mercial of a new tv series sponsored 
by the Mitsui Group in Japan, the 
Tokyo Broadcasting System had to 
come to Los Angeles. The spot in- 
volves the use of skywriting in both 
Japanese and English. (There are no 
skywriters in Japan). 

For nearly four hours, five planes 
working as a team, inscribed "Mitsui 
Group" on the sky while ground 
camera crem s filled the constantly - 
repeated name. The Mitsui Group is 
among the top industrial complexes 
of Japan. 

In order to produce the Japanese 
ii characters, five planes were used. 

Sky -typing, which emits tape -guided 
puffs of smoke automatically in a 

'I pre-programmed pattern, produced 
the characters. 

ON THE DOTTED LINE 

The Big Valley has now been 
sold in 58 foreign countries and 77 
U.S. markets. Recent sales made by 
Four Star Entertainment Corp. 
include 1VELD-TV Chicago; ~A -TV 

Washington, D.C.; WTEN-TV Albany; 
K:1TC-TV Lafayette; KFSA-Tv Ft. 
Smith; and WACO-TV Rhinelander. 
Latest international sales is for West 
Germany, where the series premieres 
next month. 

The new musical variety show of 
Aveo Embassy Piet ures/Televi- 
sion Corp. Country llayride has 
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We're not bragging about our size. 
We're trying to tell you that Camera 
Mart can rent you the newest avail- 
able 16 or 35mm cameras and lenses. 

Like the new Arri 16BL and 120-S 
Sound Blimp; sound equipment (like 
Nagra Recorders and the new MK 
Condenser Lavalier Microphone), 
dollies (like the Elemack Spyder 
Dolly with the Jonathan Jib Arm 
Assembly), lighting (the complete 
Mole -Richardson line), generators, 

1e1,0 
ft 

Moviolas and hundreds of other 
items and accessories. 

And every item is thoroughly 
checked by the best technicians 
before you get it. 

So whether you rent or buy from 
Camera Mart, you can always count 
on getting the newest, most trouble - 
free equipment when and where you 
want it. 

Even if you only need one square 
inch. 

Write today for free rental catalog. 

The Camera Mart Inc. 
1845 BROADWAY (AT 60TH ST.) NEW YORK, N.Y. 10023 
LIGHTING AND GRIP DIVISION: 887 NINTH AVENUE 
PHONE: 212 757-6977 
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been picked up by 11 stations across 
the country. Although both 60 and 
30 -minute formats are available, sta- 
tions so far lined up for the program 
have elected to premiere the hour 
version, many of them in primetime. 

Stations sold to date are WIBF-TV 
Philadelphia; KTVT Ft. Worth; WDAF- 
TV Kansas City; KHTV Houston; 
1VTPA Harrisburg; WHEN -TV Syra- 
cuse; 1VCHS-TV Charleston; Wo1V-TV 
Omaha; WLUK-TV Green Bay; WEAR - 
TV Pensacola and 1VAEO-TV Rhine- 
lander. 

A new color television series of 156 
Warner Bros. -Seven Arts' cele- 
brated theatrical cartoons, Porky Pig 
& Friends, has racked up eight new 
sales. 

Stations acquiring the new prop- 
erty, which can he adopted for sched- 
uling as 52 half-hour programs, are: 
KHFI-TV Austin; 1VSVA-TV Harrison- 
burg; KGMB-TV Honolulu; 1NFBM-TV 
Indianapolis; WLEX-TV Lexington; 
WISC-T1 Madison; WTTG-TV Washing- 
ton, D.C. and 11 YTV 1 oungstown. 

YNTERNATIONAL SALES 

NBC International has made 
the first sale of a television program 

I 

to Abu Dhabi, the British -protected 
Arab sheikdom which started televi- 
sion sevice earlier this month. 

The sale, extends NBCI's business 
activities to a new high of 118 for- 
eign markets. 

Three NBC television series, Pro- 
files in Courage, Bonanza and Dr. 
Kildare, comprise the package sold 
to Abu Dhabi. 

Twenty-six new Canadian television 
sales of Warner Bros. -Seven Arts' 
series and cartoons including the 
FBI, Avengers, F Troop, Maverick, 
Gallant Men, Hawaiian Eye, Chey- 
enne, Edgar Wallace, Marine Boy, 
Warner Bros. Cartoons, Popeye, Out 
of the Inkwell and Bugs Bunny have 
been made. 

Bugs Bunny was sold to the CBC 
Network, while the CTV Network 
purchased The FBI. 

Station sales were signed with 
CKX-T1' Brandon, Manitoba; CFRN-TV 
Edmonton, Alberta; CFTM-TV Mon- 
treal: CHEX-TV Peterboro, Ontario; 
CKPG-TV Prince George, British Co- 
lumbia; CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sas- 
katchewan; CJIC-TV Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario and CJA1-TV Winnipeg, 
\lanitoba. 

IS IS RO 

1 

u 

-:t ...and his fully 
automated, "little off. 

r' miracle" animation stand. 
lna ` ' s.l 

M 

a 

Its 360° turntable, 4 travelling 
peg tracks, east -west and/or north - 

south table controls and new offset 
lens control provides rock -steady 
automatic off -center zooms in any 

direction. 16 or 35mm, color or black - 

and -white, day or night, Ronnie does 

in minutes what other operators do 

to, in hours. Good boy, that Ronnie. 

OPTICALS EAST INC. 35 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 
L. - 

Also, CBCT Charlottetown, Prince 
Edward Islands; CJFM-TV Chicou 
timi. Quebec, CKRD-TV Red Deer, 
Alberta; CJBR-TV Rimounki, Quebec; 
CIISJ-Tv Saint John, N.B.; CFQC-Tv 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and 1VIITV- 

TV Whitehorse. Yukon. 

MOVIELAB MODERNIZATION 

Movielab-Holly wood, the \Vest 
Coast laboratory facility recently 
acquired from Berkey Photo, is un- 
dergoing an extensive modernization 
program. 

According to president Saul Jelfee, 
the plant restructuring will be supple- 
mented with the introduction of new 
professional laboratory equipment 
that has never been used on the West 
Coast before and is said to be far 
ads anced over the equipment now in 
use. 

Other phases of planned develop- 
ments include the establishment of a 

Moy ielab laboratory complex abroad. 
Company executives are exploring 
several projects for international ex- 
pansion. 

FILM FACTORING 

A new financial service from Jeff - 
Craig Associates now makes it pos- 
sible for any tv commercial -industrial 
film firm to establish unlimited cash 
reserve without borroying, according 
to the firm. 

The service works like this: the 
client permits Jeff -Craig to mail his 
invoices for him. This is done con- 
fidentially. Then, anytime until the 
in\ oices are paid, the client can pick 
up the phone and have a check on his 
desk in an hour. The amount of 
money he can receive is unlimited 
and is determined by the dollar value 
of the invoices he has on file. 

A bulletin describing the new ser- 
vice, and a book describing all Jell - 
Craig services by writing the com- 
pany at 257 Park Avenue South, New 
York or 6725 Sunset Blvd., Holly- 
wood, Cal. 90028. 

RONA'S MAG & SEX SPECIAL 

Metromedia Program Sales' favor- 
ite gossip, Rona Barrett (now seen 
in 32 markets), will soon have her 
own magazine. Rona Barrett's Holly- 
wood will be a monthly magazine 
published by The Laufer Co. 

The first issue is set to hit the 
stands October 9th. In each city 
where featurettes are aired, the maga- 
zine covers will carry a localized "tip - 
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al" i ith the local station's call let- 

ers, channel and air time. 
No stranger to the newsstands, 

Iona has been a writer for many 

aagazines. She has had a nationally 
yndicated column which appeared in 

.,25 newspapers. She writes a column 

for Motion Picture which has an es- 

jimated readership of 2.5 million. 
The controversial Metromedia Tv 

Mews special examining the new free- 

r lam in the arts and the rising per- 

missiveness of today's entertainment. 

is now being offered for syndication. 
Stations have the option of running 

, ..he show as it is, a one -hour special, 
it they may run it as a 90 -minute 
pecial by producing a 30 -minute seg- 

1 rent dealing with the pros and cons 

if this subject. 
The program takes a close look at 

'ibscenity, new sexual freedom and 

he nation's reaction to it. Front 
Vashington, Alan Smith sets the na- 

ional political overview, including 
in interview with Sen. John Pastore 
nd the thoughts of the Supreme 

court on obscenity. 
1 In New York, Bill Jorgensen ex- 

') alores the rash of new underground 
sex newspapers. George Putnam ex- 

amines Hollywood's answer to the 

Flood of imported sex -laden films. A 

report on how the middle of the 

'country is reacting to these new free- 

r Joms is handled by Glen Hanson in 
Kansas City. He talks to a movie 
censor, and to a nun who teaches 
film -making. 

CROSBY REALIGNMENT 
A major staff realignment has been 

undertaken by the Television syn- 
dication division of Bing Crosby 

.1 Productions. The move was made to 

insure maximum sales and operating 
efficiencies. 

The action, involving a restructur- 
ing of the division's sales operations, 
was taken as a means of reversing a 

downward trend in operating results 
experienced in recent months, and en- 
hancing future growth prospects. 

The division's staff has been re- 

f duced in number and divided between 
the two principal operations: promo- 
tional tv game shows and other mer- 
chandising activities and syndicated 
,tv programs. 

Sales of promotional game shows, 
which have accounted for the major 
portion of operating results in the 
division, have declined steadily since 
mid -1968. These shows are used pri- 
marily as promotion tools by super - 

Advertising Directory of 

SELLING COMMERCIALS 

Alka Seltzer Jack Tinker & Partners 

N. LEE LACY/ASSOCIATES, LTD., Hollywood 

Borden's Frosty Shake Ross Roy 

TELETRONICS INTERNATIONAL 

Alka Seltzer Jack Tinker & Partners 

CASCADE CALIFORNIA 

Cracker Jacks DDB 

?1 

ROSE-MAGWOOD PRODUCTIONS 

AT&T "Impulse" N. W. Ayer 

KIM & GIFFORD PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y. 

Doral Cigarettes Wm. Esty & Co, 

SOL GOODNOFF PRODUCTIONS, INC., N.Y, 

Armstrong Floor Covering BBDO 

GERALD SCHNITZER PRODS., Hollywood 

First Citizens Bank Lloyd Adv. 
- 

A 

JEFFERSON PRODUCTIONS, Charlotte 
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Advertising Directory of 

EL LI NG COMMERCIALS 

Ford "Economyland" J. W. T. 

THE HABOUSH COMPANY, Hollywood 

Johnston's Yogurt Milton Carlson Co. 

r' 

t 

SPI TELEVISION CENTER, San Francisco 

G.gneral Tire D'Arcy 

FILMFAIR, NEW YORK 

"Lectron" by Raytheon E. A. Korchnoy 

.,,. rte_ 

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY, Dallas 

Great Western Financial Corp. E, J&L 

GERALD SCHNITZER PRODS., Hollywood 

Lever Bros. -Dishwasher All SSC&B 

TOTEM PRODUCTIONS, INC., New York 

M. J. Holloway & Co. I/MAC 

""1.y . 

FRED A. NILES-Chicago, Hollywood, N. Y. 

Love Cosmetics Wells, Rich, Greene 

'. , . 

1' 

DVI FILMS 

market chains. I' 

Tv programs syndicated by the 
division include the new Paul Harve} 
Show, World Series of Golf and 
Championship Bowling. 

THE HOUSE ON 29th ST. 

When brothers Tony and Sal Fica- 
lora decided to setup their own 
studio, they immediately foresaw 
trouble. 

Both were professional still pho- 
tographers (a skill they had learned 
from their parents, but the brothers 
knew one of them would have to. 

handle the business end and one the 
creative end. To make the decision, 
they flipped a coin. 

Today, Toni is the president and 
creative director, and Sal is executive 
vice president in charge of produc- 
tion. 

The outstanding characteristic of 
their work is the attention to detail. 
The Ficalora Brothers who special- 
ize in table -top photography seem to 

be more than unusually concerned 
with their projects. 

A recent Ficalora spot for Cool 
Whip used a moving cyc and tape 
to show the product on lop of vari- 
ous desserts. 

For example, the first floor and 
basement of their studio is filled with 
enough antiques and props to fill a 

good sized store. Valued at around 
$250,000, they represent 20 years of 

hunting and collecting. 
When we do a spot we don't feel 

a client should have the choice of 

three or four glasses for example," 
explained Sal. "We go to a production 
meeting with a dozen which our de- 

signer feels are appropriate." 
Another example of their attention 

to detail is their sample reel. Unlike 
many in the business which are simply 
all the best commercials spliced to- 

gether, the Ficalora's reel has an im- 

pressive opening and close which are 
done as expertly and with as much 
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TEY-6 turned a move to local color news 
i;tcmo a overnight success. 

} 

me talk to any station that 
t ks it can't go into the Kodak 
A -4 yrocéss," says Lee Tanner, 

istant Operations Manager and 
ief Engineer for the, Providence/ ° 

w Bedford 'station. "We boúght 
of the new smaller. processors . 

on the market. In one night we 

edwed our old -B&W processor .out, 

e(ce by piece, ánd replaced it with 
) r color machine: We were B&W: 

e day, and full' cólor'the next. It 
is spectacular:. 
"The Kodak people were fántas- 

, A Sales and Engineering Repre- .. 

ntative was up all night to.mixthe 
st batch of chemistry. We ran test" - 
rips the nextday:acid .were .right'. . 

target... .. 

"Now we're processing .an aver 
e of 900 feet of color firm daily 

not, only for local news, but also 

commercials for our advertisers. 
The ME -4 Process is so simple .. . 

let me put it this way: We hired a 

smart young man to run the ma- 

chine. He had ho experience with 

color processing. The packaged 
chemistry made; it so easy that he 

could now go. anywhere and talk 
competently about M E-4 processing 
'of Kodak Ektachromé films: 

. = . 
""j' =- 

"Listen, I'm sold 100% on the 
ME -4 Process: I can talk about it all 

day if you want:" 
That's it. New, smal ler, less expen- 

sive processors. Packaged chemi's- 
try. All the Kodak assistance you 

need. Talk with a Kodak Regional 
Chief Engineer. He'll show you,how 
to go full color with án ME -4 pack" 
age just. right fbr your Station. In .g 

'New York, cal( Ray Wulf; Chicago; '. 
Dick Potter; Hollywood, Jahn Wnner: 
Get moving. 

EASTMAN KODAK COM.F'ANY 
ATLANTA: 404/351-6510, CHICAGO: 312/654.9200, 
DALLAS: 214/FL 1-3221, HOLLYWOOD: 213/464-6131, 
NEW YORK: 212/MU 7.7080, SAN FRANCISCO:. 

'415/776.6055.; 
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attention to detail as in their com- 
mercials. 

AD MAKERS 

LEE TREDANARI has been appointed 
vice president and director of tv/ 
radio production at Doyle Dane Bern- 
bach. He moves into the position pre- 
viously held by DON TREVOR, who has 
been named director of special tv 
projects for the agency. 

ERNEST iIARTMAN continues as as- 
sociate director of the tv/radio 
group. PHIL IN ORCESTER, a vice presi- 

dent and tv commercials group super- 
visor; has been named administrator 
of the department. 

Treclanari joined DDB as a pro- 
ducer in January, 1965. He had been 
a director for CBS -TV, NBC-TV and 
ABC-TV. 

During the 1960 presidential cam- 
paign, he was John Kennedy's per- 
sonal director. 

At Compton, ALAN w. GOLDMAN, 
DAN R. HULBERT and RICHARD SCHOCH 
have been appointed associate creative 
directors. 

All three are senior vice presidents 
and former creative division super- 
visors. 

Responsibility for the creative nnork 
of the New York office will he ap- 

portioned among the three and a 
fourth special assignments group 
headed by NED TOLMACH, senior 
group supervisor. 

Also at Compton, three copy group 
heads have been elected vice presi- 
dents. They are JULIUS D. HARBURGER, 
TOBY SACHER and JACK WILLET. 

Harburger moved to Compton's 
New York office in 1964 after a year 
with the agency in Los Angeles. He 
was previously with Norman, Craig 

Kummel. 
Sacher joined Compton in May, 

1969, after four years with Ted Bates 
'here he was a vice president and 
creative supervisor. Ile has also 
worked at Cunningham & Walsh and 
BBDO. 

Willett, who has been with Comp- 
ton since 1962, was at Cunningham 
& Walsh from 1959 to 1962. 

Needham, Harper & Steers has an- 
nounced that JOHN F. PLAIN has 
joined the network relations and pro- 
gramming department as network 
supervisor. Prior to joining NII&S, 
Plain was a account supervisor at 
Young & Rubicam. 

THOMAS F. PAPANEK has been pro- 
moted to associate creative director 
at Needham, Harper & Steers, Chi- 
cago. 

He joined NH&S in 1964, was pro- 
moted to copy supervisor in '67, and 
became a creative supervisor earlier 
this Near. 

JERRY GERBER, associate creative 
director, has been elected a vice presi- 
dent of BBi)O. He joined BBDO 
earlier this year from Jack Tinker & 

Partners where he was an associate 
partner and creative supervisor. Pre- 
viously he had been a vice president 
and a creative director at William 
Esty Co. 

KENNETH E. TEASON, a vice presi- 
dent and creative supervisor, has 

It) 
212 LT 1-3970 

2 I 2J 
DAVID LUCAS associates 320 W. 46th St. 

o o o.o 
D o o C7 0 p Q 

O O t r 

been named an associate creative di- 
rector of Warwick & Legler. Suc- 
ceeding him as a creative supervisor 
is JERRY PRESTOMBURGO, who has 
been an art director with the agency. 

Teason joined Warwick & Legler 
in 1967 as a senior writer from Post- 
Ke\es-Gardner, Chicago. He was 
named a cop\ group head in 1968 
and, earlier this year, a vice presi- 
dent and creative supervisor. 

Prestomburgo joined the agency in 
1966 from Ogilvy & Mather, where 
he had been an art director. 

RUPERT F. JOHNSEN, a copywriter, 
and ANTHONY J. PAIRISI, an art direc- 
tor, have been named co -group heads 
at Kenyon & Eckhardt. The two will 
work together on the agency's Mac - 
leans account and will also be in- 
volved with other Beecham products. 

Johnsen and Parisi; who ha\e 
worked as a team for five sears, come 
to K&E via Grey Advertising and 
McCann-Erickson. Together, they 

created the "Support Your Local 
Burglar" anti -burglary campaign for 
New York Mayor John Lindsay. 

LARS ANDERSON has been named an 

art director/"producer at K&E. 

ANIERSo' 

lnderson will work on the agency's 
Beecham account. He joins the com- 
pany from BBDO, where he was 
assistant art director. 
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WALTER LECAT, an executive art 
Nrector, has been named a vice presi- 
lent at Leo Burnett. 
f Lecat joined the agency as an art 
irector in 1961, and has been execu- 
tve art director since 1965. He was 

Inmerlh at North Advertising, K&E 

nd t &R. 

ROBERT WILVERS has joined Scali, 
IIcCab, Sloves as vice president and 
rt supervisor. Wilvers recently re- 

'igned as senior partner at Jack 
'inker, where he worked on the Alka 
eltzer. Gillette, Toni and Carnation 
ccounts, among others. 

ZIPS TO SYNDICATE O.J. 

An hour-long special which traces 
he gridiron career of O. J. Simpson 
ailed 0.1.! will he put into syndica- 
ion by Metromedia Program Sales. 

Shot on location (luring the 1967- 
;8 college football year, the special 
races O.J.'s two seasons at Southern 
al, when he ran for more than 3,000 
'arils, scored 33 touchdowns, broke 
'post major college rushing records, 
von the lleisman Trophy and led 

7SC in two Rose Bowl appearances. 
Action comparisons are made be- 

tween Simpson and college stars of 
he past. Included in this sequence 

¡ire film clips of by -gone day s, shown 
lin split and quarter -screen montage 
with film of 0.J. on the move. 

11/ORE SYNDICATION SALES 

Five additional stations have been 
Hided to the line-up for Strange 
Paradise, Krantz Films' syndication 
aoaper. To date, 76 U.S. and Ca- 

nadian stations have signed for the 
;how. 

Added are WTVT Tampa, WXEX-TV 

'Petersburg, KLFY-TV Lafayette WDEF- 

TV Chattanooga and KVOS-TV Belling- 
ham. 

Peyton /'lace has added 10 markets, 
bringing the 20th Century -Fox Tv 
show to a total of 20. 

Newest additions are W NIA R -TV 

Baltimore, wHun-TV Boston, KTVT 

Dallas, KHTV ITouston, \V II TN -TV 

Huntington, KCIIII-TV Lubbock, WCKT 

'Miami, KMSP-TV Minneapolis, KGW- 

I TV Portland and K PLR St. Louis. 
Judd for the Defense, also from 

,20th -Fox Tv, has been sold in a total 
of 30 markets. 

Among stations picking -up the 
drama series are wK RC -TV Cincinnati, 
wu R-Tv Cle\ eland, KRLD-Tv Dallas - 
Ft. \\ orth, WXYZ-TV Detroit, KHVFI- 

TV Honolulu, KVVV Cohesion, KCIT- 

:I 
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SELLING COMMERCIALS 

Lutheran Brotherhood Insurance C -M 

PANTOMIME PICTURES, Hollywood 

Southern Bread Sage Adv. 

. 

' o) 

.... _ .._` _...... .t 

BANDELIER FILMS, INC., Albuquerque 

Marineland McCann-Erickson 

SANDLER FILMS, INC., Hollywood 

Venus/Esterbrook MacM, J&A 

LOGOS TELEPRODUCTIONS, INC., N. Y. 

Montsanto Foote, Cone & Belding 

T... ` 

w. 

FILMFAIR, HOLLYWOOD 

Wayne Dog Foods H, B&C 

PELICAN FILMS, INC., New York 

Schoenling Lager Don Kemper Co. 

WGN CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago 

Whirlpool "24" Doyle Dane Bernbach 

v . - .. ... ... ..I.-...-.. -... 

WYLDE FILMS, INC., New York 
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TV Kansas City, KCOP Los Angeles, 
wPix New York, WIBF-TV Philadel- 
phia, KOOL-TV Phoenix and KTNT-TV 

Seattle -Tacoma. 
United Artists Tv's Gilligan's Island 

is sold in 48 of the top 50 markets. 
The remaining unsold markets are 
Lancaster and Saginaw -Flint. 

Recent sales of the program include 
KWTV Oklahoma City, KVOO-TV Tulsa, 
WOW -TV Omaha, WMAZ-TV Macon; 
WTRF-TV Wheeling and KCRG-TV Ce- 
dar Rapids. 

Recent renewals include KOB-TV 

Albuquerque, WDEF-TV Chattanooga, 
WLIX-TV Lansing, WFMJ-T\ Youngs- 
town and KGMB-TV Honolulu. 

COMMERCIALS MAKERS 
STEVE PALMER has joined Paradigm 

Films, a division of Tele -Tape Pro- 
ductions, as a director. Palmer has 
had extensive experience as a corn 
mercial film director, director of 
documentaries ánd industrials and 
director of special effects. 

LEON PROCIINIK has joined the live 
action division of Elektra Film Pro- 
ductions as director. He was formerly 
a staff director for MPO, VPI and 
Libra. 

PIIOCHNIK 

In addition to commercials pro- 
duction, Prochnik is a film maker 
Ile has written, produced and directed 
two short movies now in theatrical 

distribution. 
JOE CAMP has joined Jamieson 

Film Co. of Dallas as a staff pro- 
ducer/director. His film background 
includes writing, producing and di- 
recting trade and industrial films and 
tv commercials. In addition, he has 
written for network tv and theatrical 
features. 

NEW ADDRESSES 
Pantomime Pictures, located at 

3487 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, is 
moving its recently expanded tv series 
production facilities, formerly at 
11206 Weddington in the Valley, to 
its new location at 5032 Lankershim 
Blvd., North Hollywood. 

A professional motion picture prod- 
ucts sales office, serf ing the industry 
in 11 Western states, has been opened 
in Los Angeles by the 3M Company. 

The office, located at 6023 South 
Garfield Ave., Los Angeles, tt ill he 
the western headquarters for sales of 
3M Ferrania brand motion picture 
raw stock. James G. Maxwell has been 
named sales representative for this 
area. 

On September 1, all four lab di- 
visions of Beheld & Bel)ell Color 
Laboratories, will be operating from 
a new and enlarged facility in the 
heart of the New York City motion 
picture district, at 416 West 45 St. 

THE CHURCH SOUND 
\\then Harry Hirsch, former co- 

oá%ner of J.A.C. Recording Studio, 
heard that a Baptist congregation was 
relinquishing its premises after 41 
years. he rushed to lease the church 
and preserve its 35 -foot vaulted ceil- 
ing. It now houses \lediasound Re- 
cording Studios. 

The building at 311 \Vest 57th St. 
which has been occupied by J.A.C. 
only a month, contrasts modern en- 
gineering with Gothic -style surround- 
ings. Taking advantage of the 
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for TOTEM PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

church's acoustics, l\fediasound in- 
stalled the largest of its three record- 
ing studios. Studio "k" as it is desig- 
nated, can accommodate up to 100 
musicians, with three isolation areas 
for vocal or instrumental soloist and 
chorus. 

The studio also has a full screen 
projection system allowing sound 
tracks to be synchronized with 35mm 
or 16rnm film. 

Video playback and monitoring 
equipment are integral parts of each 
of the three studios. The "B" studio 
can accommodate up to 30 musicians, 
while studio "C" is designed for small 
groups, overdubbing and narration. 

ACQUIRES MOTION ASSOCIATES 

Science Management Corp., an in- 

ternational management consulting 
firm, has agreed in principle to ac- 

quire the commercial production firm 

of Motion Associates. 
The association with Science Man- 

agement will provide Motion with 

management and financial resources, 
both domestically and abroad. It will 

also provide Motion with an oppor- 
tunity to participate in the growing 
field for educational and industrial' 
films. 

MORE MOOG 

Lektrafon Music has been estab- 
lished in Los Angeles to produce and 

create electronic sound/visual com- 

mercials. !leading up the company is 

Ruth White, who is also an electronic 
music composer for Mercury's "Lime- 
light" series. 

In addition to supplying music, the 

company will have a special depart- 
ment to provide services for various 
types of film effects, including op- 

tical printing and effects. 
Lektrafon is located on West Ven- 

ice Blvd. in L.A. Its equipment in- 

cludes a Moog, multi -channel tape 

recorders, and a specially designed 
mixing console. 

Plans include expansion into 

audio/visual cartridges and record- 
ings for both consumer and commer- 

cial use. 

ZOOMING IN ON PEOPLE 

WALTER KINGSLEY. who has been 

executive vice president in charge of 

sales for Metromedia Producers Cor- 

poration (NIPC), has been appointed 
executive vice president in charge of 

the New York office. 
Kingsley's promotion reflects the 
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increased emphasis by MPC on de- 

weloping original new television pro- 

grams and series for the national 

television networks and major ad- 

vertisers and agencies. MPC will 

,headquarter its creative staff in Los 

Angeles, under the direct supervision 

of Bud Rifkin, who had been dividing 

'his time almost equally between the 

two coasts. The national and inter- 

national sales staffs will continue to 

headquarters in New York. 
RICHARD S. CHRISTIAN, has been 

named director of workshops for 

Reeves Production Services. He is 

responsible for the workshop program 
designed to better acquaint producers 
and non -producers with the television 

medium. Reeves began this program 
last year with "Production '69: A -- 

Shirtsleeve Workshop in Television 
k Techniques." 

Christian was previously director 
of film and television production for 
the State University of New York. 
As a producer -director for over 10 

years, he has worked at WNIYr-Tv 

New York and KOED-Tv San Fran- 
.' cisco and has free-lanced on both 

coasts. 
ROBERT N. BLAIR has been appointed 

product manager of broadcast tv sys- 

tems of Philips Broadcast Equipment. 
Ile will be responsible for all phases 
of product management in the tv 

broadcast line. 

Prior to joining Philips Broadcast 
in Nos ember, 1968, Blair was with 
General Electric for 12 years. During 
that period, he was systems engineer 
for broadcast tv in the marketing de- 
partment of the visual communica- 
tions porducts department, a special 

1. requisition project engineer, and a 
I design engineer for audio and video 

switching systems. 
MIKE BARENTS has joined Oopsy 

' Productions, Detroit, as sales man- 
ager. In his new position, he will be 
responsible for the marketing of 

Oopsy the Clown, now being offered 
for syndication. 

MODERN DAY EXODUS 

A Noah -like exodus was completed 
recently when Ralph Helfer's Africa 
U.S.A. moved more than 300 animals 
to a new 250 -acre motion picture 
location home in Fillmore, 45 miles 
north of Los Angeles. 

The relocating of the animals was 

prompted by the heavy floods last 
February which decimated Helfer's 
facility in Saugus. The downpour 
changed the course of the Santa Clara 
River and sent a 250 -foot wide and 
12 -feet deep floodcrest racing 
through the compound. While only 
eight animals were lost, damages 
totaled $250,000 and included a 

wrecked soundstage, movie sets and 
other buildings. 

The new Africa U.S.A. is located 
across Lake Piru in a box canyon. 
The site features a natural five acre 
lake and sulphur springs. The ranch 
also has a 200 -seat indoor arena. 

Helfer fer plans to construct a new 

soundstage, and is nearing comple- 
tion of "Africanizing" parts of the 
ranch. 

PRIMOS PRODUCTION 

Color tape facilities are being in- 

stalled in the H. G. Peters & Co. 

studios in Primos, Penn. 
United Tele -Productions, the com- 

pany making the installation, will of- 

fer a complete range of creative 
videotape services to ad agencies, in- 

dustries and tv stations. Mobile units 
are also available. 

United Tele -Production's headquar- 
ters will be moved to Peters head- 
quarters in Primos. 

G -E VIDEO PROJECTOR 

The first new General Electric 
PJ-400 color video projector has 
been delivered to Metromedia for use 

at WNEW-TV New York. The company 
will use the projector for studio 
presentations and audience display. 
Metromedia has ordered four of the 
projectors. 

The projector uses the single -gun, 

light valve approach to make color 

pictures as large as 15 by 20 feet. 

The light valve uses a transparent oil 

film instead of a phosphor screen, 
allowing projection and focusing 
similar to a motion picture projector. 

. 

APOLLO n 
JULY 16-24 

...TM/ WAS THERE 

. 

Thanks, NBC, for selecting our Mobile #2 
to feed the network pool for this historic event 

from Neil Armstrong's home town. 

TRANSMEDIA 
INTERNATIONAL CORP. MOBILE COLOR PRODUCTION 

538 Madison Avenue / New York, N.Y. 10022 / (212) TE 2-9200 

3259 Winton Road South / Rochester, N.Y. 14623 / (716) 442-0220 

{ 
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1969 TEN CITY 

MAJOR MARKET GUIDE 
New York 

Chicago 

Los Angeles 

San Francisco 

Detroit 

Handy, pocket size. 
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Agencies 

Representatives 

Networks and Groups 
Television & Radio Stations 
Trade Associations 
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Atlanta 
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Film Distributors 
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- $5.00 FOR 10 
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Order 
Now! 

Television Age 
1270 Avenue of Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10020 

Gentlemen : 

Please send me copies of the 1969 
TEN CITY MAJOR MARKET GUIDE at $1.00 per copy 
$5.00 per 10 copies. 
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TELEVISION AGE 

ontrary to the belief of many 
national advertisers, football 

.sn't a complete sellout on the local 

I:elevision level. It wasn't last year, 
when a good hunk of football spots 
went unsold, and it probably won't 
be a sellout this year, either. 

11 A strong push is underway on the 
part of reps, stations and the Tele - 

i vision Bureau of Advertising to make 

sponsors aware that they can buy 

local spots on network and com- 

munity football. Though the rates 
for these spots may tend to be slightly 
egher than those of comparable 
network participations, there are bar- 

gains, and, as game times approach, 
bargains become more pronounced. 

One of the reps most active in 

I the area of selling football to na- 

tional spot advertisers is H -R Tele- 

vision, which has released an avails 

catalog devoted exclusively to spot 
football, and has three or four sales- 

men actively promoting it. 
Last year and again this year, H -R 

has asked the 65 stations it repre- 

sents to submit unsold football avails 

so the rep can sell them nationally. 
To date, 29 of II -R's stations halve 

turned their unsold football inven- 
tories over to the rep. This repre- 

sents about 50 per cent more time 

available than was submitted last 

year. H -R credits the increase to an 

earlier start of the push this Spring. 

",f 

AUGUST 25, 1969 

SPOt REPORT 

a review of 
current activity 
in national 
spot tv 

Comments Torn Campbell, H-li 
vice president, "Many national ad- 

vertisers are under the misconception 
that a station is automatically sold 

out of football the moment it oilers 

it to local advertisers. This isn't true. 

Our stations, and those represented 
by other reps, have plenty of good 

spots left and several of us, along 

with TvB's sales groups, are actively 

selling football as a concept." 
Though Campbell admits that foot- 

ball is a comparatively expensive 

product to buy, its strong young 

adult high income demographics 
make it attractive to many advertis- 

ers. 
Also, continues the H -R executive, 

Bob Rosenheim is East Coast man- 

aging buyer on the Colgate account 

at Ted Bates, 'Yew York. 

many advertisers think of football 

only in terms of network participa- 
tions, overlooking the possibility of 

spot advantages. 
Although network football is a big 

dollar expense for advertisers-TvB 
figures put AFL participation at 

$7.27 per 1,000 homes, NCAA al 

$6.72 and NFL at $6.39-H -R spot 

checks of local station availabilities 
turned up some good bargains. One 

major market, for example, oilers 

spots at under $3 per 1,000 homes. 

Such bargains are alway s possible 

in spot, Campbell points out. 

Li addition to nationally -televised 

pro and college games, many sta- 

tions also broadcast local high 

school football and regional cham- 

pionship competition which draws 

large tv audiences too, Campbell 

adds. These can be particularly at- 

tractive for national advertisers with 

designs on specific markets. 

Among current and upcoming spot 

campaigns from advertisers and 
agencies across the country are the 

following: 

American Oil Company 
(D'Arcy, Chicago) 
\ product and promotion campaign for 
AMERICAN OIL breaks on September -21 

for 13 weeks in more than 20 markets, 
slotted into all time periods. Men and 
women, 18-34, are the targets for the 60s 
and 30s. John Stetson did the buying,. 
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American Motors 
(Wells, Rich, Greene, New York) 
A seven -week buy for AMERICAN 
MOTORS AUTOS starts about Sep- 
tember 25 in more than 25 markets. Alen, 
18-49 are the intended audience for the 
60s and 20s. Dan Capece (lid the buying. 

Anderson Clayton 
(Cunningham & Walsh, New York) 
An Ill campaign is in progress for 
CHIFFON STICK, appearing in about 
50 markets until mid -September. 
Philip Oldham did the buying. 

Best Foods 
(Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, New 
York) 
HELLMAN'S MAYONNAISE is being 
promoted in a four -week buy starting on 
September Lin more than 20 markets. ' 

lfiun as 20s and 30s, the ads will go into 
nay, prime and late fringe spots, aimed 
at women, 35-49. Tom Kane is one of 
the Best Foods buyers. 

C&H Sugar 
(Honig, Cooper & Harrington, San 
Francisco) 
A good-sized buy for'C&I-1 SUGAR 
breaks on September 8 in over 25 
markets, intended primarily for women. 
Running for four weeks, the 30s are 
spotted into fringe segments. Shirley 
Patrone did the buying. 

Carnation Company 
(Continued on page 54) 

"AFTER ATLANTA 
TVM COLUMBUS 

ISA MUST ... 
IT DELIVERS MORE 
HOMES THAN ANY 
OTHER GEORGIA 
TELEVISION STATION" 

(ARB MAR. '69 CIRCULATION DATA) 

NET WEEKLY 
CIRCULATION 

1- WSB-TV 671,300 
2. WAGA-TV 670,400 
3. WQXI-TV 595,300 

4. WTVM CIRCULATION 

242,100 

al 

a!/T1/M. 

COLUMBUS, CA. 

BLAIR TELEVISION 

Agency Appointments 
JOIiN G. AVRETT has been named 

president of The Alarschalk Com- 
pany, New York. He had been a 
senior vice president of Sullivan, 

1 

rj 
AVRETT 

Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, with 
major creative responsibilities. Pre- 
viously, he was with .Wells, Rich 
& Greene and Foote, Cone & Beld- 
ing. 

DAVID D. RYUs has joined SSC&B 
as senior vice president for ad- 
ministration, and JOHN DUNDAS has 
been promoted to vice president at 
the agency. Ryus comes from Time, 
Inc., Dundas is an account super- 
visor. 

DONALD L. POTTER has been elected 
a vice president at Ketchum, Mac- 
Leod & Grove, New York. He. is 
an account manager, having joined 
the agency in 1963. 

WILLIAM E. CHAMBERS, Jr., has 
joined MacAianus, John & Adams 
as executive vice president and 
manager of the agency's New York 
office. Chambers replaces DONALD 

E. JONES, executive vice president 
and New York manager, who re- 
turns to MJ&A's headquarters in 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. as a mem- 
ber of the corporate stall. Chambers 
was previously with Norman, Craig 
& Kummel and FC&B. 

CHARLES B. JONES has been named 
a vice president and manager of 
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, re- 
placing BOB SHIREY who has re- 
signed. PAUL S. GUMBINNER has 
joined K&E as an account execu- 
tive on the Elgin National and 
American Home Products accounts. 

PAUL NOEL FAUTECK has been 
named president of Wylde & Co., 
Chicago, an agency which started 
operations last March. 

CLIFFORD W. HANKIN, an account 
executive in the New York office of 
N. W. ;Ayer since 1959, has been 
elected a vice president. 

Three account supervisors have 
bee' il made vice presidents at Leo 

Burnett, Chicago. They are: DA\III 
LOWE, KENNETH WRIGHT and VICTOR 

stiAVI:R. 

DERRICK O'DEA has joined Doyle 
Dane Bernbach as a vice president 
and management supervisor. Ile 
comes from Norman, Craig & 

Kummel. 

ALVIN A. ACIIENBAUM and THOMAS 
.utMSTRONG, who recently were ap- 
pointed executive vice presidents of 
Grey, New York, have been named 
directors of the agency. Acheuhaum 
has been with Grey since 1957, 
Armstrong joined the firm in 1956. 

JOSEPH II. PER\ICA, associate re- 
search director at Benton & Bowles, 
has been made a vice president. 

KEVIN J. CLANCY, senior associate 
research director at Batten, Barton, 
Durstine & Osborn, has been made 
a vice president. 

JOHN CONSIDINE has joined W. B. 
Dotter, Detroit; as corporate director 
of research. He had been with the 
Colton Division of Gillette Co. 

WILLIAM J. VAN NOSTRAN haS been 
named a senior account executive 
on the North American Rockwell 
account at Campbell-Ewald's Pitt - 
burgh office. He had been with 
Rumrill-Hoyt, Rochester, New York. 

RICHARD L. GANNETT has joined 
Needham, harper & Steers, Chicago, 
as an account executive, and 
MICHAEL H. \VEIN and RICHARD G. 

WALSII have been named account 
executives in NH&S's New York of- 
fice. Gannett comes from the Al- 
berto-Culver Co., \Fein from Alar- 
schalk and Walsh front LetHien & 

Newell. 

KARL A. BRAUTICAM, Jr., and 
NORMAN SUBOTKY have joined War- 
ren, Muller, Dolobowsky, New York, 
as account executives. Both come 
front private industry. 

JOE RIES, Jr., has joined J. Walter 
Thompson, San Francisco, as West- 
ern field account representative for 
the Campbell Taggart Bakeries. He 
succeeds JAMES SCH.AFFER, who is 
now representing Campbell Taggart 
from Thompson's Dallas office. 

PAUL D. SEABROOK has been pro- 
moted to account supervisor at 
Henderson, Greenville, S. C. Ile 
joined the agency in 1964. 

JOHN N. MC MATH, Jr., has been 
elected to the new position of chair- 
man of Mathison Advertising, Ro- 
chester. BOB A. WOLF has been 
named to succeed him as president 
and chief executive officer. Wolf had 
been executive creative director. 
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One Seller's Opinion . . . 

ART OF EARLY ESTIMATING 
Buyer beware! The Fall selling season is upon us, the who -can -out - 

estimate -who derby is on. 

Each year beginning in mid -August and lasting until the issuance of 

the first Fall local market rating reports, buyers are asked to make buying 

decisions for millions of dollars of spot television funds without even the 

crutch of actual numbers from a book to lean on. 

This is the time for renewed hopes of sales success by stations that 

have historically delivered inferior ratings. After all, the sizzle of a well- 

known off -network property will perhaps convince buyers of less than 

Methuselan experience that the station will now begin delivering ratings 

never before achieved. Reps for these stations hardly ever document 

rating expectations with past rating reports on their stations, since 

they've probably performed poorly since receiving their construction 

permits from the Government. 
New buyers are not aware that the evolution of rating dominance is a 

painstakingly slow procedure. Weak stations do not become dominant 

in a market over -night. Sure -hit, off -network syndicated properties have 

failed before and will fail again. Viewing habits, established over a period 

of months and years, are not readily altered. 
How then should a buyer make judgements in a time of year when 

specific rating deliveries are not available and the estimates are a 

neccessity? 
First, a buyer has to he aware of the relative positions of stations in a 

market-their historical ability to generate ratings with the programming' 

fare available. This is not to say that if a CBS -TV station has been number 

1 in a market for the last three years in sign -on to sign -off share of audi- 

ence Monday through Sunday, it must be number 1 again. What is im- 

portant to remember is that a range of expectations both negative and 

positive, should be established. A station consistently averaging a 12 rat- 

ing in primetime for the last four November rating hooks, may realisti- 

cally anticipate an average 10-14 rating delivery. 

An independent station which has carried off -network syndicated re- 

runs for the past three years, delivering a 3 rating in primetime, now 

estimates 8 ratings for the Fall season. Buyers should not use subjective 

feelings, but historically -patterned performance trends to predict a more 

accurate 2-4 rating range for this station. 
Unfortunately for many advertisers, buyers in many instances tend to 

buy what they themselves like and not what viewing indicators reflect as 

the historical viewer preferences. 
A buyer should also be aware of the types of programming that a 

station will run, whether it is first -run, color, or re -run black and white. 

He should take into account too the promotional capacities of a station 

to make the potential viewer aware of the station's schedule. All stations 

do on -air promotion since the expense is marginal, but few stations invest 

heavily in a consistent schedule of radio, newspaper, and television guide 

publications. 
Many stations spend the better part of their promotional budgets on 

agency luncheons describing their Fall line-ups to the buyers without 

ever mentioning proposed promotional efforts for the potential viewer.. 

Finally, the buyer should recognize the individual salesman's tendency 

to exaggerate anticipated rating deliveries. Note which salesmen prepare 

their own rating rationales and which ones simply bring in mimeographed 

copies of "thoroughly researched" rating expectancies. Many stations, 

calculating how much a particular show cost them to buy from a syndi- 

cator will then determine a minute -cost neccessary to make a profit on 

the show. A "researched" rating rationale is developed to give the estab- 

lished price an illusion of efficiency. 
The sizzle season is here ... looking beyond subjective feelings with a 

more investigative approach will maximize advertiser values during 

this Fall's selling season. 

the call 
letters of 
public service 
since 1925 

rill".' 

t 

Maurice 
Corken, vice pres. & gen. manager 

"Serve is the key word in our motto. 
It challenges us to provide the best 
in entertainment, news and public 
service that our many years experi- 
ence can provide." 
p_£ - ..fir 

:r.. 
aja 

Bob 
Sinnett, vice president, engineering 

"Superior service demands supe- 
rior equipment like our radar 
weather system, full color studio 
and control rooms, film labs and 
complete backup equipment." 

I.-, - 
Bud 

Nelsen, national sales manager 

"Our philosophy of advertising in- 
vestment, as opposed to just time 
sales, makes staff involvemeht in 
community affairs the keystone to 
media service." 

WHBF 
CBS for the No. 2 market in 
Illinois -Iowa (Rock Island, 
Davenport, Bettendorf, Moline) 
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A strong promotion for REmeo INDUS- 
TRIES DOLLS will feature its ethnic Negro 
doll designed with negroid features by- Ne- 
gro designer Annuel McBurrows. The ad 
will appear with white dolls in four 60 sec- 
ond commercials to be aired from Septem- 
ber 22 to Christmas in 86 local markets. 
The $5,500,000 ad campaign is intended to 
attract children from 2-11 years in day 
slots. Webb Associates, New York, is the 
agency. 

NORELCO ELECTRIC SHAVERS for men and 
women will he boomed with a $7 million 
ad campaign during the back -to -.school 
season. "Let tough" is the theme of the 
campaign, which will include dealer - 
tagged spots in 70 leading markets, in- 
cluding 52 markets for the women's 
razors. An estimated 77 per cent of U.S. 
homes will receive the ad.. LaRoche, 
CajJrey & McCall, New York, is the agency. 

Children 4-12 years will be the targets 
of a 50 -market campaign for Argo Indus- 
tries Corp.'s POPPITY CORN POPPER and 

BUYS IN BRIEF 

JUNIOR CHEF line of toys. Starting in Sep- 
tember for 12 weeks, the ads will play 
up Argo's corn popper with transparent 
hopper. Helitzer Advertising, New York, 
is the agency. 

The largest ad campaign in the history 
of MATTEL TOYS will break this Fall, with 
spot and network television support. In- 
cluded is full sponsorship of a Bill Cosby 
special on November 12, with spot partici- 
pation on Saturday children's programs 
and adult shows like Julia. Carson/Roberts, 
Los Angeles, is Mattel's agency. 

Sun Oil Company's DX DIVISION has 
launched the biggest advertising campaign 
in the firm's history with a blast for its 
newly -formulated gasolines. Theme of the 
campaign is that motorists really don't 
care about a new gasoline. Spot tv will 
be used in 37 markets, with ads also ap- 
pearing on news -weather -sports programs 
in 19 markets, most of which also receive 
spot schedules. IDs, 30s and 60s are being 
used. Gardner, St. Louis, handles the ad- 

vertising for the Sun DX Division. 

General Mills new RlsQUICK nuT'rEIISI ILK 

BAILING MIX is receiving a roll -out campaign 
on daytime network and spot tv. Starting 
in September, the push will point up the 
qualities of the new baking item, available 
ill four sizes. Needham, /larger d' Steers, 
Chicago, is the agency. 

HERTZ CAR RENTALS will get a new 
theme this Fall, "It isn't what we rent. 
It's what we are." Tv spots will appear in 
a minimum of 26 major markets, promoting 
the firm's 1900 rental stations. Half of 
Hertz's 1969 ad budget of $12 million goes 
into radio and tv advertising. Carl Ally, 
New York, -is the agency. 

I -Tarry C. Barfield was incorrectly 
identified in the July 28 issue of 
TELEVISION AGE. He is the president 
of WLEX-TV Lexington, and WCOV, 

Inc., Montgomery. 

BAINBRIDGE, GA., A VITAL PART OF 

ftEtiL 
LAND OF YEAR-ROUND 

O GOOD LIVING, GOOD BUSINESS 

WCTV salutes Bainbridge, Georgia's First Inland Port 
City, with water -borne traffic increasing 
more and more industry moves into the 
advantage of the low freight rates for 

each year as 
area to take 
cargo moved 

by barge from the Gulf into Southwest Georgia and 
Northwest Florida. 

Under the direction of the Decatur County Commis- 
sioners the former Bainbridge Air Base has been 
turned into the prosperous Decatur County Industrial 
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Air Park where an increasing number of locally and 
nationally -based firms have been attracted by the 
area's fine labor force, equitable taxes, pleasant 
Georgia living, excellent transportation and coopera- 

tive local and state government. 

WCTV is happy to serve this active and -growing area 
where continued growth and prosperity are being 
brought to this part of the state. 

TALLAHASSEE THOMASVILLE 

Mal BLAIR TELEVISION 
A CBS AFFILIATE I 
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[lo file 

Iwo before the "tart of World War 

! Helen Thomas returned from a 

t.. to Europe looking for a two-week 

Ictpovary job. She had had some ex- 

,1ience ill advertising. so she ap- 

1,:d al Street S I'innev, New York. 

'hilly years later, I felen Thomas 

j hill in her "temporary" job. Only 

ny, Street & Finue\ is \Iasi us, 

Smne-Williams, Street & Finney. 

al Helen Thomas is a vice president 

al inedia director on the Doan's 

Its account. She also advises on 

sane other accounts. 
has always been a very 

Irasant place to work with very. 

try nice people," explains Helen. 

'hat's important to a job, don't 

lu think?" 
!Since the (British fire of 1Iasius 

lquired the 67 -year old Street & 

lnne\ agency last year, I-Ielen hasn't 

rceived any change. except for a 

dtv English accents and a few new 

(counts that came in because of the 

erge r. 
Buying for a specialized product 
e Doan's Pills has its tips and 

HELEN THOMAS 

4' 

Clowns, its benefits and limitations, 
notes Helen. "Our main interest is 

adults over 50, a group that's not 

sought by most advertisers." Con- 

sequently, she looks for programs 

that appeal to this group, namely 

news, variety, trave and adventure 

shows. 
Lt the last year. Doan's Pills al- 

tered its advertising concept, elimi- 

nating almost all of its radio and 

newspaper advertising and concen- 

trating its total effort into te evision, 

half in network and half in spot. 

Rep Report 
Riuccs s. 'At.lit:it has been named 

lice president and -ale' manager 
of the New 1 ork Station Division. 
west team, for Blair Television. 
RICHARD W. CIDEON has been pro - 

r, 

I'1I.11eR 

motel to director of research for 
Blair's Station Division. Palmer 
joined Blair in 1965 from ens -Tv 

spot sales. Gideon Caine lo the rep 

in 1963 from Young & Ilubicani 
and the radio & iv ttil i;ion of Tri- 
angle Publications. 

flair has also added five new 

salesmen to its New York :_tation 
)ivision. e utv sCot.i.lii. TONY 

Ni and conno\ stLCEIt will 
join the East team, e1tWI. ARize\ 
and smvEY CURKiN the West. 

Seollard had been with Blair in 

Detroit: Kiernan was with NBC-TV 

--¡rot sales: tiuteer comes from wcus- 

iv, New York: Arnzen transfers 

front Blair's Dallas office. and Cur- 

tin comes from Edward Petry. 

urrNts RtCIN has joined the spe- 

cial services department as a senior 

research analyst, and ALAN STUIIM 

has joined the i.os Angeles office 

of Metro T\' Sales. Regan had been 

a research analyst with ABC -Tv. 

Sturm comes from Good Housekeep- 

ing Magazine and McCann-Erickson, 
Los A ngetes. 

HOW ZWICK has been named 

San Francisco sales manager for 

Tele -Rep. Ile hail been an account 

executive for KFInC San Francisco. 

Rouetrr it. BAKER has joined the 

New York sales staff of Storer 

Television Sales. Ile had been a 

local account executive for WSPI)-TV 

Toledo. 

WIt.r.IA it P. rt ASSI OCK, Jr. has been 

appointed an account executive, and 

W11.1.1.-01 BLOOD has joined the Chi- 

cago sales staff of Edward Petry 
& Company. tla-.stock had been 

with united Broadcasting Company. 
Atlanta, Clyne -Maxon. Ted Bates 

and Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & 

Bayles, all in New York. Blood hail 

been with George P. 11nllingberry. 

As the planner, budgeter and chief 

buyer on the account, Helen had a 

strong say in the shift. 
Though she's seen plenty of media 

changes in her 30 years as a buyer, 

Helen doesn't see much point in 

looking back and comparing the past 

with the present. A bright-eyed, keen 

woman who wears her years well, she 

has the up-to-date viewpoint of a 

woman half her \ears. 
Nor does she complain about 

changes that have taken place in tv 

due to the explosion of spot. 

Her one unhappiness is with grid 

rate cards that don't indicate prices. 

This she compares to shopping for a 

suit of clothes without price tags. 

"You have to keep calling the sales- 

man over to ask him how much this 

costs, how much that costs." 

An inveterate traveler, Helen 

spends her annual one -month vaca- 

tion touring a different countr) each 

year. She's been to most parts of the 

world and to Europe some 10 to 15 

times since that summer she return- 

ed to find a "tern' ovary" job. 

Buyer's Checklist 

Rate Increases 
K 1us Austin, Minn., from $300 

to $325. effective February 1, 1970. 

KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark., from 
$375 to $425. effective immediately. 

KTXS-TV Sweetwater, Texas, from 

$275 to $300, effective January 4, 

1970. 
IIl.r:T Jackson, i\liss., from $750 

to $800, effective January 1, 1970. 

wink -TV Birmingham, from $175 

to $225. effective February 1. 1970. 

WEStt-TV Daytona Beach, from $700 

to $775, effective February 1, 1970. 

wPTv West Palm Beach, from $325 

to :0375, effective February 1, 1970. 

w'T1-nt Columbus, Ca., from $700 

to $8.50, effective February 1, 1970. 

wTP4-TA Harrisburg, I'a., from 
$550 to 9600, effective February 1, 

1970. 

FCC revenue figure 
A typographical error appeared in 

the TELEvtsto\ AGE Analysis of FCC 

revenue figures, 1968 vs. 1967, in the 

August 11 issue. The 1967 national 
and regional spot revenue for Omaha 
was erroneously entered at $3,531,- 
000. and the percentage at -2.7. The 
actual 1967 figure should have been. 

$3,351,000, an increase of 4 per cent. 
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WHO'S WHO 
FOR SPORTS. 
IN DES MOINES? 

f COLOR 13 DES MOINES, IOWA 

FORD 

has over 

X million people 

...they watch 

011 

WEE -TV 
WCEE-TV 23 

A CBS Affiliate 

The "Big CEE" 
. Rockford -Freeport; Illinois 

Represented by The Meeker Company 

Spot (Front page 50) 

(Erwin Wasey, Los Angeles) 
A natiun-wide campaign, beamed into more 
than 50 markets, breaks on September 8 
for various CARNATION products. 
Running until December 7, the 60s and 
30s will be used to sell women, 18-49. 
Gwendolyn Mason worked on the buy. 

Carter Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Coltvel! Bay- 
les, New York) 
Carters LITTLE PILLS are being 
promoted in a campaign in the Midwest 
from September 1 to September 28. 
Employing 30s in early and late 
fringe, the prime target is women over 
35. Barbara Castellano handled the buy. 

Clorox Company 
(lack Tinker, New York) 
A national campaign. embracing more than 
70 markets, will break on September 15 
for eight weeks, booming LIQUID 
PLUMBER. The 60s and and 30s will 
appear in day, early and late fringe spots, 
with women, 18-49, the intended audience. 
Sam Chisholm executed the buy. 

Clorox Company 
(Honig, Cooper, & Harrington, San 
Francisco) 
A major buy for CLOROX BLEACH 
starts on September 15, appearing in more 
than 25 markets, aimed at total women and 
women, 18-49. The 60s are being used 
in day and prime, early and late 
fringes. Shirley Patrone is the 
buyer on the account. 

Coca-Cola Food Division 
(Marschalk, New York) 
A buy for HI -C breaks on September 1 

in about a dozen markets, running for 
seven weeks. The 60s are aimed at 
women, 18-49 in day and early 
fringe spots. Rose Mazzarella 
executed the buy. 

Folgers Coffee 
(Cunningham. & Walsh, New York) 
A national campaign embracing more than 
60 markets is being launched on issue 
date for various FOLGERS COFFEE 
products. Using 60s and 30s, the push is 
appearing in day, early fringe, prime and, 
late fringe spots. No cut-off date 
has been picked. Joel Cohen is 

,l in 

Media Personals 
ERWIN It. Et'IIRON has left Papers, 

Koenig & Lois to become vice presi- 
dent, director of media, program- 
ming and media research at Carl 
Ally, New York. He had been a 

9a 

EPHRON 

vice president and media and mar- 
ket research director at PKL. Previ- 
ously, he was associate media di- 
rector, media analysis and computer 
applications at Batten, Barton, Dur- 
stine & Osborn. In his new post, 
Ephron succeeds Bon WOLF, who has 
left Ally. 

SHELDON MARKS, senior media 
buyer, has been promoted to asso- 
ciate media director, AC&R Adver- 
tising, New York. I-Ic has been with 
the agency for 19 months, joining 
after three years with Charles 
Schlaifer & Co. 

JAMES FAGAN and GEORGE KARA- 

LEKAS, assistant media directors, 
have been appointed vice presidents 
at Grey, New York. Both joined 
the agency in 1963, 

JOHN P. HOLLAND has joined 
North Advertising, Chicago, as as- 
sociate media director on the Toni 
and Paper Mate accounts. Ile was 
with Post -Keyes -Gardner and D'Arcy 
as media research supervisor. 

A )I Y SCI1 wu rztat has joined Tracy - 
Locke, Dallas, as media coordinator. 
She previously held a similar posi- 
tion at 'red Bates, New York. 

MARY ANN OKLESSON, formerly a 

media buyer with Rumrill-Hoyt, 
New York, has joined Warren, 
Muller, Dolobowsky in the same 
capacity. 

CAROL BHA) has been promoted to 

media ht ver at Clinton E. Frank, 
Chicago. She joined the agency in 

1967 and was, successively, inedia 
assistant, and assistant media buyer. 

ELAINE ROTH has joined the Los 
Angeles office of Albert Frank - 
Guenther Law as radio and tele- 
vis'on time buyer. She comes from 
the New York offices of Len Carl 
and Atwood Richards. 

t.ORRAINE H 4ItTIGAN has joined 
The Lampert Agency, New York, 
as a media buyer. She had held a 

similar position with \'os & 

berg. 

FREDERICK FRI:DERICK J. SLAMA has joined 
llozell & Jacobs, New York as a 

media buyer. He had been a media 
group supervisor for McCann-Erick- 
son and, before that, was a planner - 
buyer for Batten, Barton, Durstinc 
& Osborn. 
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1 1 s. t al Ile .i sit 

"leIIC Trrni 
rah ,4d.rrtistng, (.htro,'o) 
t ürrk buy for I'-kl'F,If\IA'[I. 

1 r Gillette: torsi prwlu. t. break 
.late for sit week, in a nation 

e: t alnpaign. Earls and late trine,- sob 

ing n« -d. with adult* the prone 

.t I' rn Hu o made the buy. 

I .41r Itrsrlltrrn 
U'uller 7 ho n pson. Neu: t ork) 
ft II I F.\ EH BBOTIIEI(S nuncio( t- 

1 nut ,ern m a series Of (t0- and 30- 

11 br t1,e just before issue dale 

will run through August. 
1 w i are the goal in this national 

Patricia Q Faiths i- sine of 

l os e r en the ar. woo. 

Ireton Norsk irk 
pram/ A. hustings ,\ ru York) 

s W'ek campaign for serious 

IIBt(1\ \(IR\1.11;11 product. -tart- on 

,trmiser 1 in some 70 nsarkrt.. 
we and :u). will appear 

las and fringe spots. directed 
Ink toward worsen. 18-P), and total 

mpg). John Gakell did the busing 
the t ampaign. 

71.1)11 ry 
alien. 'Harlon. l)usline ci' Osborn 

u } ors,) 
fetal flights for fill-).nr)'i 
'11.1, 111 :10. and ti\\ EET10 begin 

earls 'eptembei. running fist 

riots length. ín markets throughout 
\flaws st and Far \l est. \ludo 

s, the ads are ..,lotted into all time 

rind-. with children eser (s and 

ult. and, r .'d) the prime target.. 
Leila \L(ormark did the busing. 

hullsr'r Oat. 
.untplon, ChirngoI 
nine week bur for ( \I'"I'. Iola \Cll 
I?11 CIE \(,ÍiBFIlH11:S start sin 

tf stern her R in more than 10 market-, 
rtnninR to earls fringe only. to attract 
II-. Th. h(1- were placed by 1. Thaseani. 

i'lstlon Company 
I ;nrdnrr, Si.. l ouis) 

nutter campaign for R \TAT(,\ 
1 HIN \ 111)(: & Pt PI'1- CH()\C break - 

1 September R in more than 35 markets, 
s tun for right wrrks. The (a). will go in 

iris end late fringes. intended primarils 
n housew is. Ilan (lark worked 
n th. bas, 

entry Twineattre 
Crrt, \'e/' York) 
t nationw ide rampaign for 
h\TH H \NCF: breaks through 
of `eptsmisor and October. with sariou- 
sr hts running an asrrage of a week. 

arts and late fringe. arr 
wing mewl to attract osen. 18-111, 

sma I mine rseentrd the lug, 

incInir I;aollitle 
'Cunningham sl IT'nlsh, \etc York 
hlrts-fise to 10 markets w ill hr 
estril In a trash fir X1\('1 \IR G \s, 
farting ; rptember 2 for eight weeks. 
the 30. will he aired in primetime 
Ind rarh and late fringe-, nith men. 
1R-19 the main target, Joel 
~shtr fe one of the huyen nn the 
arronnl. 

:.tandar.l Brandt. 
1 eel Ratnc, ,\eu York) 

1 anoxia ST.\\1111(1) BR \\US will hs 

adsrrti-rd in a flight of (il- and 30- 

-tatting on logo -t 31 for four Meeks in 

more than 2i national market-. Day and 

frmgr. are Iteing use.I for the edification 
f total women. Bonnie Spret her 

did the buying. 

Strttf1c-rn Frozen Foods 
(lsrtchunl, ilacl,eod d: Croce. .\ru 
York, 
\ -Ire. Fat heir -we, k flight pu -)ling sariou- 
1(U F1 EH FR(/ZEN FOODS. in 
onjunrtion with the Apollo 11 cress 

quarantine feeding program, broke just 
before is -tie date in 22 major market-. 
I)as and fringe spot- are being used for 
the 30s. Carol Sibenac is the buyer. 

( 

7 ..,. -... 

Feet, Inc. 
(C cart ,4drertising, i eu 1 ork) 
\ buy from ZOOMZ drain cleaner 

in Ilartford. Springfield and New 

Ilasen breaks un September 11 for 

13 weeks. Composed of 60-. 
the flíeht will appear in das spot. 
aimed at women. 18-19, Betty (instead 

díd the buying. 

3-M Conlpam 
( Young & Rubicam, Chicago) 
1 nation-wide campaign fur \EROSOI. 
SCoTCHGARD breaks on issue slate for 

four week, with a second series of 
fights scheduled to run six week- starting 
in October. Being used are 30s in 

slay and fringe spots. to influence 
women. 35-49. Bebe Gunther 
organized the buy. 
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NEVER SEE A $960,242,000 ..CHECK` 

YOU MAY NE 
J 

BUT ... in the 38th TV market you'll see 

retail sales 21/2 times as big 

With 21/4 billion dollars in retail sales and 

half a billion in food alone, the Grand 

Rapids -Kalamazoo market is 33rd in 

total retail sales. 

\t7KZO-TV is first, with a 49% prime - 

time share in this 3 -station market, giving 

you one of the lowest costs -per -thousand 

in the top 50 markets. 

Ask Avery-Knodel how you can cash in. 

Source: SRDS and ARB, Feb./March 1968. 

5i4 Chicago bank purchased the accounts recenable 
from a giant retailer in 1961 for this amount. 

WKZO-TV MARKET 

COVERAGE AREA ARB 

. 
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WHO'S WHO 
FOR SPORTS. 
IN DES MOINES? 

COLOR 13 DES MOINES, IOWA 

has over 

1a million people 

,.,they watch 

on 

WCE E -TV 
111 

A CBS Affiliate 

The "Big CEE" 
RockfordFreeport, Illinois 

Represented by The Meeker Company 

WCEE-TV 23 

SpOt (Front page 50) 

(Erwin Wasey, Los Angeles) 
A liatitin-wide campaign, beamed into more 
than 50 markets, breaks on September 8 
for various CARNATION products. 
Running until December 7, the 60s and 
30s will be used to sell women, 18-49. 
Gwendolyn Mason worked on the buy. 

Carter Wallace 
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bay- 
les, New York) 
Carter's LITTLE PILLS are being 
promoted in a campaign in the Midwest 
from September 1 to September 28. 
Employing 30s in early and late 
fringe, the prime target is women over 
35. Barbara Castellano handled the buy. 

Clorox Company 
(Jack Tinker, New York) 
A national campaign. embracing more than 
70 markets, will break on September 15 
for eight weeks, booming LIQUID 
('LUMBER. The 60s and and 30s will 
appear in day, early and late fringe spots, 
with women, 18-49, the intended audience. 
Saul Chisholm executed the buy. 

Clorox Company 
(Honig, Cooper, & Harrington, San 
Francisco) 
A major buy for CLOROX BLEACH 
starts on September 15, appearing in more 
than 25 markets, aimed at total women and 
women, 18-49. The 60s are being used 
in day and prime, early and late 
fringes. Shirley Parrone is the 
buyer on the account. 

Coca-Cola Food Division 
(Marschalk, New York) 
A buy for HI -C breaks on September 1 

in about a dozen markets, running for 
seven weeks. The 60s are aimed at 
women, 18-49 in day and early 
fringe spots. Rose Mazzarella 
executed the buy. 
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Folgers Coffee 
Ia+a 

(Cunningham & Walsh, New York) til,a 

A national campaign embracing more than .,r; 

60 markets is being launched on issue 119 
date for various FOLGERS COFFEE 
products. Using 60s and 30s, the push is ylt 
appearing in day, early fringe, prime and bun 
late fringe spots. No cut-off elate 
has been picked. Joel Cohen is 

Media Personals 
ERWIN u. EPHRON has left Papertl 

Koenig & Lois to become vice presi- 
dent, director of media, program- 
ming and media research at Carl 
Ally, New York. He had been a 

c sa: s' 'IL 
EPHRON 

vice president and media and mar- 
ket research director at PKL. Previ- 
ously, he was associate media di- 
rector, media analysis and computer 
applications at Batten, Barton, Dur- 
stine & Osborn. In his new post, 
Ephron succeeds non woLF, who has 
left Ally. 

SHELDON MARKS, senior media 
buyer, has been promoted to asso- 
ciate media director, AC&R Adver- 
tising. New York. Ile has been with 
the agency for 19 months, joining 
after three years with Charles 
Schlaifer & Co. 

JA\!ED FACAN and GEORGE K:1RA- 

LEE AS, assistant media directors, 
have been appointed vice presidents 
at Grey, New York. Both joined 
the agency in 1963. 

JOHN P. HOLI.4ND has joined 
North Advertising, Chicago, as as- 
sociate media director on the Toni 
and Paper Mate accounts. He was 
with Post -Keyes -Gardner and D'Arey 
as media research supervisor. 

ANIS SCI IIVEITZEtt has joined Tracy - 
Locke, Dallas, as media coordinator. 
She previously held a similar posi- 
tion at Ted Bates, New York. 

MARY ANN OKLESSON, formerly a 

media buyer with Riuurill-Hoyt, 
New York, has joined Warren, 
Muller, Dolobowsky in the same 
capacity. 

CAROL RtLD has been promoted to 

media ht yer at Clinton E. Frank, 
Chicago. She joined the agency in 

1967 and was, successively, media 
assistant, and assistant media buyer. 

ELAINE ROTtI has joined the Los 
Angeles office of Albert Frank - 

Guenther Law as radio and tele- 
vision time buyer. She comes front 
the New York offices of Len Carl 
and Atwood Richards. 

t.OIURAtNE /1AIITIGAN has joined 
The Lampert Agency, New York, 
as a inedia buyer. She had held a 
similar position with Vos & Reich - 
berg. 

FREDERICK J. SI.AMA has joined 
Bozell & Jacobs, New York as a 
media buyer. He had been a media 
group supervisor for McCann-Erick- 
son and, before that, was a planner - 

buyer fur Batten, Barton, Durstine 
& Osborn. 
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1 
of the buyers on the account. 

(jlette-Toni 
(¡)rth Advertising, Chicago) 
Mx week buy for PAI'ERMATE PENS 

Au¡ other Gillette -Toni products breaks 

ttl,ssue date for six weeks in a nation - 

%(e campaign. Early and late fringes only 

a',being used, with adults the prime 

wet. Pam Russo made the buy. 

liver Brothers 
(I Walter Thompson, New York) 
Vcious LEVER BROTHERS products 

al being seen in a series of 60s and 30s 

well broke just before issue date 

al will run through August. 
Ñusewives are the goal in this national 
Capaign. Patricia Whitby is one of 

11, buyers on the account. 

)rton Norwich 
+enton & Bowles, New York) 
;ix -week campaign for s arious 

1)RTON NORWICI I products starts on 

yyli,tember 1 in some 70 markets. 
60s and 30s will appear 

day and fringe spots, directed 
'inly toward women, 18-49, and total 

linen. John Gaskell did the buying 
r the campaign. 

tIl Ishury 
fatten, Barton. Durstine & Osborn, 

itw York) 
eral flights for Pillsbury's 

PACE SLICKS and SWEET -10 begin 

!early September, running for 

ríous lengt Its in markets t hroughout 
e Midwest and Far West. Mostly 

Is, the ads are slotted into all time 
friods, with children over 6 and 
tufts under 50 the prime targets. 
beila McCormack did the buying. 

¡juaker Oats 
Compton, Chicago) 
nine -week buy for CAPT. CRUNCH 

1T1l CRUNCHBERRIES starts on 

aptember 8 in more than 30 markets, 
Íhnning in early fringe only, to attract 
lids. The 60s were placed by I. Thawani. 

111lston Company 
Gardner, St. Louis) 

major campaign for RALSTON 
URINA DOG & PUPPY CHOW breaks 

in September 8 in more than 35 markets - 

pp 
run for eight weeks. The 60s will go in 

arty and late fringes, intended primarily 
1r housewives. Dan Clark worked 

the buy. 

lentry Insurance 
¡Grey, New York) 

nation-wide campaign for 
3ENTR3' INSURANCE breaks through- 
illit September and October, with various 
'alights running an average of a week. 
'1.arly and late fringes are 
being used to attract men, 18-49. 
\lina Levine executed the buy, 

i4inclair Gasoline 
''Cunninghartt. & Walsh, New York) 
Thirty-five to 40 markets will be 
tested ín a push for SINCE \TR G \S, 
starting September 2 for eight weeks. 
The 30s will be aired in primetime 
and earls and late fringe', with men, 
18-49 the main target. Joel 
Cohen is one of the buyers on the 
account. 

Standard Brands 
(Ted Bates, New York) 
Various STANDARD BR \NDS will be 

adserti-ed in a flight of 60s and 30s 

-tarting on August 31 for four weeks in 

more than 25 national markets. Day and 
fringes are being used for the edification 
of total women. Bonnie Sprecher 
did the buying. 

Stouffer's Frozen Foods 
(Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, New 

York) 
A special four -week flight pu-hing arious 
STOUFFER FROZEN FOODS, in 

conjunction with the Apollo 11 crew 
quarantine feeding program, broke just 
before issue date in 22 major markets. 
Day and fringe spots are being used for 
the 30s. Carol Sibenac is the buyer. 

Tect, Inc. 
.(f/enet Advertising, New York) 
A buy from ZOOMZ drain cleaner 
in Hartford, Springfield and New 

Haven breaks on September 14 for 

13 weeks. Composed of 60s, 
the flight will appear in day spots, 
aimed at women, 18.49. Betty Onstead 
did the buying. 

3-31 Company 
(Young & Rubicam, Chicago) 
A nation-wide campaign for AEROSOL 
SCOTCHGARD breaks on issue elate for 

four weeks, with a second series of 

fights scheduled to run six weeks starting 
in October. Being used are 30s in 

day and fringe spots, to influence 
women. 35-49. Bebe Gunther 
organized the buy. 
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VER SEE A1960,242,000 CHECK* 

YOU.MAY. NE. 

BUT ... in the 38th TV market you'll see. 

retail sales 21/2 times as big 

Wíth 21/4 billion dollars in retail sales and 

half a billion in food alone, the Grand 

Rapids -Kalamazoo market is 33rd in 

total retail sales. 

WKZO-TV is first, with a 49% prime - 

time share in this 3 -station market, giving 

you one of the lowest costs -per -thousand 

in the top 50 markets. 

Ask Avery-Knodel how you can cash in. 

Source: SRDS and ARB, Feb./March 1968. 

*A Chicago bank purchased the accounts receivable 

front a giant retailer in 1961 for this atnoúnt.. 

WKZO-TV MARKET 

COVERAGE AREA ARB 

tiXer"i /amiJ'Kdr:i,za 
RADIO 
WKZO KALAMAZ00-OA11LE CREEK 

W1EF GRAND RAPIDS 

WJFM GRAND RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO 

WWAM/WWTV.FM CADILLAC 

TELEVISION 
WKZO-TV GRANO RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO 

WWTV/CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY 
WWUP-TV SAULT 510. MARIE 

ROEN -TV/ LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 
KGIN.TV GRAND ISLAND. NEB. 

KZOTV 
100,000 WATTS CHANNEL 3 ' 1000' TOWER 

Studios In Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids 

For Greater Western Michigan 

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive Notionol Representatives 
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SUSAN ... 
interviews 

in Belgrade. 
Susan White, WMAR-TV news reporter, 

stood in a public square in Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia, on Sunday, July 20th, just before 

the American astronauts prepared to touch 
down on the moon. In color, sound -on -film, 

she interviewed Yugoslays to learn if they 
would have preferred that a Soviet cosmonaut 

be the first to land on the moon. They said 
it was enough to have a man on the moon, 

the specific nation notwithstanding. That was 
Sunday. The following night, back in 

Baltimore, Susan White was on Channel 2 
NEWSWATCH, The 7 P.M. Report, and 

NEWSWATCH, The 11 P.M. Report with 
another exclusive! 

But then - viewers of Channel 2 have 
become accustomed to "exclusives" by 

the NEWSWATCH girl -on -the -go. 

J 

In Maryland 
Most People Watch COLOR -FULL 

WMAR -TV 11 
CHANNEL 2, SUNPAPERS TELEVISION 
TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212 
Represented Nationally by KATZ TELEVISION 
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Nail Street Report 

household word. As a major 

ranufacturer of equipment, Ampex 

I well known to every broadcaster. 

s an investment, the stock of Ampex 

I not classed with the broadcasting 

roup-the company also builds 

luipmenl for computer systerns, in- 

)rrration systerns and mining ex- 

loraiion-but the concern's fortunes 

re closely I ied to I hose of the broad- 

ast business because about 10 per 

'enl of sales are to radio and Iv sta- 

ions and networks or customers in 

elated fields. 
This connection is one of the prin- 

Iiipal reasons why Wall Street ana- 

lysts who follow the volatile electron - 

,es stocks are optimistic about Am - 

';ex. As a company that has moved 

"orward in a fast -changing but 

r)asieally solid market, it is consul - 

:red a relatively safe and stable issue 

or in\estors who want growth 

)olential. llowever, growth potential 

is definitely what an im estor would 

,be buying: Ampex has not been pay- 

,ing dividends and none are apparent 
on the horizon. 

Pretty strong. This year. Ampex 
'stock has sold for as much as $44.75 

a share and as little as $32.50 on 

the New 1 ork Stock Exchange. Ti 

has been fairy strong in the. recent 

hear market, changing; hands lately 

al about $38. 'lids is around 21 

times the latest years earnings. a 

rather logs multiple for the electron- 
ics group. 

They set records last year, and they 

can hardly miss setting records this 

yea r." 
In the fiscal year ended May 3, 

1969; Ampex cleared $13.7 million, 
or S1.35 a share, on sales of $296 

million. The after-tax earnings were 

up sharply from 80 cents a share the 

year before, but the 1968 fiscal year 

was affected i a strike in the fourth 
quarter. A better comparision is with 

the 1967 results, which showed net 

income of $10.3 million, or $1.09 a 

share, on sales of $215 million. 
in the current fiscal \ear, the first 

quarter has just ended, hut Ampex 

said the other day that no financial 
results were yet available. A spokes- 

man said. "We just filed a $60 mil- 
lion debenture offering with the 

S.E.C., and we probably won't issue 

quarterly figures until that is clear- 

ed." 
Ilowever, securities analysts said 

that, if the industry churned along at 

the current pace. Ampex might show 

sales for the full Year of close to 

8350 million and net earnings in the 

neighborhood of $1.50 a share. 

The analyst who called Ampex 
"one of the better" growth specula- 

tions, remarked, "That would make 

the stock -price ratio closer to, say, 

18, which would make the issue 

damned attractive." 
Not so long ago, Ampex was hav- 

ing a Irard time finding a friend like 
this in \\ all Street. The company was 

formed near the end of World War 

AMPEX CORP. INCOME DATA 

(adjusted) 
Year Operating Net income F.aruings per share 

emlert Sales income as Net Tncome as % of A anual 

4/69 1S million) ',-1,411. sales 1S' million) sales Anromrnt change 

/%8 .,2206..72 13.9 ¡ ,1:3.711 4.6% 51.3.5 +68.8% 

1067 23:3.43 111.6 7.67 3: 3 .80 -26.6 
1966 215.5.3 13.5 10:33 4.8 1.09 +19.8 

1965 169.51 13.3 8.52 5.0 .91 + 9.6 

/964 152.74 1:3.:3 7.67 5.0 .8:3 + 9.2 

191ti3 140.0.5 1.3.6 6.95 5.0 .76 +16.9 

One analyst recently put it this 

way: "Its no General Motors. it's 
another long-term growth specula- 
tion. But it's certainly one of the 

better ones at that earnings ratio. 

II to make radar equipment. \ cou- 
ple of years after the war, it de\ el- 
oped the sound -tape recorder that still 
is the foundation of a large part of 
its business. A bigger breakthrough, 

;"_- 

.111 

i 
however, was the v ideo tape recorder 

developed later and first marketed in 

1956. The equipment almost sold it- 

self, but in spite of rising \ olume, 
Ampex started running into profit 
trouble. In fiscal 1961, sales were $70 

million but the loosely managed 

company lost nearly $4 million. 
William E. Roberts, thought at the 

time to be next in line for the top 

job at Bell and Howell, decided to 

switch careers at the age of 47. Ile 
accepted an invitation to move to. 

Redwood City, Calif., as president 

of Ampex. Under the direction of 
Roberts, Ampex has shown increased 

sales every Year since he arriNed and 

-except for the period of the strike 
-steadily rising earnings. 

Standard procedure. Most of what 
he did was standard operating 
procedure for aid to troubled com- 
panies. He centralized the adminis- 
trative control and got rid of prod - 
Ind lines that were not pulling their 
weight. But he also maintained and 
even increased the concern's rela- 
tively large outlays for research and 
development. 

Recalling that period, an anal\ st 

said the other day, "A lot of people 
in the industry thought he was nuts, 
and I wondered myself if he shouldn't 
he pulling in his horns a little on the 
spending side. But he was right. In 
that business, they sell new tech- 
nology all the time. If they don't 
have something new, they die." 
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Traffic (From page 31) 

prevented it from being shipped to 

Toronto. The tape was forwarded to 
Los Angeles where it was put on a 
plane for Toronto. 

One syndicator reports that when 
a shipment is missing, Chicago is the 
first place that's checked. "O'Hare is 
not only the world's busiest airport, 
it's the bottleneck of the nation." But 
once syndicators get away from the 
big airports, things are eased. 

Group W has its syndication dub- 
bing and distribution operation in 
Pittsburgh. Between The Mike Doug- 
las Show and The David Frost Show 
(with a couple of Griffins completing 
their tour of duty), Group W ships 
some 3,000 reels of tape weekly. They 
claim to be the major air freight 
customer in the city, and as such 
they are treated quite well. 

They have designed their tape 
boxes so that the)'11 be easily spotted, 
should they get lost in a warehouse. 
The boxes are white with a large 
Group W logo in red on the sides. 

Reeves Production Services has 
done the sáme thing for their tape. 
The Reeves' boxes are light blue and 
are likens ise marked with a red label. 

Avoid big towns 

The problem of airport transfers 
has caused some syndicators to ship 
via smaller transfer cities like St. 
Louis and Kansas City rather than 
big cities like Chicago or New York. 
Several airlines, including TWA, 
have major facilities in St. Louis and 
Kansas City, so while there may not 

be as man) flights in and out per day 
as there are in major cities, there is 
also less freight being handled. 

MPC tries as much as possible to 
avoid transfer cities (where the cargo 
must be unloaded and then re -loaded 
on another plane for the final leg of 
its trip, which is usually a smaller 
city) . They now use air mail special 
delivery to those cities and avoid 
the transfer. 

The shipping problem at the sta- 
tion and is not as easy to isolate and 
solve. No one can really say for sure 
what is the biggest reason for de- 
layed and missing tapes. 

One of the prime reasons for 
errors is that many stations put 
traffic in the hands of young people, 
who seldom understand the import- 
ance of getting the programming 
through on time. Smaller, less -pros- 
perous stations often hire school kids 
to work part-time and handle the 
traflic. 

Other than the lack of experienced 
help at some stations there seems to 
be no specific reason for missed pro- 
grams. "There's a thousand reasons 
and then there's no reason," ex- 
plained one traffic manager. "These 
things happen and when they do we 
just have to get another copy there 
as quickly as possible. You cannot 
miss a deadline." 

One New Orleans station called 
up a syndicator late in the day and 
reported a tape had not arrived. A 
quick check of airline schedules 
showed the syndicator that a reserve 
tape he had in New York would never 

a. 

At luncheon in New York recently given by KTVU Oakland -San Francisco are, 
1. to r., Marilyn Raikan, Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample; Roger Rice, vice president 
and general manager, KTVU; Al Westermann Tele -Rep; Anne Pietras and 
Phyllis Janis both D -F -S. 

make it to New Orleans on time for 
an early morning telecast. 

It was late at night when the syndi- 
cator woke up the general manager 
of a station a few hundred miles 
away who agreed to fly the tape he 
had over the next morning in his 
private plane. 

A print procurement house found 
out that a Midwest station located 
halfway between two airports didn't 
get its tape. Rather than track it 
down, they put a man on a plane 
who flew to one of the airports with 
a copy. After renting two cars (the 
first hardly made it out of the park- 
ing lot before it died), he was on 
his \s ay. Halfway to the station he 
got a flat tire. While it was being 
fixed, he called the station to check 
on his meeting point with the sta- 
tion's messenger, who would meet 
him halfway. 

After the rendezvous was missed 
the man from the procurement house 
went all the way to the station and 
got there with less than 15 minutes 
to spare. 

Perils of busing 

A Philadelphia station called to 

report that they hadn't received their 
program. The New York -based 
syndicator immediately put a copy 
on a bus which he thought was the 
fastest way to get the program there. 
Later, the station called when the 
program didn't arrive. "You used 
the wrong bus line," screamed the 
station's traflic manager. "They never 
can be depended upon. Use the 
other carrier." 

When that tape didn't arrive 
either, the syndicator sent a man 
down by bus carrying the tape. Ile 
got to the station at the same time 
the bus company's messenger did. 

The award for stick-to-itiveness 
goes to the syndicator who shipped a 

program to the Philippines. The first 

tape got there, but when it was 

screened it was found someone had 
put it near a motor, or something 
which ruined the image. 

A second tape was sent but, when 
this one arrived, a piece was missing 
out of the middle. 

The third tape arrived shortly 
thereafter, but no one ever got to 

screen it. The messenger who was 

carrying it from the airport to the 
station on his bicycle was hit by a 

truck. Only the messenger and the 

bicycle escaped injury: 
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4JBSEC (h'rom page 28) 

11 
I the one it originally presented 

Pali last year. ARB has not made 

official announcement of how 

{ t .evised program will operate; ap- 

pjently, it's still in flux. 

One agency man who has his 

djbts about the effectiveness of 

e aputer timebuying is Sam Vitt, 

vl> president and executive director 

o, the media department at Ted 

Res, New York. "We were able to 

gi to the moon with the help of the 

ciaputer because it had fixed values 

ttcope with," notes Vitt. "The coin - 

per works brilliantly, accurately 
al rapidly on a fixed -quality sci- 

ti1:e. But timebuying isn't a fixed- 

ility science, it's an art/science. 
1'd when it comes to this kind of 

aeration, the computer tends to be 

;Pay clumsy." 
1' Programming quicksilver 

What complicates matters, adds 

Itt, is that certain areas of time - 

lying have become terribly sophis- 

tated. Negotiation and ratecard 
'oftness" could drive a machine 
Itty, he feels. "Computerized time - 

lying can't come about with any 

tgree of feasibility unless rate 
ads become fixed, and the likeli- 

'hod of that coming about is pretty 
tnote," he goes on to say. "You 
in't program quicksilver." 
One media man at a major agency 
ces to tell the true story of the 

'¡rilliant systems analyst who, after 
ttomating many agency procedures, 
)asted that he could program any 
lte card in existence. The media 
'an took up the challenge and 
anded the programmer the most 

>mplicated rate card he could find, 
hich happened to belong to wclis- 

v New York. That was four years 
go, and whenever the media man 
nd the systems analyst meet in the 

all, the conversation goes something 
ke this: 
tledia man: How's that rate card 
rogram coming? 
systems analyst: Don't he funny. 

Another agency exec who questions 
he future of the AHB and Nielsen 
,,lans is Frank Gromer, vice presi- 

'went and director of marketing serv- 
;ces, Foote, Cone & Belding, New 
stork. "The amount of paperwork has 
nade it nearly impossible for buy- 
Irs to do the work we pay them to 

..8a1o," he says. "There is a definite 
.seed for the kind of system propose:I 

1 J. 
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ONE BUY DELIVERS $3.5 BILLION 

KANSAS TELEVISION MARKET 

Goodland 

KLOE-TV 
Hays 

KAYS-TV 

Dodge City 
Ensign 

KTVC 

Wichita 
Hutchinson I 

KTVH 

KANSAS BROADCASTING SYSTEM 
Delivers- MORE Homes Viewing Each Day 

MORE Total TV Homes 
MORE Population 
MORE Consumer Spendable 

Income 
MORE Total Retail Sales 

Than any other regional broadcasting 
system in Kansas! 

KANSAS 
BROADCASTING 

SYSTEM 
STATE STATE 

Network X Network Y 

Homes Viewing Each Day 225,300 219,200 159,300 

Total TV Homes 307,800 302,000 228,800 

Population 1,037,200 1,009,600 758,200 

C S I (000) $3,068,182 $3,014,025 $2,273,787 

T R S (000) $1,959,478 $1,918,419 $1,401,061 

50% and over-Avg. Daily Circulation 

Source: ARB Television Coverage/65 
ARB 1968-69 Estimated TV Households 
Standard Rate & Data-June 1969 

4 Independently owned stations with local leadership 
ONE ORDER-ONE- INVOICE-ONE CHECK 

KANSAS BROADCASTING SYSTEM 
KTVH KAYS-TV 
Wichita Hays 

Hutchinson 

CBS 

KLOE-TV 
Goodland 

Affiliates Represented by 
mo 

KTVC 
Dodge City 

Ensign 

Blair Television 
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by ARB and Nielsen. Agencies would 
be wise to assume that one of them, 
or an independent entrepreneur will 
produce an attractive computerized 
time -buying system. But it may take 
five to 10 years, and the need is now. 
Ifere's the predicament: what do 
You do in the meantime?" 

Gromer suspects that larger agen- 
cies now using the computer for 
billing, estimating and payroll func- 
tions may be able to add "front 
end" avails programs to their pres- 
ent systems, or else turn to other 

. sources, like data processing serv- 
ices or other agencies' programs for 
a way out. 

"What makes the problem particu- 
larly frustrating," says Gromer, "is 
the knowledge that someone is 
working on a solution to your prob- 
lem, but you don't know when that 
solution will come." 

-knother agency research expert 
looked at the Nielsen and ARB pro- 
posals this way: "When they were 
first presented, they appeared to be 
of limited \ alue. But large agencies 
will be ' able to do computerized 
timebuving themselves by the time 
Nielsen and ARB have their systems 

perfected. if reps submitted their 
avails on tape, we could put them 
on the computer and rank avails 
ourselves. May be the ARB and Niel- 
sen systems would have some value 
to small and medium-sized agencies." 

Some attempts made 
A handful of agencies have al- 

ready started tinkering with their 
own inhouse computers, trying to 
get an automatic avails program to 
work. Young & Rubicam is reported 
to be in the process of computerizing 
spot buying, and both Grey and 
Gardner say that they have succeeded 
in computerizing spot and network 
buying functions, respecti ely, on 
their computers. Media men like 
Gromer feel that programs like these 
could be leased to other agencies 
between now and the time Nielsen's 
and ARB's systems are ready. Then, 
if the latter prove better, a switch- 
oy er could conceit' ably take place. 

Several outside data processing 
centers have also announced plans 
to tackle the media monster, and, 
if they get the solutions first, ARB 
and Nielsen may find themselves 
with an expensive solution to a 
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5-5528. 

1. and another thing about 

Cowitp nayr¿de 
is 

the 
sound! 

HENSON 
CARGILL 

host 

Not Nashville, where "country" has been growing up, but CINCINATTI 
-where it comes of age! THE CINCINATTI SOUND is the brand new, 
up -tempo contemporary sound: the story -telling sound; the youth 
oriented sound of today's musical activists. And it's supported by 
multi -track tape techniques, audio control and electronic augmentation 
that's as sophisticated as the music itself. Country music doesn't fiddle 
around anymore: it's today's sound-and it's television's turn to cash 
in on it! 

A NEW TV I Available as both 30 & 60 minute programs:. 
SERIES! 52 shows: 39 + 13 repeats. In Color, on Video Tape: 

To see it, call or write: E. Donny Graff, Vice President for Television, Avco Embassy 
Pictures Corp., 1301 Avenue of the Américas, New York, N.Y. 10019. 212-956-5528. 

settled problem. 
The attitude of station reps 

toward the computerized proposals 
is, generally, "we'll wait and see." 
At first, reps sent up a hue and cry 
when the AhB plan was announced. 
Under the initial scheme, agency 
specs were to be transmitted directly 
to a computer, where they were to be 
married with a station's inventory. 
The rep's role became that of editor 
and messenger boy. Sensing that 
reps would not cooperate with 
the system, and stations would be 
unwilling to turn their inventories 
over to a third party, ARB labori- 
ously redesigned its system. These 
changes have somewhat allayed the 
reps' fears, although a few on the 
selling end still feel that ARB's sys- 
tem would really work better without 
the rep. One company, in fact, took 
a copy of ARBSEC's flow chart, 
eliminated the rep's role entirely, re- 
ducing the number of separate stages 
from 25 to 15, without appreciably 
changing the timebuving procedure. 

Reps, however, are at least willing 
to pay lip service to the computer- 
ized timebuving concept. When asked 
what they think of the idea, most 
reply, "Anything that helps solve the 
paperwork tangle is a step in the 
right direction." 

Still, many reps hold to the opin- 
ion that there is an inherent danger 
in the ARR system and delays are 
anticipated in both ARR and Nielsen 
versions. they doubt that either will 
be the final solution of the spot pa- 
perwork dilemma, because of the 
great number of variables involved 
in spot buy ing. 

There is also the ever-present con- 
cern that computerization will rob 
timebuving of "creativity." "My 
main fear is that younger timebuy- 
ers will rely too much on the machine 
air l the ratings," says Mike Levinton, 
tv research director for Edward 
Petry & Co. "I suspect they'll take 
the easy way out and buy exclusively 
by cost -per -1,000. A more experi- 
enced buyer would have the insight 
to know that ratings and cost -per - 

1,000 aren't everything, and would 
consider other factors-like the 
`flavor' of a program or the quality 
of the station." 

When it comes to comparing the 

individual systems, both agency men 
and reps seem to feel that too little 

lha 

} 

oa 
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known about either to make an in- 

lligent choice at this point in the 

ime. Martin Goldberg, vice presi- 

;rrt and director of research for 

-R Television, summed up the view- 

iint of many with this remark: 

Ile proposals at the moment are 

,iugh. There is no programming, no 

aecific proposals. The presentations 
e've seen are based on grand 

.cokes. That's a logical first step, 

course, but eventually you have to 

et down to the fine pencil work 

efore you can get to implementation. 
'here's several million dollars ssorth 

f work and several years involved 

efore either of these systems is 

early to be bought and sold, and we 

ouldn't decide which is better until 

aen." 

Bet on, AIM 

Most bu\ers and sellers, when 

messed to make a prediction as to 

vhich research bureau will come out 

he winner in the race to put its 

iystem on the market, would bank 

Irn AR B. That's because they assume 
kRB is more actively pursuing the 

1auest. 
They note that AIIR has beat a 

stead\ path between reps, agencies 

and the drawing board every time it 

makes a modification in its original 
plan. 

Nielsen, meanwhile, has stuck 

pretty much to its original proposal, 

Ionly 
lid) ing it up a little with an 

announced change early this Sum- 

mer (see Spot Report, TELEVISION 

AGE, June 16, 1969). 
Bill Hamill, vice president of Niel- 

sen, denies that ARB has any techni- 

cal lead, but adds "We won't ask 

people to underwrite this s\ stem un- 

til it's completely workable, has 

haen pilot tested and debugged." 
Ilis reference is to ARB's initial 

intention, no longer the case, of ask- 

ing reps and agencies for help in 

financing the $12-15 million system, 

money said to be necessary to start 
t up TVX even before any plan was 

perfected. 
Dr. Langhoff clears up AR B's po- 

sition on this: "We envisioned a 

system owned half by reps and half 

by agencies," he says. "We thought 
the industry would be happier own- 

' ing its own system. As a subsidiary 
of Control Data Corporation, we 

have no need for outside money." 
Now, Langhoff adds, plans to fi- 

nance the system, t bough still un- 

certain, will probably he on a lease 

or sale basis. Nielsen envisions the 

same kind of financing for its 

system. 
The main difference between 

ARB's original concept and its pres- 

ent one is that the agency will not 

have access to the rep's inventory, 
as the rep will take out only what 

he wishes to show the agency. "In- 
puts are minimal," Langhoff says, 

"but the system drastically cuts 

down on paperwork." 
Though ARB will not disclose de- 

tails of its new system as yet, it's 
believed that it will work something 
like this: 

The station feeds into the system 

inventory, audience estimates and 

rates, which are stored in a spot in- 

ventory file. These are taken out by 

the rep and matched with agency 

avail requests, ranked and printed 
out as proposals. Later come market 

evaluations, orders, confirmations, 
etc. 

Hardware necessary for either 

the ARB or Nielsen system is another 

concern of agencies and reps. Neither 

ARB nor Nielsen has announced 

specifics of cost or the amount of 

hardware needed to join the system, 

but from initial indications, agencies 

and reps will need at least a cathode 

ray tube editing device and type- 

writer terminals with paper tape key- 

boards to feed information to the 

computer. As plans stand now, the 

subscriber to one system will proba- 

bly be able to use the statistical rat- 

ing information of the other, since 

the computer doesn't really care 

where the numbers come from. 

First phase revision 

Changes in the Nielsen system, 

announced earlier in the Summer, 

revolved around a new first -phase, 

recognizing the proliferation of 

group reps and sales divisions within 

independent rep firms. This step 

automates calling of reps. 

In the Nielsen system, the agenc\ 

loads the computer with request data, 

the rep punches a paper tape of 

avails and brings it to the agency. 

In succeeding steps, the avails are 

ranked by various criteria, with bud- 

get control and lost -buy analyses 

included in other phases. 
Those who doubt that ARB and 

Nielsen will be able to get their 

systems off the ground are already 
considering alternate ways to ease 

the paperwork crush. One is Jerome 

J. Klasman, president of a two -year - 

old software firm called Integrated 
Computer Concepts, devoting itself 

exclusively to a computerized rela- 

tionship between reps and stations. 
His solution, he hopes, is a system 

his firm is presently trying to sell 

to reps called SOL (for "Spot On 

Line") . In it, the station feeds demo- 

graphics and avail information into 

a central computer for the use of 

its rep only, as airlines now have 

instant access to reservation in- 

formation. Confirmations, contracts, 
broadcast logs, traffic logs, invoices 
and management reports are by- 

products of the system. Klasman 
notes that the system will cost the 

rep no more than 10 per cent of his 

present cost of doing business, with 

a great deal more information pro- 
vided. (See page 19.) 

Another solution to the paperwork 
problem, far simpler than any of the 

others yet proposed, might be the 

elimination of the 60 -second piggy- 

back and installation of the inde- 

pendent 30 in its place. "If the 30 

was adopted," estimates Sam Vitt of 

Ted Bates, "for accounts heavily in- 

volved in piggybacking there would 
he at least a 30 per cent improvement 
in the amount of paperwork. And 
it wouldn't surprise me if that im- 

provement were as much as 60 per 
cent." 

If the standard 30 doesn't evolve 

soon, and ARB's, Nielsen's or similar 
computerized timebuying proposals 
are as far away as most people be- 

lieve, media departments have little 

to look forward to except more pa- 

perwork, more drudgery and more 
chaos. 
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William P. Dix, ,1r,, formerly gen- 

eral manager KTItl-TV Fargo -Grand 
Forks, N.D., has been appointed gen- 
eral manager of NEAT -TV- 1M -FM 

West Palm Beach, Fla. 
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Thé,TK-44A can improve your station's color image and help increase sales. 

Ito,útperforms any other color camera in the world today. Once you 
ee. and try thé TK-44A, you'll agree. You'll discover features found in 

t. nó Other camera. Features that mean better color and faster set-up. ' 

'Features that mean more time for your engineers and camera -men to 
1.0.end in program production instead of tinkering, to assure less 
.tension and greater efficiency-indoors and out! 

ThelTK,44A. The maximum -performance studio camera that can 
clObleas your most dependable remote camera. The camera with 

:,the innovations you need today. ... and tomorrow! 
ft 

The finest color camera 
ever made for sales managers 
is the finest ever made for 
sponsors,engineers and cameramen. 

e New 3 -Tube RCATK-44A. 
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Detergent 

You get more for your. money 
in color control and fidelity. 
A The TK-44A can deliver the kind of color , 

you like. No more old-fashioned painting which 
always unbalances grey scale. Reason: the 

"Chromacomp." 
B The TK-44A can bring your sponsors' 
products to the home TV screen in truer -to -life 
color than any other lead -oxide camera. 
Reason: "Chromacomp." 

C The TK-44A can give you the highest 
degree of color -match with any color camera 
you own. No other camera can offer you this 
important operating advantage. Reason: the 
unique "Chromacomp" Color Masker. 

D The TK-44A can increase picture sharpness 
without causing a corresponding increase in 

noise. Reason: the unique comb filter Contour 
Enhancer. . , 

E The TK-44A can produce life -like color at ¡ 

all light levels. Even at 15 foot candles, it can 
still deliver full video levels. Reason: optics 
30% more efficient than the No. 2 camera. 

In the months ahead, we will tell you why the 
new TK-44A offers you more for your money in 
operating flexibility. But if you want complete 
details now, call your RCA Broadcast Repre- . 

sentative or write: RCA Broadcast Equipment, 
Bldg. 15-5,.Camden, N. J. 08102. 

RCA ...Totally Responsive 
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Predictions . (From page 27) 

the series which was pre-empted will 
hold on to that added audience for a 

while. 
This also works in reverse; when 

a special attracts an audience less 
than that found watching the pre- 
empted series, the latter will suffer 
for a while since those driven away 
to competitive programming by the 
special will continue watching the 
competitive programming for a while. 
However, if an audience is dissatis- 
fied with a special, this will not rub 
off on the pre-empted series. This bit 
of tv behavior is particularly import- 
ant since the average special attracts 
less audience than the average series. 

Can't predict specials 

It is difficult to predict how most 
specials will do, since people ap- 
proach the viewing of them without 
knowing what to expect in most in- 
stances. In the case of a series, the 
audience knows in advance what to 
expect from the characters, even if 
they don't know the plot of a partic- 
ular episode. With this kind of situa- 
tion to deal with, the program analyst 
can rely on patterns of behavior 

which are somewhat predictable. 
There is still, however, a large ele- 

ment of judgment in successful pre- 
dicting, Cornell says. The Ayer an- 
alyst, moreover, believes that this 
judgment cannot be programmed into 
a computer. 

"Of course, you have to have a 
great deal of numerical information 
on how a program did in the past 
and how it performed against the 
competition. I go back six seasons to 
get information about how a show 
performed-if it was on that long. 
With a new show, you rely partly on 
information about how similar types 
of shows behaved in the past in var- 
ious competitive situations." 

But numbers can't do it all, Cor- 
nell insists. There is a point at which 
the analyst must fall back on intui- 
tion, sharpened by experience and 
knowledge. 

"I'm not saying this because I have 
some secret I don't want to give away. 
There are no formulas. As a matter 
of fact, I wish there were more ob- 
jective factors to predict how a show 
will do. It would eliminate the errors 
that we inevitably commit." 

Here, then, is Cornell's judgment 
on the upcoming schedule as it un- 
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HENSON 
CARGILL, 

host 

Today's "country" is contemporary-and the issues your viewers deal 

with daily are dealt with on the program: in the music, the comedy, the 

commentary. Host HENSON CARGILL achieved national fame singing 
about the "highs" and "lows" of real people in a real world. His =1 hit 
record, "Skip a Rope," is a. scathing commentary on the values we teach 

our children. "None of My Business" is Cargill's way of saying, "Today 
is very much my business." Identify with your viewers; let them know 

you're hooked in to their feelings about where we're all at today. Don't 

sell them, or your sponsors, short: sell them COUNTRY HAYRIDE. 

Á 'NEW TV Available as both* 30 & 60 minute programs. 
SERIES!, 52 shows: 39 + 13 repeats: In Color, on Video Tape. 

To see it, call or write: E. Jonny Graff, Vice President for Television, Avco Embassy 
Pictures Corp.,. 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019. 212-956-5528 

folds through the week: 

Monday 

The week starts with two new 
shows pitted against one of the long- 
est -running series on tv. CBS' Gun - 
smoke will begin its 15th year cn the 
air September 22. It appeals to older 
adults as most westerns do and its 
appeal to children is enhanced by the 
fact that it starts at 7:30. This adds 
up to the familiar "U" audience 
composition profile, so common on 
tv. 

During the past season, Gunsmoke 
had little competition for the older 
adult audience since it was facing 
The Avengers on ABC and I Dream 
of Jeannie on NBC. Next season it 
will face The Music Scene on ABC 
and My World and Welcome To It 
on NBC. 

The latter deals with a cartoonist 
and writer with an overly active 
imagination. It is based on the car- 
toons and writings of James Thurber 
and combines fantasy with a family 
setting. It will have appeal to some 
older adults and, because one of the 
characters is the 10 -year -old daugh- 
ter of the cartoonist -writer, some ap- 

peal to children. It promises to be a 

"quality show" but the question re- 

mains whether it will have genuine 
mass appeal. 

The Music Scene is a 45 -minute 
show, one of two back-to-back in the 

7:30-9 p.m. slot-a genuine novelty 

on the network schedules so far as 

program length goes. It features 
contemporary music and, hence, ap- 

peals to teens and adults up to 25 or 

30. 
This type of show goes over 

stronger with women than men. How- 

ever, pop music shows, except for 

the Tom Jones program, haven't done 

too well in the past. 
ABC's ploy of carrying The Music 

Scene into the first 15 minutes of 

Laugh -In won't work. The show will 

be a loser in its time period. My 

World will give Gunsmoke a little 

competition among older adults but 

won't seriously threaten the western. 

Gunsmoke overlaps the Rowan and 

Martin show, which will continue to 

be a runaway in the ratings. How- 

ever, Laugh -In doesn't take much 

audience from Gunsmoke but builds 

cn new tune -in at 8. 
At 8:15 The New People, the 

second new ABC show, succeeds The 

1 
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1 

BREaTV 28 
Northeastern; Pennsylvania 

COVERS THE 18th LARGEST1MARKET IN RETAIL 

w3-4 

With íts new tower and increased 
power, WBRE-TV reaches more 

people; serves twenty-seven counties 
in a three state area (with a total 
market population of 2,020,300 

and an annual spendable income of 
$4,921,625,000) representing the 

nation's 18th largest retail 
sales market. 

WBRE-TV, now covering a 

THREE BILLION DOLLAR retail 
sales area, maintains technical facilities 

unequalled in the Northeast 
. with a technical and programming 

staff equal to the facilities and equipment. 
This preeminence in technical excellence 

supports our claim to be "FIRST IN 

NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA"! 

REPRESENTED BY 

;EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC. 

THE ORIGINAL STATION' REPRESENTATIVE 

The importance of this vast 
market, and our ability to reach 
it, are critical factors in making 
WBRE-TV/NBC the basis of ANY 
successful marketing plan for 
Northeastern Pennsylvania and 
adjacent areas. 

WBRE's new 850 foot Tower of Power, 
reaching 1645 feet above average terrain 
and 2949 feet above sea level, radiates 
4 MILLION WATTS! Offers Grade A service 
and programming of popular entertainment, 
news and sports wíthín a 60 -mile radius; 
Grade B service within 75 miles. 

WBRE-TV 
Channel 28 

Wilkes-Barre/Scranton, Pa. 
Wilkes-Barre/Scranton, Pennsylvania 

AFFILIATE 
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Music Scene and should inherit 
its audience, since it deals with col- 
lege-age types. The idea of young 
people establishing their own society 
and making mistakes as they go along 
won't appeal to older adults. l'he 
New People appears to be a reason- 
ably well -produced show but the se- 
lective appeal and the combined 
competition of Gunsmoke, Lucille 
Ball at 8:30 and Laugh -In will be 
too much for it. Lucy has put her 
own children into the show and its 
appeal to teenagers has increased. 
One consolation to ABC is the likeli- 

hood that The New People will do 
better than Peyton Place this past 
season. 

At 9, ABC unveils its third offering 
in an evening with all new shows. 
It's The Survivors, an hour-long 
drama which faces the CBS parlay 
of Mayberry RFD and Doris Day 
and the NBC movies. The Survivors 
is not a good candidate for survival. 
Mayberry seems pretty certain to be 
the time period winner, though the 
movies will attract the younger adults. 

Doris Day replaces Family Affair 
at 9:30 and since she did well with 
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!. and another thing about 

Country 2tayScie 
is 

the 
press! 

F = HENSON 

host 

a. _ :._ 
Premiering on WLW-T, Cincinnati, as a nite-time, 
prime -time special, `Hayride' impressed the press: 

"HAYRIDE GOES MOD-AND IT'S GREAT. A mod 
country music show with groovy production and 
a great new sound. I think Avco has a winner in 
its new -look, new sound Hayride-especially 
since country music has gone to town. I 

think it has a winner in Henson Cargill too." - MARY WOOD, Post & Times Star 

"HENSON CARGILL IS HIP, literate, low-keyed 
and natural...The new Hayride is a slick, well - 
paced show...changing with the times and 
tastes. It's a new ball game." - MARTIN HOGAN, JR., Enquirer 

STATIONS -SOLD: WIBF-TV Philadelphia; KTVT Ft. 
Worth; WDAF-TV Kansas City; KHTV Houston; WTPA Harrisburg; 
WHEN -TV Syracuse; WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.; WOW -TV 
Omaha; WLUK-TV Green Bay; WEAR -TV Pensacola; WAEO-TV 
Rhinelander, Wisc. AVCO: WLW-T, Cincinnati; WLW-D, Dayton; 
WLW-C, Columbus; WLW-I, Indianapolis & WOAI-TV San Antonio. 

A NEW TV I Available as both 30 & 60 minute programs. 
SERIES! ` 52 shows: 39 + 13 repeats. In Color, on Video Tape. 

To see it, call or write: E. Jonny Graff, Vice President for Television, Avco Embassy 
Pictures Corp., 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019. 212-956-5528. 

older adults last season, the new slot 
should be a good place for her since 
her lead-in, Mayberry, also lures the 
older adults. 

The final ABC Monday debut, at 
10, is Love, American Style, an an- 
thology, which must battle Carol 
Burnett. The comedienne inherits the 
older adults passed along b\ Gun - 
smoke -Lucy -Mayberry -Doris Day. 
Meanwhile, the movie's share goes up 
as older adults and children go to 
bed. 

Overall, movies will do about as 
well as this past season, but not as 
well as the season before that. For the 
advertiser seeking to reach the 
younger adult, there are few vehicles 
better than features. Possibly half of 
all viewing by younger adults (under 
50) is to movies. 

Teenagers have always been an in- 
tegral part of the movie audience, 
but young children don't seem to 
cotton much to them, even if they're 
allowed to stay up. 

To sum up Monday: With its new 
shows, ABC will do better than last 
season but will still end up a poor' 
third. It's unlikely any of the new 
shows will see more than one season 
on the air. Maybe one of the Love, 
American Style stories will provide 
the ingredients for a series. 

Tuesday 

At 7:30, NBC moves in I Dream 
of Jeannie from Monday and pits her 
against the returning Lancer on CBS 
and The Mod Squad on ABC. NBC 
will now have a string of three situa- 
tion comedies leading into the 
movies. 

Jeannie will take some of the kids 
and younger adults from The Mod 
Squad, while Lancer will corner the 
older adults. The three programs will 

split viewing homes pretty evenly. 
The new Debbie Reynolds Show 

follows Jeannie at 8, while the other 
networks stay pat. There's no pilot 
available, but a story about a go-go 
suburban housewife with a family 
circle indicates the show will inherit 
kids and attract teenagers and 

younger adults. However, it won't 
be enough to prevent the new show 
from ending up third-by a small 
margin. 

Real competition shapes up at 

8:30, enough to push-up sets -in -use. 

There's ABC's new 90 -minute Movie 
of the Week, CBS' Red Skelton and 

NBC's Julia. That's enough competi- 
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.on for the ABC entry, though ít 

rill be helped by the young audi- 

'nce it inherits from The Mod Squad. 
As Julia ends at 9, to he followed 

y the movies, Skelton picks up some 

audience from the departing situation 
:omedv. CBS introduces its first new 

'how of the week at 9:30-The Gov- 

rrnor and J.J. 
The Dan Dailey series looks great. 

It will undoubtedly attract large 

lumbers of older adults and would 

lo better with teens under different 

circumstances, but the movies offer 

stiff competition here. Dailey is 

definitely of the establishment, but 
the teenage appeal comes from his 

daughter, offering by-play on the gen- 

feration gap. 
Probably the best of ABC's new 

shows comes at 10-Marcus Welby, 

M.D. It's about an older doctor and 

his young assistant-which has a 

familiar ring-but Robert Young 
comes over strong. The CBS News 

/lour won't give Welby much corn - 

petition, of course, and the doctor 
will do about as well as the NBC 

movie in homes and share. 
The ABC show has a pretty "flat" 

' audience composition profile, appeal- 
ing basically to older adults but 
getting young people from Movie of 
the Week and the generally younger - 
than -average ABC audience. 

Tuesday is an NBC night, but ABC 

will do well and, if the CBS News 

flour is included in the calculations, 
a little Letter than CBS. 

Wednesday 

ABC moves The Flying Nun into 

1 

the 7:30 spot, but it won't do it much 
good against Glenn Campbell and 

! The Virginian, both pretty strong 
shows and about equal in homes 
reached. Campbell will get the 

younger adults, the western, the older 
adults. The Flying Nun is pretty 
much a show for kids. 

At 8, ABC unveils its seventh new 

show of the week-The Courtship of 

Eddie's Father. The new show will 

have difficulties, being pitted against 
two shows already ín progress, in ad- 

dition to which two episodes of the 

show in the can didn't look promis- 
ing. 

A new ABC entry follows at 8:30. 
It's Room 222, a show with a mes- 

sage, about a Negro high school 
teacher. This won't do much better 
than Eddie's Father. It faces the 

Beverly Hillbillies, moved up from 9 

and benefiting from Campbell, a 

stronger lead-in show (last season, 
CBS started off Wednesday night 
with Daktari and The Good Guys) . 

Room 222 also faces The Virginian. 
The lineup at 9 is the movie on 

ABC, United Medical Center, one of 

the five new CBS shows, and NBC's 
Music Hall. The UMC pilot was noth- 
ing to brag about; the use of an older 
and younger doctor in the cast makes 

it appear that most program people 
feel there's only one sure-fire formula 
for a medical series. UMC benefits 
from the lead-in, however, and the 

Kraft show isn't the competition it 
used to be. 

Further, the ABC movie is one of 

the weaker ones of this genre. How- 

ever, with Music Hall getting the 

older adults and the movie getting 
the younger adults, UMC is in a 

crunch and is lucky it follows the 

Beverly Hillbillies. In terms of homes, 

the 9-10 hour is a Mexican standoff. 
Hawaii Five -O on CBS and Then 

Caine Bronson, a new NBC entry 
enter the lists at 10 opposite the 
movie. The former has been doing 
well, but Bronson looks like a flop. 

Summing it up, it's a CBS night 
with Campbell and the Hillbillies. 

ABC ís the Ioser. 

Thursday 
CBS has the strongest opening 

hand with Family Affair combatting 
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir, a former 
NBC show now on ABC, and Daniel 

Boone. Family Affair moves up from 

Barry Zorthian, executive vice presi- 

dent, Time -Life Broadcasting Corp., 

formerly director, Joint United States 

Public Affairs Office and Minister - 

Counselor for Information of the 

American Embassy in Vietnam, was 

given the Marine Corps League's 

1969 "Iron Mike" award. 

Monday and will walk over Mrs. 

Muir. She showed some promise last 

season but had the bad luck to be op- 

posite Lawrence Welk and My 3 

Sons. Boone has more competition 
this year from Family Affair, which 

also pulls the older adults. 

At 8, That Girl on ABC and the 

new Jim Nabors variety hour on 

CBS come in opposite Boone. That 

Girl has been shifted around quite a 

bit and her new slot will not help her 
from being a loser. 

Nabors looks like a winner. The 

show will appeal to older adults and, 

in addition, Nabors will inherit kids 

from Family Affair. 
Nabors will have his mettle tested 

during his second half hour, when 

Bewitched and Ironside come in at 

8:30. The combination of these three 

strong shows, each of which will have 

homes ratings in the 20s, will boost 

set -in -use. 

At 9, it's Tom Jones on ABC, the 

movies on CBS and the rest of Iron - 
side. 

The movies now have a better lead- 

in with Nabors (a second -season 

switch put Jonathan Winters in at 8 

last December) . Jones has been do- 

ing quite well this summer against re- 

runs but faces tougher competition 
in the Fall. 

The singer opened the ABC Friday 
schedule starting last February and 
couldn't make it. In May, he was 

moved to his present spot, where 

Bewitched-like most fantasies, big 
with teens-fed him audiences. He'll 
be number three, however, in the Fall, 
facing not only Ironside on NBC, 
but Dragnet at 9:30. 

Jones is followed by It Takes a 
Thief at 10; this ABC show not only 
contends with the movies but Dean 
Martin as well and will do worse 
than Jones. In addition to the com- 
petition, there's the fact that the 
Thursday 10:30-11 period had been 
station time, so the question of clear- 
ances must be raised. On the plus 
side, It Takes a Thief, which appeals 
to young adults, will benefit from 
the preceding Jones show. 

Except for Bewitched, it's a bad 
night for ABC. The CBS schedule 
will have the edge, being strengthened 
with Family Affair and Nabors. 

Friday 
Both ABC and CBS start off the 

evening with program shifts. Let's 
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Make a Deal moves up from later in 
the evening (to where it was moved 
in February). Get Smart moves from 
NBC, where it was opposite Gleason, 
to CBS, opposite High Chaparral. 

The western will get the older 
adults, Get Smart, the under -50s and 
the kids and Let's Make a Deal the 
leftovers. 

ABC brings in The Brady Bunch 
at 8, a new show characterized by a 
frantic opening episode. It faces The 
Good Guys, which should do well in 
its new slot. The Brady Bunch will 
improve the ABC audience level very 
little over the preceding Let's Make 
a Deal. 

Ditto for Mr. Deeds, the second 
of ABC's three new shows on Fri- 
day. Deeds is opposite Hogan's 
Heroes on CBS and The Name of the 
Game. The CBS show, aided by its 
lead-in, will be strong in both kids 
and older adults.. The NBC show, 
with a general appeal to under -50 
adults, plus men, will get some older 
adults from its lead-in, High Chapar- 
ral. 

ABC moves Here Come the Brides 
from 7:30 Wednesday, where it 
showed a surprising appeal to kids, 
to 9 on Friday, where it will give up 
much of that audience. The CBS 
movie had Gomer Pyle for a lead-in 
last season and Hogan's Heroes, 
while good, isn't that good. The 
Name of the Game should be number 
one by a small margin and Here 
Come the Brides should be third by 
a small margin. 

The movies face two new shows at 
10 and should do better than both of 
them, although it is one of the weaker 

Gerry Mulderrig has been named to 
the newly -created position of nation- 
al sales manager for Tele -Rep. He 
had been sales manager for Metro 
TV Sales' New York and Chicago 
operations. 

network movies. On ABC, the Lennon 
sisters will get the over -50 crowd 
without much trouble, since there 
won't be any competition for the 
seniors. NBC's new Bracken's World, 
with glamorous Hollywood as a back- 
drop, will attract younger adults and 
will be fed the same by The Name of 
the Game. But the movies, also at- 
tractive to younger adults, will take 
the 10-11 time period. 

Friday is the weakest night of the 
week in terms of sets -in -use, probably 
because of a history of poor pro- 
gramming. It should do a little bet- 
ter this coming season then last. ABC 
will do better than last season but 
it's a CBS -NBC horse race. 

Saturday 
NBC throws in a refurbished Andy 

Williams hour opposite Gleason as 
the evening opens. While Williams 
will do well, he would do better a 
little later in the evening because of 
his appeal to older adults. Gleason 
gets the kids, though Williams has 
some appeal to teenagers. The two 
game shows on ABC, Dating Game 
and /Newlywed Game will attract 
older women, but this audience is 
also attracted to the competition, 
which weakens the ABC shows. There 
is, ,apparently, a minimum of counter - 
programming here. 

At 8:30, Lawrence Welk will get 
older adults not only from the game 
shows but from Gleason and Wil- 
liams. This will hurt Adam 12 en 
NBC, which though it has some ap- 
peal to kids, is basically adult -ori- 
ented in its story line. My 3 Sons on 
CBS is really big with the kids. 

CBS puts in Green Acres at 9 in 
place of Hogan's Heroes. Green Acres 
had followed Beverly Hillbillies on 
Wednesday, which was a good show 
for it to follow. However, now it will 
be -a better lead-in to Petticoat Junc- 
tion at 9:30. The Gabor/Albert opus, 
however, has to battle Welk for the 
older adults but it shouldn't have 
any trouble getting a nice hunk of 
whatever kid audience is available. 
This effect of this on the NBC movie 
is to accentuate its appeal to younger 
adults. 

At 9:30, Junction, with its new 
lead-in, is strengthened \ is -a -vis 
Hollywood Palace, both of which at- 
tract older adults. Junction, however, 
will attract the kids. 

From 9:30 on, it's the same as 
last year, with Mannix on CBS at 10. 

Sunday 
Starting at 7, the lineup is Land 

of the Giants on ABC,- Lassie on 
CBS, Animal Kingdom on NBC. All, 
of course, appeal primarily to young 
children. However, Giants has some 
appeal to teens and Lassie has some 
for the over -50 viewers. 

CBS brings in John Forsythe, the 
bachelor father, in a new setting-. 
To Rome, with Love, at 7:30. The 
show will be reasonably attractive to 
kids, but Disney, who also comes 
in at 7:30, -will remain number one 
in the kid department. 

With Ed Sullivan and the FBI com- 
ing in at 8, children who had been 
watching ABC and CBS will switch 
to Disney. The three shows are all 
strong, with the FBI exhibiting a 
"flat" demographic profile and Sulli- 
van getting a lot of the over -50 aud- 
ience. 

NBC has what looks like a real 
winner, a half hour of Bill Cosby as 
a high school teacher who moon- 
lights as a private eye. Though 
nominally a situation comedy, there 
will he some bite to it. 

Leslie Uggams is CBS' second new 
show of the evening. She will face 
the ABC movie and the strong 
Bonanza; tough competition, but she 
may hold her own against the movie. 

NBC brings in The Bold Ones, a 

new trilogy, at 10. It faces Mission: 
Impossible and the ABC movie. The 
new show looks like a number three, 
but it will be an improvement over 
last year. With Disney, Cosby and 
Bonanza, that makes it a pretty good 
NBC night. 

Ray A. Karpówicz, sales manager of 
KSD-TV St. Louis, will fill the post of 
general manager vacated by Harold 
O. Grams, vice president in charge of 
broadcasting for the Pulitzer Publish- 
ing Co. which owns the station. 
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Wes (From page 3.3) 

pid on creative design because you 

Ci't altar the working area. 

llether the product is something of 

batty or as prosaic as a lawn mow - 

e it is possible to build a unique 

tipicture, starting with the product's 
sjipe and then comparing it with 

offer forms and combinations of de - 

slat. 

(,Variations within the tv format 
Ili work wonders, complimenting 

ttt product and pushing it dramati- 

c ly to the attention of the viewer. 

Photography: Even the best art - 

irk or scene will not reproduce well 

á, television if it has been photo- 

laphed incorrectly. In most situa- 

!,ns the lighting should be even, the 

nitra exposure on the nose, and 

3 photographic lab must be sure 

le film is developed and printed to 

I standards. 
Uneven lighting on artwork con- 

ses the tv electronic system. Sup- 

pse it has been photographed with 

lien light on the left side, while the 

ght side is slightly under -exposed 

+r rather dark. The tv system will 

i'ost likely set itself to reproduce 
te well -lighted side of the picture 

About the author 

William P. Banner began a 

career in tv when the first sta- 

tions in the South went on the 

air. IIe had previously worked 
in radio. He has produced 
"thousands" of tv commercials 
on slides and film and is pres- 
ently producing commercials 
and film programs and super- 
vising the photographic de- 

partment at WLOS-TV Asheville, 
N.C. Banner has written many 
articles for national publica- 
tions and is completing a book 
on tv advertising. 

and let the right hand area go nearly 
black. 

Television equipment can go only 
so far in compensating for pictures 
which are too dark or too light over- 
all. As a general rule, tv can do 
more in righting a picture which is 

too light than one which is too dark. 
In photographing artwork for tele- 

vision, the right contrast balance can 
be maintained by (1) lighting the 
over-all artwork evenly; (2) taking 
an exposure meter reading of each 
piece of artwork and adjusting the 
camera lens for that particular con- 
trast, and(3) using film which has 
a medium contrast range. 

When photographing indoor 
scenes for television, proper contrast 
is maintained by: (1) lighting the 
over-all scene evenly; (2) using spot 
lights to fill in deep shadows or to 

acid extra light to dark objects; (3) 
using small spot lights to softly pin- 

point any area in the scene that is to 

stand out, and (4) using film which 
has a medium contrast range. 

The contrast of outdoor scenes 

photographed for use on television, 
as slides or camera cards, is more 
difficult to control. However, a photo- 
grapher who is familiar with tv's 

peculiar electronic nature will do the 

following: (1) use a positive -type 

film or negative which is manu- 
factured to give medium contrast; 
(2) expose pictures so they will be 
just a little lighter than picture made 
for viewing by eye; and (3) keep 

deep shadows out of the scene if 
possible. 

If you must photograph a subject 
in shadows, be sure the background 
is also in shadows. This will give an 
even contrast to the picture and thus 
reproduce fairly well on television. 
Camera exposure should be a bit on 
the light side. 

Compatibility: Just when some- 

thing of a definite nature in working 
rules was beginning to take shape 
within the confines of the black and 
white tv screen and the peculiarities 
behind it, along came color television 
and compatibility. 

Where black and white tv produc- 
tion brought only headaches, color 
and compatibility brought hysteria. 
Fortunately, there will be an end to 
it some day when all black and white 
television sets have been replaced by 
color sets. Then it will not be neces- 
sary to look at a beautiful color slide 
and shiver over the prospects of what 
it will look like on b&w tv. 

Still, there will remain the prob- 
lems of contrast control. We will 

still be plagued with (1) color slides 
that are to dark or too light; (2) 
black lettering on a dark brown back- 

ground; (3) someone photographed 
against a clear sky; (4) a subject 
photographed in the shade with the 
sunlight just beyond; (5) a hodge- 
podge of artwork looking like a 

newspaper ad; (6) products shot 
against white walls; (7) artwork that 
is unevenly lighted; (8) artwork 
devoid of imagination or rendered 
in pastels with no depth, no center 
of interest, dull designs, scattered 
picture elements, and (9) forever, 
the unalterable tv format and the 
peculiarities of the electronic tv 

system. 
The point is that, basically, there 

are no "mechanical" differences be- 
tween preparing artwork or taking 
photographs for black and white or 
color television. The electronic rules 
of the game are the same. 

Rawls honored 

Richard B. Rawls, general 
manager of WPGH-TV Pitts- 
burgh was honored recently to 
mark his 30 years with the 
television industry. 

Rawls began his career in 
1939 with CBS as studio man- 
ager of the CBS experimental 
television station. He has held 
numerous executive positions 
in television with CBS, ABC, 

and most recently with the 
Meredith Broadcasting Co. 

He is a charter member and 
a member of the board of di- 
rectors of the Society of Tele- 
vision Pioneers, and a director 
of the Academy of Television 
Arts and Sciences. A prolific 
writer, he has contributed to 
many textbooks on the subject 
of television. 
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'JVe hit' (From page 34) 

looking for a way to put together a 
bigger `package,' to hit more people 
than our competition. Some people, 
we know, are reached through news- 
papers, but some are not. With tele- 
vision, we felt we would hit every- 
body." 

Ash usually ties in all media in 
his promotions, so that each rein- 
forces the others. In a typical promo- 
tion, iv usually starts things off on 
Tuesday and the 70 -odd spots con- 
tinue through Friday, running 7 a.m. 
through Midnight on the three 
Rochester stations, WHEC-TV, WOKR- 
TV and WROC-TV. 

The print ads appear on Wednes- 
day in the morning and evening pa- 
pers. This is supplemented in two 
small dailies plus 20 weeklies. If the 
campaign during a specific week is 
for, say, a Dollar Day sale, their 
print, direct mail, radio (when used) 
and tv all stress the same theme. 

Ash explains tv's reinforcement 
role: "Our tv spots first appear not 

on Wednesday, but a day earlier. By 
starting on Tuesday, we reach many 
people who see our print ad and they 
relate this back to the tv commercial. 
In this way, we get two chances to get 
people in our stores. For those who 
did not see our tv spots before read- 
ing the newspaper ad, we still have 
another chance to remind them 
through tv because our spots con- 
tinue to run through Friday evening." 

Star's commercials are now mostly 
on slides and the chain has amassed 
a collection of some 700. When the 
firm started on tv, it used film, but 
found it too rich for their budget 
and too full of problems like color 
inconsistency from one scene to an- 
other. 

To avoid monotony in the slide ad- 
vertising, Ash changes the look of 
Star's commercials every once in a 
while. He's now planning his fourth 
change. The first "look" featured 
items shown on shelves, the second 
at the check-out counter, the third 
in the kitchen and the current cam- 
paign spotlights merchandise in gro - 

Shapiro to head Group W stations 

SIIAPIRO 

After a year's search to find a 
succesor to Larry Israel as presi- 
dent of the Westinghouse Broad- 
casting Station Group, that chain 
has named Marvin L. Shapiro to 
the post. Israel left the position to 
become chairman of the Post - 
Newsweek stations. 

Shapiro was also elected execu- 
tive vice president of Group W, 
which includes the station group, 
film producing operation and has 
interests in CATV and the rep firm, 
TvAR. 

Shapiro had been president of 
TvAR. That post will be filled by 
Howard Marsh, who had been vice 

l 

MARSH 

president of the rep firm. 
In his two new positions, 

Shapiro will be the chief operat- 
ing officer of all Group W stations, 
and second -in -command of the 
Westinghouse complex, under 
Donald H. R'IcGannon, president 
and chairman. 

Shapiro has been with TvAR 
since 1961 as Eastern sales man- 
ager, executive vice president and 
president. Marsh had been nation- 
al tv sales manager for Group 
W and general manager of KPIx 
San Francisco before becoming 
.TvAR vice president. 

eery carts. 
Unlike many other food chains, 

Star features both national brands 
and its own private label, Food Club, 
The ad manager says there is no', 
co-op money involved in the national'1l 
brands advertised on tv, which illus- abe 

trates the problems tv still has in 1or'Er 
the co-op area. ,JoPrJr 

Ash is able to test tv's ability .to ',1. B. 

pull traffic and generate sales by high- 
lighting five or six items in each 
minute announcement. However, he 
also uses 20 -second ads with two or 
three items to get into nighttime 
chainbreaks. 

Here's what Ash says about tv's 
ability to sell items: "Soon after we 

started on tv, we sold out on a num- 
ber of items featured on tv. That told 
us television sells specific items. Since 
then, we've also learned that you can 
build good sales with offbeat items 
that normally do not pull from other 
advertising. 

"Prior to Thanksgiving, we showed 
a table setting in a film commercial 
with many food items normally 
served at this time, but some of 

which are not good movers even 

around the holidays. The camera 
picked up a baked turkey and a 

variety of cooked vegetables plus the 

trimings. 
"None of this was shown in cans 

or packages. We exhibited the cooked 
foods in dishes. Our sales were very 

good on all items featured and we 

also received lots of nice comments 
about the commercial from our cus- 

tomers. 
"That taueht us that television will 

sell many products that won't attract 
much business from other advertis- 
ing." I 

t 

Sherman K. Headley, assistant mass- 

ager of WCCO-TV Minneapolis, has 

been named general manager. He has 

been with the station since 1948. 
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'o be a creative media planner, 

I says Ed Papazian, vice president 

I newly named media director of 

B ten, Barton, Durst ine & Osborn, 

're must be quantitative in his 

,tl»king to start. Once you know a 

rlat many truisms, you can predict 

digs more accurately." 
'apazian who replaced Herbert 

H.neloveg, BBI)O media director 
bce 1960 and now a member of the 

a'ncv's strategy review hoard, 

rted up the agency's ladder as a 

earch trainee. With a background 

i that area he is certain to point the 

rhdia department in a new direction. 

"Gins who don't know much more 

tin yesterday's clam can't project 

tw media plans," explains Papazian. 

''oo many buyers can only spew out 

;es when asked who watches tv. 

'ley don't know about income, 

nduct usage data, metro versus 

)I or the combined effect of various 

I'dia." 
Papazian believes a knowledge of 

(.,earth is extremely valuable for a 

fryer and planner. "I Tow can a buyer 

'e information from a research re- 

'+rt if he doesn't understand how 

e research was conducted? You 

rye to know that in order to under - 

and the limits of reliability of the 

formation. in other words, sou 

we to know basically how your 
it is put together before N on can 

delligently make it go 100 mph. 

lou can race it without knowing all 

Ile facts but you might ruin it in 

Ile process; just as you might misuse 

`!formation and produce a bad plan 

r make a poor buy based on what 

n the surface looks like good in- 

)rnrnt ion." 

Papaziar' 
is one of a new breed of 

media directors who have come 

ip on the research side of the de - 

art mein only to change over later 
m. Julius Fine. media director at 

Ogilvy & Mather is another example. 
ieeause of the increasing stress 

fTectiye buying, he believes the re - 

'en rd i -oriented media man will play 
in increasing prominent role iii 
he industry. 

Papazian's career began in 1955 

when he joined BBDO after getting 

cn 

In the picture 

his MS in marketing from Columbia 
College. After five years in the radio - 
tv research department he was made 

department manager. 
In 1961 he became an associate 

media director and manager of the 

media analysis division. Since that 

time he has supervised BBDO's linear 
programming operation, its media 

research and network timebuying di- 

visions and media planning of Lever 

Brothers, Gillette and Scott Paper. 

Other indications of the directions 

Papazian will steer the media de- 

partment toward are evident from his 

contribution in the research and 

planning field. 
Most notable was his participation 

in the development of the Simmons 

syndicated service and more recently 

its iv attention level studies. He also 

prompted the first widespread radio 

demographic studies, got ARB to 

offer local area marketing data as 

part of their rating studies and has 

participated on many ARF commit- 

tees evaluating media surveys and 

techniques. He has also served as 

president of the Radio -Tv Research 

Council and was the first president of 

the \gents- Media Research Council. 

Just what will I'apazian's back- 

ground mean to the thinking of 

the media department? 
"There is alwaNs the chance that 

a buyer or planner might misunder- 

stand what the marketing objectives 

for a product are. To overcome this 

the agency has taken several steps." 

One of the more immediate steps 

is the circulation of a confidential 
questionnaire to all media and plan- 

ning people on a regular basis. They 

will be required to fill out a two - 

page form which queries them about 

their basic knowledge of the accounts 

they work on. These forms will then 

be examined by media management 

who will then be able to point out to 

specific individuals what misinforma- 
tion they might have about their ac- 

counts. 
The questionaire probes the buser- 

planner's knowledge of the brand's 

specific goals. the demographics, in 
terms of as ninny factors as possible, 
who the competition is; how their 

r7 

Ir" 

,i 

(% 

I 
Ed Papazian 

Buyers must understand research 

media approach differs from the 

BBDO account and why. Through a 

concise form, it gives BBDO media 
management an insight into the 

buyer -planner's knowledge of the 

marketing requirements. 

0 titer things Papazian is striving 
for include elimination of cliques. 

"Let's forget points and imagine what 

the customer will see. 

"When a buyer or planner says 

he is going after 100 grp's he often 

doesn't think of what that means. The 

thinking should be reoriented to con- 

ceis e of the buy in terms of what 

the consumer will see on his tele- 

vision. 
"If we are talking about 100 grp's 

that may mean a customer may see a 

spot once every 14 days. The buyer 

or planner then has to think -to him- 

self, 'What effect would seeing this 
spot once every couple of weeks have 

on me?' When a buy is analyzed in 
every day terms it sometimes takes on 

a different appearance." 
Another development Papazian will 

strive for is more communication be- 

tween buyers and creative people. 

"A buyer who has an idea of s' hat 

the commercial is all about will has e 

a better idea of how it should be 

placed." 
Papazian also plans to offer buy- 

ers and planners more incentives, to 

try and get them to do a more crea- 
tive job. \'e want them to be more 
positively constructive. The people 
who will be getting promoted in this 
department are those who will be 

able to take a new approach to buy- 
ing and planning." II 
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Inside the FCC 
The Renewal Branch 

The Renewal Branch of the FCC is like the eye of a 
hurricane these days. Some might call it the Big Wind. 
Plenty is swirling around it. But this is no Wizard of Oz 
fantasy. It's for real, and it involves untold millions, as 
well as the basic structure of the broadcast business. 

Renewals have been held up and challenged on such 
stations as KRON-TV San Francisco, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, 
WXAc-Tv Boston, wrix New York, KNBC-TV Los Angeles. 
The license renewal of KHJ-TV Los Angeles was jumped 
on by an outfit called Fidelity Television Inc., and the 
examiner's initial decision (which will be appealed to the 
full Commission by RKO General) recommended that the 
license be taken away and given to the competing appli- 
cant, Fidelity. 

Milton J. Shapp has filed a petition to deny the re- 
newal of license of WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Drew Pearson 
is going after the license of WFAN-TV the UHF in Wash- 
ington. And the industry is still reeling from the de- 
cision on WHDH-TV Boston. 

At the vortex of this activity is Evelyn Frances Ep- 
ple), a bustling, energetic veteran FCC lawyer who ís 
head of the Renewal Branch. Miss Eppley has been prom- 
inently mentioned as a candidate for the FCC Commis- 
sioner's post soon to be vacated by James Wadsworth. A 
natiNe of Riverside, NT.J., she was educated in Philadel- 
phia parochial schools before going to the University of 
Pennsylvania, where she received her Bachelor's and 
Master's degrees in education in 1935. The following 
year, she joined Hugh Scott, now Senate GOP whip. 

Though not a lawyer, she handled many of his legal 
chores, and was manager of his Philadelphia office. Con- 
gressman Scott sent his bright staff member to Temple 
University Law School at night, where she received her 
law degree in 1948. Thereafter, she became an associate 
in Scott's law firm. Evelyn Eppley became involved in 

v.t 

FCC Form 303 Form Approved 
February 1969 Budget Bureau No. 52R016.16 

SPítion°1 

UNITED STATES OF A1.4ErnCA 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF 

BROADCAST STATION LICENSE 

The law's the same, the atmosphere has changed. 

presidential politics in 1952 when Scott was active in 
getting the nomination for General Eisenhower. She was 
active in the campaign that year, working out of Republi- 
can headquarters in New York. 

The following year, Miss Eppley became legal aid to 
FCC Commissioner John C. Doerfer and served in the 
same capacity while Doerfer was chairman, 1957-1960. 
In 1961, she joined the Rules and Standards Division of 
the Broadcast Bureau as a senior attorney, where she re- 

mained until taking over the Renewal Branch. She over. 
sees the renewals of more than 7,000 three-year licenses. 

Miss Eppley has a staff of síx lawyers, five broadcast 
analysts, two accountants and three engineers. One of 'the major functions of the Renewal Branch is checking out 
programming performances versus promises at license 
renewal times. Statements made three years before by the 
licensee are checked to determine whether or not he has 
lived up to previous commitments as judged by the corn. 
posit week of programming submitted. 

Miss Eppley in her own articulate manner has strong 
opinions about the current renewal controversy. She 
emphasizes with a certain amount of righteous indigna- 
tion that her duties involve no "rubber stamp approval" 
of renewal applications, as has been charged by Com- 
missioners Kenneth Cox and Nicholas Johnson. 

"Despite a limited staff," she says "we go into each 
application in depth. Nobody gets away with anything, 
as far as we are concerned. We have standards, and we 
see that they are met. There is no cursory examination." 

Although she concedes that the Commission has not 
yet formulated guidelines in some areas, Miss Eppley 
says that the trend is toward more stringent requirements 
in the public interest, and her branch is doing all it can 
to see that renewal applicants are adhering to them. "I 
don't like the phrase `strike application', or at least, I 
don't think it applies to the situation". 

She said that only bonafide applicants whose quali- 
fications are checked out by the Broadcast Facilities 
Branch are allowed to file on top of a license renewal, and 
these should not be regarded as harassing or strike con- 
testants. "It takes from $100,000 to $250,000 to make a 

serious effort to challenge the license of a major broadcast 
facility. I don't think many people are going to risk this 
kind of money." 

Then why the sudden rash of challenging applications?' 
One of the FCC Commissioners observes that the 

WHDH-TV decision has encouraged applicants who were in 
the wings to take the chance and go ahead and file. The 
recent KHJ-TV examiner's report may even encourage 
more of these applications. 

Although Nick Johnson denied before the Senate Com- 
merce Subcommittee that he had gone out and encouraged 
local groups to jump on a facility with a competing ap- 

plication at renewal time, there seems to be no question 
but that his "spade work" is also stimulating this activity., 

At the same time, the hearings on the Pastore Bill be- 

fore the Senate Subcommittee delineated the complex 
problems of the broadcaster. 

As ABC president Leonard Goldenson stated, "A li- 

cense renewal approach that seems to suggest a station 
must essentially start over again each three years (or at 

least be subject to such a challenge), critically undercuts 
the financial structure of the industry." And Frank P. 

Fogarty, vice president of Meredith Corp., said that un- 

less the Pastore Bill is enacted, "I foresee the drying up 

of venture capital in broadcasting, the exodus of talented 
personnel, general deterioration of broadcast services 
and ultimate chaos." 
(More on renewal problems in the next issue. 

1 IIi 
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The care and feeding of Spot isn't easy. 
For one thing, he's a giant. A giant bil- 
lion -dollar medium. So, we provide 
accurate, reliable, well -researched 
information to minimize risks for those 
who invest in him. In 69/70, we'll be 
measuring Spot in the largest 70 markets 
five times, putting the most data where 
the most money is spent. 

Unlike the proverbial leopard, Spot's 
spots are constantly changing; by sea- 
son, for example. That's why our five 
major measurements will give the most 
comprehensive seasonal information 
available for Spot in 69/70. Spot is also 
famous for changes in programming. 

ing 

Thus, each NSI 69/70 V.I.P. report pro- 
vides normal program ratings and audi- 
ence composition data, excluding 
pre-emptions for special programs tele- 
cast on an irregular basis. (Sample sizes 
permitting.) 

Finally, buying Spot is enormously 
complex. NSI's answer: The introduction 
of a simplified buyer's report. It's called, 
THE TIME BUYER'S FRIEND. 

These are just a few of the new things 
we'll be doing about The Care and Feed- 
ing of Spot in 69/70. Want to know the 
rest? Call us. 

N ielsen Station Index 
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company 

NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO 
956-2500 372-3810 466-4391 986-6437 


